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PREFACE

ABOUT ENERGY TECHNOLOGY MODULES
The modules were devfloped by CORD for dse in two-year postsecondary technical institutions
to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in industry for updating employees in companyThe principles, techniques, and skills taught in the modules, based

sponsdred training programs.

on tasks that energy technicians perform, were obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of
emplOYers of energy techniciins.

Each module was written by a technician expert and approved by
A

representatives from inddstry.

A module contains the following elements:

Introduction; which identifies the topic and often includes a rationale for studying the material.

Prerequisites, which identify\the material a student should be familiar with before studyingthe
module.

Objectives, which clearly identify what the studedt is expected to know for satisfactory module
.

completion.

-

The objectives, stated in terms of action - oriented! behaviors, include such action

words as operate, measure, calculate, identify, and define, rather than words with` many interpre-'
tations such as know, understand, learn, and, appreciate.

Subject Matter, which presents the background theory and techniques supportive to the objectives
of the module,.

Subject matter is written with the technical student in mind.

Exercises, which provide practical *blems to which the student can apply this new knowledge.

I
Laboratory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the laboratory procedure.

Laboratory Procedures, which is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion, of the module
(including stan -by -step instKiction) designed to reinforce student learning.

Data,Tables, which are included in most modules for the first year (or basic) courses to help

the student learn how to collect anderganize data.

P.!

References, which are included as suggestions for supplementary reading/viewing for the student.

Test, which measures the student's achievement of prestated objectives.
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ENERGY PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION
Energy Production Systems is-an, in-depth technical study of the-processes

and equipment used to convert fuels, such as coal'and natural gas, and energy

resources,such as sunfight,:into useful energy forms:

electricity, heat,

This course will enable energy technicians to-select optimum energy

or motion.

soAces and equipment for maximum economy, availability, efficiency, and/or
environmental quality.

The course consists of the following seven moduleS:

1.

"Generation of Steam and Hof Water, Using Solid Fuels."

2.

"Generation of Steam and Hit Water, Using Liquid and Gaseous Fuels."

3.

"Generation'of Steam, Hot Water, and. Hot Air, Using So.lar Collectors."

4.

"Generation of Steam and Hot Water, Using Nuclear and Experimental
Power Sources."

5.

"Combustion Engines."

6.

"Turbines."

7.

"Production of Electricity."

The first four modules of'the course emphasize fuels and energy sources,
examine their properties, and describe how they are used to produce steam and
hot. water.41Thete modules extend information as far as the boiler in the system

'he final three modules emphasize how energy is used:

;(;)roduce motion, to

drive a turbine, or to produce electricity. .Thus,steam that is produced by
th6combustion of a fuel, as described in' Modules EP-01 or EP-02,

/

processes that are described in later modules.

11.
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MODULE EP-01

GENERATION OF STEAM AND HOT WATER;
,USING SOLID .FUELS

FOR - OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENts.
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INTRODUCTION
As the title suggests, this first module deals with generation of hot
water or steam using solid fuels such as coal, wood; and waste products.
Production of steam and hot water by burning solid fuels is an important step
in applications such as.heating of buildings, 'generation of electricity, and
,

processing of materials in agriculture and industry.

Various solid fuels

and their heat contents are discussed, as well as advantages and uses of each.,_
Coal, the most important of solid fuels, is emphasized, with discussions concerning composition, burning characteristics, and handling techniques.

In-

cluded also are discussions that involve types of burners and boilers associated
.with the. use of solid fuels and the characteristicstof steam production systems.

4

PREREQUISITES
0.

The student should hve completed the Fundamentals of Energy Technology
course.

OBJECTIVES
Upori completion of this module, the .student shOuld be able to:

a

0

List and describe each of the, fuels discussed.
2.

Describe the importance of Itch fuel used for ihe,generation of steam
and hot water.

3.

Cite the relative advantages of each tel.

LI,

List the four major classificatons of coal.

--5.

Define the folloWing terms:
a.

Combustion

b.-- Cdmplete rmbustion

6.

c.

Stoichiotnetric combustion

A.

,Excess air

e.

Ash

f.

Mineral matter.

,

Given information about the chemical composition of a sample,of coal,
calculate the heating value.

In addition, calculate the amount of air

needed for complete combustioh.
1
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k
7
8.

tesCribe the procedures for handling coal and preparihg it for burning.
Describe firing methods foi:.coal burning systems And discuss their relative adyaTtages.

,

#

9.

10.

Describe, ash disposal methods for a coal burning system.

Describe the FariStkuction of a water-tube boiler and a fire-tube boiler.
Discuss the applications for each type.

V

C

p

-
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SUBJECT MATTER
TYPES AND PROPERTIES OF SCUT FUELS
There area nober of materials used_as scrli

fuels, including coal,

wood, coke, peat, and solid waste products from industry and agricQlture.

/

Of these materials, coal is the most widely used and mosOlimportant in the
production of steam and hot water.

COAL
Coal is the combustible, carbonlcontaining remaihszf prehistoric vege-,
table matter.

It is not considered to be a rock or a:mineral.

Chemically,

coal is mostly carbon; however; it also contains hydrogen, oxygen, riitrogen,
and sulfur.

Coal often contains other minerals in varying-prrcentages, depend-

plq on the type:
Chemical cdmpOsition alone does not specify the fuel properties of coal.
In fact the uses,and classifications for coal are determined by the content
of the following components:
Moisture

Volatile matter
.

Ash.".

Fixed carbon,
...Sulfur

Moisture can be an important component in some types'orcoarsinde the
amount of moisture affects its use.

Moistur:e, which is measured in a standard-

ized test, represents the amount of "free water" in the coal (I;a.E'is,watee

that can be removed-by drying); it does not:necessarily represent-ail the
water contained in the coal.

_

Water that is chemically bound in, the coal is

not counted in ti)e'moisture content.

Only "free water" is counted as moisture.`

Volatile matter is defined as "the portion of the coal that can be 'driven
,off as gas during the proCess of heating the coal in a standardized test."

Volatile matter consists of drganic oils and tars, organic hydrockrbons, and

gasessuch as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and methane.

All

of 'these materials can be removed in gaseous form by heating the coal under

controlled conditions.

10
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Ash is the nonburnable mineral material that remains after coal is burned.

.As

consists of certain materials that were, present in the coal, such as clay

II

f

and mud, and of'varicitus minerals, such as calicum (sulfate and iron sulfide.

.

Ta determine ash content, coal may be ignited iith -an electrically.heated
,

wire and completely burned under conditions of carefully controlled atmosphere
and temperature.

.

.

The mater01 that remains .1

other than ash

Fixed carbon isthe.solid residue

II

ash.-

that remains after
II

the volatile matter is driven 'off. 'The compatition of Coal is expressed on
.

,

.

the basis of dry, ash-free samples.'

For such samples, the moisture
and ash
c.

.

f

are neglected. .Fixed carbon (FC) and voiatile matter '(VM), expressed as, per,

centages, are related by Eq uation 1:
,

,,.

;_j

.

.

.

-

.

Equation 1

FC 4. VM = 100%
.

where:

,

.

*

,

FC = Fixed carbon (%),,

-,

VM = Volatile matter' (%).

Thus, fixed carbon\ (in a sample of coal) is the burnable solid material that
_

..?

remains after the moisture and volatile material halve been removed.

,..

)

'

not considered

Ash' Is

,

The fixed carbon.primarily consists of elemental 'carbon,
11

but

211bnecessarily pure carbon. ,Th'eTe may be contributions from some other

solid,

I

I.

.

0

urqable materials.

Sulfur is an undesirable component in coal.

II

When coal. is burned, sulfur

oxides contained in the coal contribute to;air.pollution. 'There are laws_

that placemaximum_sulfur content on coals burned in certain locations.
Another important property is heating va/lud, a
.

II

.,.

o called ,"caidrific value."

Heit0g
value ift4ofmount of heat energy produCed b
,

the comb

ion, of a
II

..,

unit mass of coal.- Heatingvalue is generally,expresse

in Btu/lb.*- Although
.

,

Btu/lb is not a metric unit, most standaids that characterize coalare expressed
in this unit,.

1

To convert to metric units (kilo-YOu44/kilograip, the number

/

of Btu/lb sholtld be Multipled by 2:-328.
.

-,

1

-

.

The analysi$ of properties ia sample of Goal is conducted.by using a
.

series of carefully standardized tests.

Standards for measurement of the

i

-

.

11

*The Btu (British.thermal unit) is.define'd as ':the amount of heat needed to
raise the temperature of one pound (lb) of water by on degree Fahrenheit (°F)"
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content of col have been developed by the American Society fbie Testing and
4

Such standardized ASTMPtests for quantities such as moisture,

Materials (ASTM).

volatile material, fixed carbon, ash, heating value, and so 'forth, provide
methods by. which workers-can' make measurements on a consistent basis.

As an example, the ASTM standard for measuring heating value'srcifies
burning a pulverize( sample of coal in a bomb calorimeter.
surized vessel, into which the coal and

The bomb i.$)a pres-

known amount of oxygen are admitted.

The coal is ignited by an electrically heated wire and allowed to burn.
pressurized bomb (contained In a jacket) is then immersed in water.

The

The burn-

_

ing of the coal heats the water, and, at the, same time, the water is stirred
to ens.bre temperature equilibrium.

h

The temperature of the water is then mea-

sured, and the known specific heat of water is used'to calculate 'the.energy
released in. the burning.

In the process, the bomb and jacket also become-

heated, and the amount of energy needed to'heat 'them mist.be knoWn.
the calorimeter is"-calibrated by burning a substances. that has a

of combustion

Yhus,

known heat

usually benzoic avid.

There is a further distinction

one that depends upon whether water vapor

produced inthe burning of'the fuel is allowed to condense or.tojremain as
a vapor.

If the water vapor is allowed to condense, the heat of condensation

will' be included

it

..

.

the observed thermal energy.

In this case, the heating

value will be higher than if the water remained as vapor.

The ASTM test de,

scribed previously measures the heating value with,the condensation of water
vapOr.

iThils value is called the high heating value.

The lower,value obtained

without the condensation of water .vapor is called the low-heating value. . In

the United States, the high heating value is usually used for boiler calculafdris; however, in Europe, the low heating:value is often used.

For the pur=.

poses Of this module, it will be assumed'that the term "heating value" refers
es.ito

the high heating valu

The analysis of a samp.e of coal may be presented in two ways:
1.

Ultimate analysis:

Specifying the content in terms of the chemical

elements present.
'2.

Proximate analysis:

Specifying the content in terms of the components

(such as'volatile matter i,d fixed carbon) which affect its use.

Table 1 shows an example of /hese two types of analyses as applied to
a sample of coal taken from the Pittsburgh bed located in West Virginia.

The

EP-41/Page.5
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analyses are applied to the coal in its "as-received" condition, an

roisture

The4Res,ntage of elemental

and ash appear as components in both analyses.

carbon in the ultimate analysis is higher than the percentage of fixed carbon
in the proximate analysis

which indicates that some of the elemental carbon
e volatile 'matter.

e gas in

was removed as a constitutent of

ANALYSES OF A COAL SAMPLE.

TABLE 1.

Proximate Analysis

I

g Ultimate Analysis
L.

Roisture

2.3%

2.3%

Moisture

Volatile Matter

36.51

Carbon

/,

Fixed Carbon

56.0%

Sulfur

-

76.6%

'0.8%

5.2%

Hydrogen

5.3%

100.0%

Nitrogen

1.5%

Oxygen

8.3%'

Ash

5.2%

Ash

a

100.0%,
_

\

.,

Heating Value:

14040 Btu/lb

&

*

1

The results of these analyses are used as the basis of a classification
scheme for coal.

To be clAssified systematigally, coal must be referred'to'
l.c

somestandard condition.

Two standard conditions are as follows:

0

This conditions refers to the composition of

Dry, mineral-Miatter free:

coal after it has been dried.
2.

Moist, mineral-matter free:

Ash content is neglected.

II

.

This condition refers to the composition

I

of coal with Its natural bed-moisture still present, but with'no visible
water on the surface.

Ash content is neglected.'

There are two sets of formulas used to sucyy coal contentin the two
preceding conditions.

Measurements arepade 'on the coal in a moist condition

_jj

(that is, with natural bed- moisture present, but with no visible surface water)

and with ash present in the coal. 'Then, the formulas are employed to convert
to the reference conditions.
mulas.

The first set of formulas are called Parr for-

The second set of formulas, called approximation formultt', are-Approxi-

mate forms of the Parr formulas, but-they are somewhat easier to apply.

VIM

Page '6/EP-01
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,

PARR FORMULAS
FC - 0.15 S
08 A + 0.55 S)

Dry Min - free EC = 100

Equation 2

+ t

Equation 3

Dry Mm - free VM = 100 - Dry Mm - free FC, %

Moist Mm -.free Btu = 100,100

u - 50 S
-

(1,Bt08

A + 0;55 S)'

Btu/lb

EquatiOn 4

APPROXIMATION FORMULAS

,

Dry Mrs- free FC = 100

FC

100 - (M + 1.1 A + 0.1 S)'

%

Equation 5
Equation 6

Dry Mm - free VM = 1)4D!'zAry Mm - free FC, %
/

Moist Mm - free Btu = 100
ghere:

Btu

Btu/lb

Elation 7

100 - (1.1 A + 0.1 S)'

Mm = Mineral water.

Btu = Heating value, in Btu/lb.

FC = Fixed carbon M.
VM = Volatile matter (%).
M = Moisture '(%).

A

A = Ash (%).
S = Sulfur (%).

All of the preceding quantities are measured for coal in a moist condition with
mineral matter present.
EXAMPLE A,:

CALCULATION OF COAL CONTENT.

Given:

The Parr formulas and the approximation formulas.

Fihd:'

The calculation for the coal of Table 1:
Dry, Mm - frft FC.
Dry, Mm - free VM.
Moist, MM - free Btu.

Solution:
,

Using ttie Parr formulas, the following can be calculated
Dry, Mm - Free FC, = 100

Ir

56 - 0.15 x 0.8
100-- (2.3 + 1.08 x 5.2 +.0.55 x 0.8)

= 60.98%.

EP -01 /Page'?

Example A.

Continued.

Dry, Mm - free VM x,100 - 60.98 = 39.02%.
Moist, Mm - free Btu = 100

14040 - 50 x 0.8
100 - (1.08 x 5.2 + 0.55 x 0.8)

= 14902 Btu/lb.

Using the approximation formulas, the following can be calculated:
Dry, Mm - free FC = 100

56

..
100

(2.3 + 1.1 x 5.2 + 0.1 x 0,8)

= 60.94%.

Dry, Mm - free VM = 100 - 60.94 = 39.06%.

Moist, Mm - free Btu F 100

14040

100 - (1.1 X 5.2 + 0.1 x 0.8)

= 14904 Btu-lib.

The results obtained from these formulas are used as the basis of a classi-

.

fication for coal of various types and compositions.

Coal is classified into

four broad classes, as follows:
Anthracite
Bituminous

Subbituminous

1

Lignite

As one might progrets up and in this ranki g from lignite
I

to anthracite (listed first), the coa

'

n

is

listed last)

her along in each ste

in its

ural development ,from compressed vegetation to relatively pure carbo

Thus,

lignite is said to be "young" coal and anthracite is said to be "old" coal.
Anthracite coal is a hard, dense coal with a blac19, metallib-looking luster.
It is difficugt to ignite because it lacks volatile matter to begin the burri-,

ing.

'Once ignited, though, it burns well and does not produce smoke.

Bituminiouilcoal is less hard and contains more volatile matter than
anthracite coal.

It ignites easily and burns freely with-a stokyf,flame.

The

term "bitmunious coal" ilicludes g wide range of different ,coals with different

compositions and burning properties.

It may vary in color from dark brown

to black.

SubbituMinous coal is relatively high in moist e content and tends to

break 0 easily.

It is black in color,and burns easily, producing relatively

little smoke.

r
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Lignite coal is a brownish-black coal with a woodl4ke structure.

It is

Because of the moisture,

moist and subject to disintegration and breakup.

it is hard to ignite; but once dried, it burns well.

Lignite is distinguished

by having'a relatively low heiting value,ks compared to other types of coal.

Within eachof these classes, there are a number of different groups.
For the ASTM classification commonly used in tile United States, the important

parameter for old coals (anthracite and bituminous, with a high fixed-carbon
cam tent) is flied carbon.- For younger coals, which have a lower 'fixed-carbon

content, the important parameter is calorific value.

These coals include some

coals classified as bituminous, subbituminous, and lignite. The ASTM classi-

fication for coal is presented in Table 2.

This classification does not,in-

clude a few, types of coal that contain unusual properties.

The classification

in Table 2 is called a classification by rank, that is, a classification accord,

ing to the degree of progression in the natural change of coal from lignite
to anthracite.

There are other types of classifications for the more complex and varied
nature of coal, but the ASTM classification shown in Table 2 is probably the
most widely used in the United States.

TABU 2.

ASTM CLASSIFICATION FOR COAL.

,

Class

.

Anthhite

Group

Fixed Carbon
Limits (%) (Dry,
Mm-free)

92 - 98

--

- 92

--

Low Volatile

78 - 86

--

Medium volatile

69 - 78

AnthraciteSubanthracite

--../
-...

Bituminous

(Moist, Mm- free).
--

>98

Methaanthracite

Calorific Value
Limits (Btu/lb)'

-86

.

.

'--

..

subbituminous

Lignite

<14000

-High Volatile A

<69

High Volatile B

--

13000 - 14000

Nigh Volatile.0

--

11500 - 13000

Subbitumius A

--

10500 - liqoo

-_Subbituminous B

--

9500 - 10500

-.Subli'ituminous C

--

8300 -

9500

6300 -

8300

-Lignite A

--

Lignite s8

--

0-

,

.

<6300

ER-01/Page 9
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OTHER SOLID FUELS

Wig fuels other than coal include the following:

r.

Wood

I

Waste products from industry and agriculture
, Coke
Peat

At present, these fuels are much less important than coal for the production of steam and hot water.
Wood has been used as a fuel for centuries.

Wood-burning stoves and home-

heating systems were common in the United States into the 20th century, but
the use of wood to heat homes declined as oil and natural gas furnaces became
more common.
use.

.

Then the use of wood in the home was confined mainly to fireplace

In recent years, however, as oiland natural gas prices have risen, supple-

mental wood-burning furnaces are being used again.
Wood is being used in industry for the production of steam and hot water;
but, for this use, it usually is not burned as logs. .Bark and other scrap
from wood-processing operations are usually employed.

In a location where

wood is being processed and scrap is readily avaiiable, wood can senye'a's a
convenient fuel for both space heat and industrial' process steam or hot water,

This also provides a useful method for disposing of,scrap.

The usual measurement for wood used as fuel is the cord "cord is a
pile of wood eight feet long, four feet wide, and four feet high.

This is

the equivalent of 128 cubic feet of wood.
The hea'ting value of wood depends on the type of wood and its moisture
content.

The heating.value of dry pine can betas high as 9000 .Btu/lb.

wood burns extremely,well.
burn reasonably well:

Dry

Even with a moisture content of 50%, wood will

However, if the moisture content is above 65%, too much,

'heat is required to evaporate the water.

If the moisture content is 80 %, the

heating value is less than 2000 Btu/lb; and the heat needed to evaporate the
water is so high that combustion may not even occur.
Table 3 presents properties of some wood fuel's that.could be used fOr
steam or hot water productiOn.
tion.

The values presented are based on a dry condi--

(The percentages refer to the material after moisture is removed.)

definitions of the terms are the same as for coal; however, in contrast to
coal, volatile matter is greater than fi'ed carbon.
Page 10/EP-01
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TABLE 3.

PROPERTIES OF SOME WOOD FUELS.
Oak Bark

Pine Bark

Fixed Carbon

,.

.

Volatile Matter

18.7%

27.0%

72.9%

76.0%

72.6%

2.9%

5.3%

0.4%

24.2%

Ash

Heating Value (Btu/lb)

Redwood Bark

9030

'

8370

8350

Presently, the primary use of wood as a fuel is for wood stoves and residential heating, systems.

Only in industries where wood scraps and bark are

readily available is wood widely used as a fuel.

(For example, approximately,

50% of the energy in pulp and lumber industries comes from buring wood.)

ever, there ar

How-

a few, small wood-fired electrical generators planned or oper-

ating in several States.
The use, of wood as a fuel Will probably increase as costs of other fuels
increase.

Wood represents a

enewable energy source; and in the near future,

it will probably account for a large percentage of this country's total energy
use as a supplemental energy source.

A number of waste products fromagricultual and industrial operations
are used as fuels, and most are used in the iridustry that produces them.

advantage is that thii eliminateS-theneed to dispose of the waste.

One

The total

energy contributed by fuels that come from waste' products is only a'-small per-

centage of the total energy consumed by industry.

However, for a processing

plant that produces,suitable wastes, the wastes usually provide a significant
fraction'of the plant's fuel neLds.

One example is bagasse, which is the fiber that remains after'Auiceis
pressed from Sugarcane.

The waste is ground,up and burned to produce steam

in sugar mills. ,If the sugar is not being refined at the plant, the bagasse
may satisfy the= fuel requirements of the plant.

;Other waste products frequently burned at plants that produce them include
the following:

coffee grounds, left over from the'production of instant coffee,

corn cobs, straw and hulls of various grains, and municipal refuse.
values of some. wast

materials used as fuels are given in table 4.

The heating
These

rheating'values are based on dried material; however, the materials listed
'.often contain a large amount of moisture.,

Bagasse, for example, may contain

more than 5O% moisture; therefore, much,of the heat may be required simply,
to vaporize the moisture.

18
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HEATING VALUES OF DRIED
TABLE 4.
WASTE PRODUCT FUELS.
Heating Value

Material

(Btu/lb)
Baga.ste

8390

Corn cobs

9300

Cottonseed cake

9500

Rice straw

.

1

6000

8500

Wheat straw

1
Coke is the residue produced when coai is heated in the absence of air,

little air.' Coal is heated to a temperature of 1200-1400°C (but not
i
or with
burned), and much of the volatile matter is driven off.
mains is coke.

The residue that re-

Coke is mostly carbon, along with mineral matter and some re-

maining volatile matter.. It is a cellular mass, having greaVr strength than
the original coal.

Bituminous`coals are rated as coking or non-coking, according to their
capacity for being converted into coke.

rf the coal has too little carbon

produce a coke that crumqles too easily.

or too much ash, it

The.volatile matter that is driven off in the
comiatex mixture of materials.

Production

of coke is a

It is collected and used in the production of

many substances, including cosmetics, perfumes, and pharmaceutical, products.

One toh of average coal will yield about 0.7ton of coke, 1150 cubic feet of
gas, 50 gallons of benzene, 27 pands of ammonium sulfate (used for fertilizers),
and several poUnds of mixed organic chemicals.
The residual- solid coke.is very high in carbon content (at least 86%)
and contains very little moisture.
production of pig iron.
a-heavy chirge-at-metal
the United States.

Coke is used in blast furnaces for the

Because of its strength, it can be used as a bed for'

Tkis- use-accounts- for most of_the_ coke_produced_in_

Very little coke is used for the production of steam and

hot water.

Peat is an early Stage in the development of coal from vegetable matter.

The s4uctore

bf

the original vegetable matter can

sometimes be seen in peat.

Peat,,which is found ingswamps and bogs, has a very high moisturecontent-7
at leagt 75%.

I
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be reduced to

However, wheti'peat isdried, the moi s taT4e7

I

4

-

' about 55%. :In this condit on, peat burns well, with a hating value of approximately 4000 Btu/lb.

.,..

In many countries, peat is often used as a fuel for household heating.
.

In the United States, peat is not used for this. purpose, because coal, which

has a higher heating value, is readily available.

Peat is ribt an important

c17

fuel for prbduction of steam and hot water.
The following briefly summarizes some of the relative advantages, disadvantages

and uses of each of the solid fuels previously discussed:

Coal is a high-grade fuel with high heat content.

It is abundaritly.

available tilroughout the linited States and is the most widely used
solid fuel.

However, the high sulfur content of mantypes of coal

causes air pollution.

The majority of the coal burned in .t

United,

States is used by electric utility compamies'for generating electricity.
Wood has the main advantage of'being a renewable resource.

When dry,

it has high heating value; but often it is wet, and some of the
energy must be used for vaporizing moisture.

It is used most often in

industries where it is available as a by-product (such as bark).
.Examples are pulp and lumber industries.
,

Waste products are attractive sources of energy in industries where,
'they are readily available and ,will not have to 'be disposed of in some
manner.

Advantages include high heating value. (when dry) and eliMina-

tion of the.disposal problem.

However, waste products are often wet.

Fuels from waste products are limited in.availability, so they are not

widely used'as an energy source,sextept in industries that produce
suitable wastes. An example'of usage is bagasse in sugar mills.
Coke is a high-grade fuel with a high heat content.

Its preparation

yiefds other products'of Value, such as perfumes and coetifics.

Be-

cause coke is more costly than coal, it is not widely used in the
routine prqduction of hot water and steam.

It is used mainly in

applications that require its special characteristics (for example,
smelting, which requires higher purity than coal).
Peat is a low-grade fuel that is readily available in some areas and
is relatively inexpensive.

However, because peat has low heating,

value, and Is wet; it normally is used only for residential heating.
0

44.-"
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HANDLING..0 SOLICIELS
Th% folfl,owing section of, the module emphasizes the handling of coal since

it is the most widely used solid/fuel.
steps:

The discussion includes the following
and preparation for burn-

transportation, unloading, storage,

ing.

TRANSPORTATION
Coal _may be transported by a variety of methods, including the following:
Railroad

1

e Truck
Barge

Conveyor belt
Pipeline (in a liquid slurry)

-

The shippirmethod depends on the geographical relationship of the mine
and the User.

Because transportation costs can represent an important part

f the total cost of coal, Targe, goal- burning electri61 plants are often
located there access to coal is easy (for example,, near a mine or along a river

where coal can be barged in).
Railroads ship as much as 76% of the coal transported in the United States.
To cut .costs,, railroads of

involves movingsan entire

The concept of unit trains

n use -unit trains.

rainload of a single commodity.

The unit.train

moves directly from the mine to the. user, w4thout any intermediate terminals
or switching.

A unit train may have as many as 10Q0 tc;200 caps that.are semi-

Shipping time and costs are much reduced in this manner,

,permanently coupled.

as compared to Lnyentiqaq-raiTroad shipment.
Of course:, many users will dust need one "or two,carloads of coal.
,

This

4

.

operation involves collecting empty c.A*9 at the terminal and delivering them
to the mine where they are loaded.
the user '-s location.

After loading, the cars are returned,to.

After several terminals and several switchings, the car

eventually arrives at the user's facility.

Thus:the sinegle carload moves
.

on an Arreguje'r schedule, deperiding on the availability'of freight trains.
,

The dosts involved in single.carloadsdelivery are thenighest in the railroad
industry.

.

.

10
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Other methods of transportation by'rail.include the multiple carload volume

and the trainload volume. in trainload service, a complete train moves directly

from-the mine to the user, but th4 full rangef concepts of the unit train
are not employed.

es

Cars used for railroad trap portation,of coal carryitheir load "in-capa:-

city," with most modern cars having capacities that range from'100 to 125 tons.
Cars designed for, carrying coal are open-eOpped;and they are either the hoppertype, with the floor sloping to one or more hingpd doors, or.the gendola-type,
with a.flat bottom and fixed sides.'.
Due to the expense involved, Coil generally is shipped by truck only
for 'short distances.

Coal can be sh,!;36 ipp4d-by truck to a user located hear th

coal field, or it can be movedby"truck. to the user:nom a local distribution
point where it has been delivered by rail or barge.
Coal is very often moved by barge.

Barges have' capacities orapproximat

y

1400 tons, and eets of as many as 20:bargesAre possible; therefore, they
are capable.of delivering. large amounts of coal..

In addition,.barge.tosts

arerlower than those of truck or "rail transportation.

Most barges move on the inland Waterway system Of the United States, that
is, the Mississippi-Ohio Rivers and their tributaries, and the Great Lakes.
The regions Coveted by these systems include many .important industriarregions

of the United States, as well as Many important coal-mining areas in the eastern
part of the country.

When the user is not located near ,a waterway, coal is

usually shipped, by barge to a dittributionpointand then mo4td,by frUckt,or
rail

.

Conveyer belts can be used for the'deliveryof coal Whep the:User.4s with-

in a few miles of

mine.

Conveyer belts are alsp used for movement of coal

within the user's plant.
,Coal can also be moved in. pipelines in the form of a liquid slurry.

The

1,

Slurry, whiCh is a, soupy mixture of .pulteriz_ed_ctil and water, is pumped through

The 'first coal pipelineoperated

a pipeline from a mine to a large 'volume6uSer.

in 1914.; and this technique has continued tp develop, particularly in recent
years.

Aithough pumping coal through pipelines represents only a small.frac-

tion of the total amount of coal that Is transported, this method will probalay'
become more important in, the future. .An.example of pipeline transportation

of coal is the Black Mesad)ipeline, which carries coal for 273 miles, fro
e
,

2,2.
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northeastern Arizona f() a generating station in southern Nevada.

This 18-

inch diameter pipeline is capablegof delivering 4.8 million tons .of coal per
\

As stated previously, pipelines.are only suitable for large volume users

year.

of coal; but when pipeline transportation is appropriate, it:can be the most
economical method available.

UNLOADING
it./

Unloading coal from a-train at the user's facility is an.important operaFor economy's sake, it is essential that the coal be unloaded quickly

-tion:

since it is expensive

o tie up a large number of railroad cars for prolonged

unloading.

In the bottom of many coal cars are doors that -can be opened to drop the

coal between the rails or at the side of the mails. Car shaker systems are
.sometimes used to speed up the discharge of the coal.
ror stall, plants, portable belt conveyers can be' used to move the coal

-after it is ikoaded; but for large plants, complete mechanical handling equip,

ment is needed.

coal is,often discharged into a pit,,from which it is moved

by a conveyer system.

Rotary dump systems are sometimes used.

In this sys-

tem, the car is moved inside the rotary dumper; and the dumper turns the en-tire car.upside down, allowing the coal to fall out.

Some rotary dumpers are

capable of accommodating two cars at a'time..
'Motion unloading is aj.so popular.

In this method, the cars proceed slowly

'over the dumpins area, and the doors on the bottom of the car. are opened as
the car moves into position, d ,)scharging the coal.

-

The trade-off between the twa systems is based on economics.

The rotary

dumper is expensive, but it can accommodate cars with no doors and no moving
parts.. Motion unloading requires more expensiye--Cars, but less elaborate
facilities.

With 'motion unloading, -a 100-car 'train can be unloaded in Oproxi-

mately one hour, a's cqmpared to the 4 to 4 hours required for a rotary dump
,system.

./

The economic trade-off decision must be made on the'\basis of the total

amount of coal to be received,tlie number of cars involved, endso forth.
..../..

Another factort at must be considered is that.coal may arrive frozen
4

since open coal' gars

into a solid, unmanageable lump.
up.

In winter, coal can freeze

re exposed to the weathe2

In this case; it must be thawed or broken

Thawing methods include steam, rediant heaters, and oilfired thawing
I

'4
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1

if breakup is required, heavy metal bars approxi,m'ately the size of the

pits.
I.

coal car can,be'lifted, by a hoist and dropped on-the coal.

Or, at small plants,

hand labor (With pry bars and portable torches) can'be used.
A

-
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ISTORAGE
t

large'amounts of coal may be necessary to ensure continuous supplies.

Storage

However, Coal in storage can degrade through oxidation.

Even more seriouslk

oxidation scan heat the-coal and lead to spontaneous ignition of the coal pile.,

A firein a coal pile can be difficult and dangerous to extinguish.
To minimize the possibility of spontaneous ignition, coal should be stored
4

in a fi'rm, clean, well-drained base.

It should be piled in layeri from one'

to two feet high, with each layer compacted befce the next layer is added.'
Then a 12-inch-thick layer of fine coal should be added over the top and slopingCsides of the coal pile to seal it against moisture.

The coal should be

dry, because damp conditions favor self-ignition of coal in s.torage.

Anthra-

cite coal is much less, susceptible to selfignition than is bituminous coal.
Coal that has been screened so that the lumps are of uniform size is less susCeptidge to self - ignitors that unsized coal.

Coal piles can be arranged into a variety of shapes, including

conical(

Iwedge-shaped, or kidney-shaped, and can be as high as the available coal-:handling equipmbnt can manage.

In storage, the coal should be monitored by both

regular, visual inspectioh and temperature-measuring devices located in the

I

If the coal heats above 66.°C, it should be dug out and repiled.

*pile.

a fire has ignited, the recommended procedure is smothering.
IIIin a variety of ways:

If

This can be done

by coniOacting with a. bulldozer, byseal4ng the to

oi9

the pile with asphalt, andby the use of carbon dioxide'(suppqed as blocks
Alke

of dry ice ).

I

I

gt
,

\ SUM

.

Establishinent of the size of coal is important 4 since various uses require
3,

different sizes of coal.
II

Furthermore, a particular method of feeding coal

I

A
s%
f

to the furnace .can be designed in order tousccertain sizes.of coal lumps.
Sizes for anthracite coal are well standardized according to the size

I

.,

of a round hole through which the lumps,of coal will pass.

The larger Sizes
..-

24
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Smaller sizes are used

.are used for domestic heating and for. gas production!

in eqUipment having mechanical feeds.

We size standards for anthracite' coal

are given in Table 5.

SUE STANDARDS FOR ANTHRACITE COAL.

TABLE 5.
.

Size

DiaMeter of' Hole (inches)

Coal LumpsPass
Broken

Do Not Pass

-

4 3/8"

.

.3 -;.3 1/4"

2 7/16"

3 - 3 1/4"

Egp

Stove

2 7/16"

Nut

i

.

Pea

Buckwheat
Rice

.

5/

5/8"

1

13/161"

"._

13/16."

9/16"

9/16"

-,-L...,...:. 5/16"

,5/16"

3/16"

_

0

Sizing of bituminous coal is less standardized.
sizes and descriptions of bituminous coal.

r

Table 6 presents various

Again, the larger sizes tend to
4

be used for domestic heating and for gas production, and the smaller sizes
stokers.

to be used in mechanized,
c

TABLE 6.

1

Description

Name
a

'

.

Coal as it comes from.mine

Run of Mine

'.Run of mine with oversize lumps broken up

Run of Mine (8")

Will, not go through 5" round hole

'Lump (5 ")

Goes through 5" hole but not 2;1 hole

Egg (5" x,2")
.

Nut (2"'"x

SIZES FOR BIUMINOUS COAL.

1

.

Goes through 2" hole but not 1 1/4" hole

1/4")

1/4" hole but not 3/4" hole

Stoker (1 1/4" x 3/4")

Goes through 1

Slack (3/4" and under)

Goes through 3/4" hole.

,

4

PREPARATION FOR EVAZNING
\

Several operations are important in preparing coal for burning, including
the following:
C-leaning

Crushing

Page 18/EP-01
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1

1P

,

4

I

;Sulfur remov 1

..,'

.
.

.

,

.

Cleanirl meth ds are employed to remove some noncumbutible products from

I

I

Mal: ,Be?ause many common

impurttlie-g-If6--i.ffiEe dense lthan'coal, they can be

e

Particles of different debsity settle at

Iseparated by mechanical methods%

..

mpurities sink to the bottom faster in
Heavier impurities

different'rates in a fluid.

I

water and, thus, can be separated fromithe coal.
j
Another method involves placing the coal on a screen and blowing either

.

.

air -or water through the bed of coal.
..

Tfieheavier particles fall downward
,

-

through the holes in the screen more easily aritcan be separated.

I

A method called froth flotationis applicable to coal that is small in
Size.

The coal is.agifated in a pixture of water and reagents, thereby pro-

.d114411g a, froth on the surface.

The Coal particles float in the froth, whereas
*.

tlip heavier particles sink and can be separated.

Crushing is employed to

.

uce the sizes needed for various types of

.

\

(Sizing standards have already been described.)

burners.

I

I

.-

.

.

Crushers use toothed
In

rollers, rotating hammers, or rings that strike the coal arid break it
.

conjunction with the crushers, screens or gratings of appropriate spacing are
used to control the size of the crushed coal.
Sulfur is an undesirable element'in coal because it leads to air pollu,

Sulfur that is in the form of pyrites (iron sulfi'de) is removed by the

\ tion.

c.

operation of crushing,"washing, gravity separation,, or froth flotation.

Sul-

fur that-is present in the fohl of organic compounds cannot be removed by these'
\

d..' Experimental methods, such as ma gnetic separation, are Older develop.
men

for improved removal of pyrites.

COMBUSTION OF SOLID. FUELS

Combustion is defined as "the burning of a material."

It is a chemical

reaction in which t he chemical coTstituents of a material combine with oxygen

Aind produce heat.
in air.

The usual source of oxygen is the oxygen that is present.

For some specializedcapplications, oxygen can be supplied from some

otheir chemical; but for production of-steam and hot water, air,is the source
444
(4. oxygen.

1.

6
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1
STAGES OF COMBUSTION
First the volatile matter

Combustion of solid fuels occurs in stages.
is driven out of the fuel.
.a gas.

The volatile matter mixes with air and burns as

This process heats the solid residue, which is mostly carbon.

e

The

residue must be heated to :thelpoint where combustion can continue at the surface.

Air moves to the hot surface, and the oxygen combines with carbon there

In this stage; combustion will, cease if the tdmperature drops because the com-

-

bustion reaction cannot be sustained.
Because of, the manner in which solid fills burn, bituminous coal is relatively easy to ignite.

If heated slightly, it releases volatile material

such as hydrocarbons, which burn easily in the air.

r

,

Bbrning the %olaXile matter

heats the residue to the'point where it also will burn.

Anthracite coal is more difficult to ignite because it contains very litte
volatile matter.

Because of this, the first stage of combustion does not pfo -.

vide much heat, making it more, difficult for the solid residue to become hot
enough to burn.

1

Any fuel, containing much moisture is limited by the fact that some of

the heat must be used to vaporize the moisture

Because this keeps the.tem-

perature,lower than it would be otherwise, combustion may cease.

CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN ,COMBUSTION
----I

1'

The 'principal chemical reactions that occur in burning an organic mate,'

II

rial that contains carbon, hydrogen, and sulfur are the following:
.4

C + 02

2H2 + 02
S

+ 02

CO2

Equation 8

2 H2O

Equatibn 9

SO2

Equation 10

1
.

1
If not enough oxygen is available to burn the carbon completely, carbon'

monoxide may be formed in the following reaction)

.

.

I

..,

2 C + 02

2 CO

Equation 11

.1
The preceding reactions describe the end result of burning an organic
- solid material 'such as coal.

If the coal primarily consists of carbon and

hydrogen, the end products of combustion (with adequate air) are primarily
4
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carbon dioxide (CO2) and water KH20).
The reactions actually occur in

Equations 8-11 are simplifications.
stages with intermediate steps.

processes are represented ade7

The net fina

quately,by these ructions.
In complete combUstion of fuels cont ining ca,son, hydrogen, and sulfur,
CO2, H 0, and S02.

all of these materials are oxidized completely

cess of'complete combustion is represented 1 Equations
products will no longer react with oxygen.

This pro-,

The end

and 10.

Complete combustion of a hydro=

carton fuel can be defined as "combustion thdt carries the chemical /components
to the final end products whi:ch cannot burn further."

A contra"t is incoMplete combusiion,"represented by Equ'ation 11.

This

reaction prOduces an end product of carbon monoxide (CO), which wig-burn
further according to the following reaction:
Equation 12

2 COZ

2 CO 4. 02

4)

Incomplete combustion, as represented by Equation 11, is undesirable be.

cause (1) carbon monoxide (CO) is a dangerous poison and (2) it represents an
inefficient use of the fuel.

Stoichiometric combustion is defined as "combustion of a fuel with the

exact amount of oxygen needed to oxidize it compietely,".according to the pre-,
ceding reactions (Equations 8 and '11).

In stoichiometric combustjon, the fuel

is completely burned to produce CO2, H207-Ind SO2, and there is no oxygen reIn practice, it is difficult to achieve stoimaining after the combustion.
chiometric combustion.

The flow of air and its mixture with the fuel are vari-

able- enough that stoichiometric combustion usually is not assured.

,Therefore, more air is usually supplied

more than is needed for stoi:

.

chiometric combustion.

The amount of air supplied above'the amount for stoiExcess air usually is provided

chiometriC.Sombustion is called excess air.
in the production of steam and hot water.
for maximum fuel utilization.

It is provided both for safety and

The amount of exce'ss air cannot be too great,

because the air that goes up the smokestack is heated.

If too much air is

supplied, it will represent a loss to the efficienv.of the heating procits.
The amount of excess air supplied will vary.

It depends on the type of fuel,

the expected variations in the fuel, and the'type of furnace being thed.

23
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I
practice, the amount of excess air beyond the amount needed for

In co

chiome ric combustion can vary from ab

t 15-40% for'combustion of coal.

Table 7 presents the amount ofair need
'--

of-some chemical substancds.

for stoichiometric combustion

It is presented

n terms of the weight of air

needed to burn one pound,of fuel in. stoichiometric combustion.

If the chemical

compostti-ok of fuel is,known, the required amount of air can be determined.

The amount of air listed in the table is sometimes called theoretical air.
4,Table 7 also presents the heating value for various chemical constituents.
If the chemical composition of the fuel is known,'the heating value of the
fuel can 'be calculated by adding the contributions' from the different combustions.

TABLE 7:

.

THEORETICAL AIR AND HEATING VALUES
OF SOME MATERIALS.
Combustion
Reaction

,

Material

Carbon

.

(lb /lb of Fuel)

C + 02 ------).-0O2

Carbon mon

ide

2

Hydrogen

Theoretical
Air
11.51

14447

2.47--

CO + 02 -6---4P-2 CO2

2 H2 + 02 ----d-No.-2 H2O

4344

60958

34.28
.4

Sulfur

-

3980

4.31

S + 02 -..---ow-S02

EXAMPLE B:

Heating
Value
(Btu/lb)

CALCULATION OF HEATING VALUE.
.

Given:

The ultimate analysis of a sample of coal from the Pocahontos #3
4bed in-West Virginia is as follows:

Find:

807%

a.

Carbon:

b.

Hydrogen:

4.5%

c.

Sulfur:

0.8%

d.

Nitrogen:

1.3%

e.

Oxygen:

4.6%

f.

Ash:

5.2%

g.

MOsture:

2.9%

.

The heating value and the amount of air needed for stoichiometric
combuition.
p

r--

*
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Continued.

'Example B.

The last four components do not burn and do not contribute to the

Scalution:

If the heating values in Table 7 are used, the

heating value.

following-is obtained for each pound of coal:
Carbon:

0.807 x 14447 = 16,659 Btu

Hydrogen:

0.045 x 60958 =

Sulfur:

(Lim x

3980 =

2,473 Btu
32 Btu
14,434 Btu.

Thus, the calculated heating value is 14,434 Btu/lb.

The amount

of air required for cone pound of fuel is determined as follows:
0.807 x 11.51 =, 9.29 lb

,-----Carban:
Hydirogen:

0.045x 34.28

=

1.54 lb

SulfUr:

0.008 x

=

0.03 lb.

4.31

10.86 lb.

Thus,k10.86_pounds of air are needed for stoichiometric combustion of one pound of this coal.

e

BURNING-OF SOLID. FUELS

Fuels are burned inside an enclosut'e that_confines'the products of the
combustion.

This enclosure, the furnace, must be capable of withstanding the

high temperatures produced by burning.

The furnace walls are constructed of

materials that are chemically nonreactive and can survive temperatures in the
furniCe.

Such materials are called refractory materials.

One example is fire -

brick.

In modern boiler furnaces, the walls are usuallywater-tooled to keep
the wall temperature low enough sa that the wall materials are, resistant to4A

oxidation and will retain their mechanical strength.

r

Inside the furnace, solid fuel can be burned on a hearth or grate, which

allows air to rise through -the- bed of burnirigfuelr,Oftenthegrate moves
in some way to provide even distribution of fuel throughout the furnace.
Furnaces are desl)gned to provide complete combustion of the fuel. This
means that the fuel must remain in the furnace foe", a 151g,gnough time and at
a high enough-temperature so that'it burns completer.

There are many dif-

ferent furnace designs, depending on the type of fuel, being burned, the rate
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of heat generation, and-the method of feeding fuel into the furnace.
he delivery of fuel into the furnaceois called firing.

The firing meth-

od should provide continuous delivery of fuel to the furnace and distribute
it within the furnace.

Moderlyfurnaces can be described on the bisis of the

firing method.

There are a number of met4:locefor firing solid fuels.
emphasized.

The oldest method, Of course, is hand firing.

shovels coal into the burner.

Again, coal is
In this, a persod'

Hand firing is obsolete, and, in any ease, would

not-be-useful in a large plant that uses thousands of tons of coal each' day.
Mechanical- stokers that feed coal into the burner were developed 'a short-

,time after the invention of the steam engine.

Mechanical stokers remaine04

- as the leading method for many years.

In the 1920s, a major advance occurred with the development of pulverized
coal systems.

The coal is pulverized and delivered to the furnace in a contin-

uRus process.

This procedure provides signifipant advantages as compared to

stoker firing.

In the 1940s, a furtheradvance occurred with the development of the
cyclone furnace.

The cyclonefurnace provides additional advantagps over the

pulveriZed coal systems.

Many modern coal burners. are pf this type.

STOKERS ,

Mechanical stokers were originally developed as an improvement over handfiring methods.
the ash.

Stokers move coal into the furnace,'andsthey can also remove

Stokers have been well-developed and continue to be suitable for

many small and medium-sized boilers.

They offer a continuous feed of coal

in a mechanized system of reasonable efficiency.

There are a number of different types of stokers in use.

Perhaps the

most important is the spreader stoker, which uses traveling chains to spread
fuel uniformly into the furnace.

they

Heavy pieces of coal rest on the grate where

eight, small pieces afaelaresuspendedi-ntheristrtg-,

hot gas flow; then they are rapidly consumed.
the moving chain by a rotor.
stoker with .a traveling grate.

)
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Coal is fed from the hopper onto

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a spreader

I

r=

Such stokers can
effectively burn many
.types of coal,:

addition, theyNcan

BOILER TUBES

COAL HOPPER

'accommodate coals with

a wide range of burning

ROTOR

characteristics', in-

clydingall types of

WMl

CHAIN

lignites and bituminous coal,

However, :
It

adthracite coal is not
satisfactory for sprigader.

Figure 1. Schematic Diakram Of a
Spreader Stoker.

stokers.

Several other stoker.designs are in use:

cooled, vibrating, rte stoker; and the
There is a maximum burning rate
highest value is 750,000 Btu/ft2/h.

aveling-grate stoker.

ossible with each type of stoker.

The

Because of this limiation, the boiler

size must be increased in large plants.
used as they preViously were.

.the und rfeed stoker; the water-

Therefore, stokers are not so widely

Pulverized coal systems or cyclone furnaces

are used in most new installations., When stokers are inValled now, it is
generally,in smaller plants.

Many stokers do reMai

in operation on older

equipment.

Very large, modern furnaces are capable of burning rates up to 165,000,000

Btu/0

With. the limitatiOn imposed by the maximum burning rates of'stokers,

jthe combustion chamber would become unreasonably large for stoker firing.

Pul-

.

veri2ed coal systems provide higher burning rates and, thjs, are more compatible with large plants.

PULVER1ZEV COAL SYSTEMS
A large percentage of the coal that is burned in large, steam generating
facilities is burned in pulverized form.
advancement developed in the 1920s.
140

Pulverized coal burning was a major

As boilers grew laher,'stoker sys;ems

were'no longer able to provide the required combustion rates.

The development

of pulverized coal systems was the solution:

Sc
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'In a pulverized coal system, the coal is pulverized to very small ,particles:

The particles o

coal are carried into the furnace on a stream of air.

of their small size, the particles burn rapidly,.

capable of producing high heating rates.

Because

Pulverized coal systems are

Thus, pulverized coal burning is

compatible vith large plants that generate large quantities of steam.

,

Pulver-

iZed coal systems 'usually are not used in small installations for which st6k6s
are more economical.

Pulverized coal systems probably are the best means of

burning the higher- ranking coals.

,

An.important characteristic of.coal for pulverized coal systems is "grindlabilit94"

Grindability- is expressed as a number relative to a standard coal

which is assigned a grindability index of 100.
sured by a standard ASTM procedure.

The grindability index is mea-

A coal is more difficult to grind if its

grindability index is less than 100; a coal is easier to grind if its grindability index is greater than 100.

Obviously, the .grindability index is an

important factor for pulverized coal systems.

As Ale grindability index of

the coal increases, the capacity of a pulverizer 'increases.

Thus, a system

with pulverizers of a certain type will need a coal supply with a minimum value
of, the grindability index.

Originally, pulverized coal burners used a bin system.

The coal was first

pulverized in a pUlverizer, and then it was transported to a bin where it was
stored until used.
system.

There are many plants still in operation that use the bin

Newer installations use direct firing, in which the pulverized coal

is transported directly from the pulverizer to the furnace.

-

The direct-firing

system is simpler, safer, andless expensive than the bin system.

It superseded

the, bin system as soon as pulverizing equipment became reliable enough to en-

sure uninterrupted operation of the plant
A simplified drawing of a direct-firing, pulverized coal_system is shown
in Figure 2.

Coal is fed from

COAL HOPPER

a hop* into the pulverizer.
BOILER WALL

After it is pulverized, it
FEEDER

LOW

-104
'FLAME

PULVERIZER

'BLOWER

Figure-2, Schematic,Diagram of a DirectFiring System for,Pulverized Coal.'
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is blown directly through pipes
and into the burner.

The air

used to transport the coal
is'part of the air used for
combustion..

This air isslalled

rimary air. The remainder of the air needed for burning is introduced into
the burner.

Primary air provides about 15-20%

It is called secondary air.

\\

of the total air needed for burning.

Pulverizers generally can be consideredas being of three types:
speed, medium speed, and high speed.
drum with tumbling steel,i,:balls.

slow

Sldw-speed pulverizek use a rotating

Medium-speed pulverizers can use a ball-an&

race construction; with steel bagl bearings between an upper and lower race.
i4,

High' -speed

The coal is crushld under pressure between the grinding surfaces.
si.

pulverizers have hammer- like beaters revolving inside a chamber.

r

The- pulverized c

is of the required fi

1

passes through a screen that ensure

ness.

on the design of the furnace.

coal

at

The finenesvdependson thetype of coal and
A typical requirement is that it'must pass.
Thus, the pulver-

through a screen with openings the size of 0.0029 inch.
izing operation results in very sma)l coal particles.

This is needed to allow

transportation into the burner on a stream of air.

Two other divisions applying to burners for pulverized-coal systems are
front firing and tangential firing.
Front firing simply means that the fuel
is fed into the front of the burner.

In tangential firing, the fuel is fed4

_

into the corners of the chamber (Fig-

t

,1%
\T----4-'
'lr,'

ure 3).

<-

Some large, modern installa-

FLAME

,--- --:::--' s'N\

tions tend to be of thetangential
type.

5FEED

TUBE

Figure'3. Corner-Fired
Tangential Burning.

CYCLONE FURNACES

The cyclone furnace which is a further advancement in coal- burning technology, was developed in the early 1940i.

The cyclone furnace alldwed economic

use of low ranks of coal and improved combustion performance.'

Many large power

plants'now employ coal-burning cyclone furnaces.
The cyclone furnace is a horizontal cylinder.
in a simple crusher, is fed into the burner.

Coal, which is'crushed

Parts of the air (about 20% of
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what is needed for combustion.) enters in the same part of the burner in a-di-

rection parallel to the outside of the cyltnder.

This is called primary air.

Primary-air causes the coal to whirl-about in a tangential direction.' Figure

6

4 shows the operation of &
cyclone furnace, with the

OECONDARY MR

,

coal and primary air enter-

ing the primary burnerortion

PRIMARY

MR

of the furnace`,

t

The burffing coal is
,

carried into the main cham°

ber of the furnace.

TERTIARY AIR

The

,

e furnace.

main chamber of
6 q

The secondary air

s

k

`BURNER

secondary air enters the

the

A

Figure 4,

-Diagra.m of Cyclone-Furnace.

main chamber, tangentially to the roof of the cylinder.

The secondary air

(about 75%'orthe total) also causes the coal to whirl aboUt in.the main chamber.

A small, additional amount (approximately 5%) of air, called tertiary

air, enters the center of the burner.:
The 'combustion occurs efficiently, with high heat release.

tbres are high enough to melt the ash into a liquid called slag.
coats the walls of the burner.

The!temperaThe'slag

Peces of coal entering the burner are whirled

to the wall where they stick in the

ag.

They burn rapfdly in the fast-flow-

ing secondary air.

The cyclone furnace*generates a hi h rate of heat release in a small volume.
It can burn a wide variety of coal t
The ash

bituminous.

es raging'from lignite to low-volatile
of coal are important.

To form a liquid.

slag coating on the walls of the UUrner, there should be at least 6% .ish in
the coal.

The cheMical content -of sulfur and iron are also important.

Figure

5 shows a range of coals suitable for burning 4n i cyclone furnace, as based
on the sulfur content and the ratio of iron to calcium and magnesium in the
ash.

Coals lying outsitecth7 suitable xenge have a high tendency to form iron

Ailfide, yhich is undesirable in a cyclone furnace.
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To summarize the applica-'

=
0

tioni:In which various firrin'b'

< 30

methods are used, Table 8 sh6k

NOT SUITABLE

the furnace sizes (in terms of'.
°01 o' 20

rate of heat- Teleese) for which
A

the various firing methods are

LA .

n 0
o 0
le

aPplic4ble.

A
10

< o
cc

41,

I..
0

2

4.

8

8

10

TOTAL SULFUR CORY BASIS) %
Figure 5.
SuitabiliTy-of Cbal
for Cyclone Furnaces.

.

HEAT REtEASE RATES FOR VARIOUS FURNACES..

TABLE 8.

Firing Method,

Heat Release °(Mi 11 ion Btu/h)

Hand-fired

0.5

Stokers, small

2

50

tokersl large

50

-2-206

25

2000

20D

2000

lverized coal

Cy lone furnace

5

FLUIDIZED 8ED
A new development in the burning of coal is combustion in fluidized beds.
This process, which is under development in the Uniied States and England,
is being hailed as a major advance in combustion technology.
In fluidized bed Combustion, air is blown,upward through the bottom of
the burner.
air.

The finely divided -coal is suspended in the rising current of

The particles of coal, are lifted slightly so they are no longer resting

on each other, but, rather, are,floating in the rising air stream.

More sur-

face area is exposed to the air than in conventional burning where air moves
Thus., efficient combustion is possible.

over the surface of the bed of coal.

°.e

Another result is that heat transfer to.the boiler is more efficient; therefore, smaller boilers-can be used.

The fluidized bed also allows for lower-

grade coals to be burned effecAvely.

(

./

36

It appears that the development workof fluidized bed combustion of coal
is now complete.

An experimental, electrical generating station using this

process_is-being constructed in Yorkshire, England, and should be operational
in 1979:

This may become an important factor in coal combuition in .the.future.

EXCESSAIRL
Excess air wasfdefined as "the fount of air that is supplied to the cm-

.

..

bustion process in excess of the theoretical amount 'required for stoichiometric
combustion."

It is supplied to ensure complete combustion of fuel withoU

production of carbon -monoxide.
of firing.

The amount of-excess air variesmith the method

Table 9' gives the amounts of excess air that are commonly supplied,

for various firing methods.

Itcan be seen that the cyclone furnace is operated

with the smallest amount of excess air.
TABLE 9.
USUA&MOUNTS or EXCESS AIR FORVARIOUS COAL-BURNING METHODS.
.

.

,

Method'

.

Excess Air
(Weight-Percentage)

-;

Stokers

.

...,.

,

.30.40

Spreader

.

Underfeed

20

50

Water-cooled vibrating grate

30

60

15

50

Pulverized tbal systems

15

40

Cyclone furnaces

10

15

,

Chain grate and traveling grate

,.

.;

'-.

,

BOILERS

The boiler is an important part of steam production.

The boiler consists"

of structures that ae in contact with hot gases on one side andwith water,
or a mixture of water and steam, on the other.

Sometimes the term "boiler"

is used to refer to the entire structure, including the furnace.

In this module,

the term "boiler" means the surfaces that transfer heat from-the hot gages
to the water and the structures that contain water and steam.

The boiler is

essentially a closed vessel containing water that is converted to steam by,
heat.
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Four types of boilers

are detcribed as follows:

and bent water-tube
1.

fire-tube, water-tube, straight water-tube
,

Fire-tube boiler. .In the fire-tube boiler, the bot gasei from the cpmbustion circulate th9pugh.tubes and heat wattr that surrounds the tubes,_
Steam collects

The tubes and water are containd in a cylindrical drum.
above the water
SAFETY VALVE ,e

-level and is with-

STEAM OUTLET

.

drawn through a
pipe.

STACK

A safety

PIPES'

valve is necessary,
because if the

pressure rises too

COAL SUNKER--.

GRATE

,

high, the boiler
.

can explode.

A

t...

Ndiagram of a fire-

1

-.

Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of a Fire-Tube
Boil4r with an Underfeed Coal Stoker.
.

tube boiler is
shown in Figure 6.

,(Arrows shOw directiowof-gas flow.)

In current practice,

Water-tube boilers

fire-tube boilers are used in small. installations.

offer greater safety and are used in large, modern installations.

Fire-

tube boilers are used in steam-heating.sysirems in apartment buildings,
small factories, and hotels.
2.

Vater-tube boiler.
is contained.

Water -tube boilers use small tubes in which water

Hdt gases are on the outside of the tubes.

The tubes,

which have outside diameters in the range of 1. to 3 inches, are connected
to steam and,Waker drums.

The drums are shielded from-the hot gases:'..
c

...

Steam is formed - in the tubes and circulates to the steaetrum:'from which
.

it is extracted through a. pipe.

Water-tube construction provides greater'

safety than the

The only-boiler parts exposed to hot

ASctupe-type.

gases are smal -1 diameter tubes.

If there is a failure, the release of

energy is small andtheve is a reduced hazard of explosion.
In addition, boiler capacity can be increased.

.

In the fire-tube

boiler,rincrease,of pressure-requires an increase in thicknes

and strength

in the drum. Thrum of th4 water-tube boiler is smaller an

better

able to withstand high pressure.

The capacity of the water-tube boiler

3.8
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can be increased by increasing the number and length of the tubes:

Thus,

water-tube boilers are used for large installations: large, electrical
gerierafing.plants; steel mills;.paper,mills;,oil refineries; and large
manufilituring plants.

There are many designs of water -tube boilers, but the most common
are the straight -tube type and the'bent-tube type:

Straigh4Water-tube boilers.

3.

Straight water-tube boilers have straight

tubes.co nected to"eaders that carry,water and-steam.
to one o

more drums located above the boiler tubes.

ward in t

downcoMer header.

Theheaders'lead
Water.moves-down-

The circulation is.powered by the differ-

ence in di sity-between the.water in the downcomer and the water-steam
mixture in the riser.

As in'all water tube boilers,,the'hot gases cir-

culate arou d the tube's, transfer heat through taa tube walls, anq boil
A drawing showing a design of a, straight water-

water insid

the tubet.

tulle boil r

s shown in Figure 7.

the header

pe boiler,

The_straight-tube tibiler is also called

Straight water-tube boilers
DRUM

were widely used in the late 1800s;
however, modern boilers are usually

HEADER

HEADER

the bent water-tube type.

PIPES

Figure 7: Sch- atic DiagraM'
of a Str,gight Water-Tube
Boiler With Inc ined Tubes.

'.

» f

4.

Bent water-tube bailer.

"'

.

Bent water-tube boilers offer more capability

of higher°pretsure than straight-tube types.
limitations impose

Straight-tube boilers have

by the headers. 'Thus, modern boilers for large

plants are,usually the bent-tube type.
The are many
shown in Figure 8

The boiler tubesen

A typical example is

ossible designi of ;phis type.

The bent-tube type is also called the. drum -type boiler.

in upper and Tower drums,

The tuba may be vertical

so that formation of steam Rockets is less likely.
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The steam drum, with

,"

its pipe outlet, is at the top.

Modern, bent water-tube'boilers
are capable of delivering Several
.

A

million pounds of steam per hour.

typical design for a large, steam-

DRUMS

generating unit Ts shown In Figure 9.

The scale size is represented by the
mark at the right, which represents
/

the height of an adult human.

The

figure shows Sexample Of a steam
.

generator powered by a pulverized

Schemati(c
Figure 8.
Diagram of Bent WaterTube Boiler.

coal furnace.

ASH COLLECTORS

STACK

k

FAN

COAL
HOPPER

-0-

ORUM

HIGH. CONCENTRATION

OF PIPES

.

BURNERS

PULVERIZER

HUMAN
-.0-BEING

Figure 9.

Steam-Generating Facility'Powered
by Pulverized Coal.

The flow of air through the system is indicated by arrow
would be suitable for a large,.41ectrical.:power genera

Such a boiler
g Station.

REMOVAL OF ASH

Ash is present in all types ofcdal. 'It remains as a residte after coal
is burned.

The furnace design'musc account for the fict that ash will regain

after the'purning of caal; otherwise, ash will deposi-t on the fumace:walls
.
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and flqor.

Even more importantly, ash wilT\deposit on the surface of the boiler,

reducing the capability of the boiler surfaces to transfer heat from the hot
gases to the water inside the boiler tubes. "'This will limit the efficiency
of the plant.

The method of removal of ash depends on a characteristic called ash-fusion
temperature.

If the temperature of the ash is above the ash-fusion temperature,

the ash will melt and become a liquid.
mined by a standard ASTM test.

The ash-fusion temperature can be deter-

The ash-fusion temperature is important because

it determines whether the ash will remain as a solid or whether it will melt

in afurnace that operates at a specified temperature.
If the ash remains solid, the furnace will have a hopper bottom.

of the ash will be carried up the smokestack as solid particles.

Part

Part will

fall to the bottom of the hopper as dry, solid material and will be removed from
the hopper in this form.
Dry ash removal is often used in stoker'firing.

The ash particles fall

throlh the grate and can be removed manually with rakes, hoes, or by means
of conveyer belts.

If the coal has a low ash-fusion temperature, it will melt or become
sticky.

It will then become difficult to remove, and it may accumulate on the
In this case, the slag -tap method of removal

walls and bottom of the furnace.
is-used.

The slag drops as a liquid onto a floor where there iys a pool of

liqUid slag.

The liquid slag is driined through an,opening in the furnace

floor called the slag tap.
Water.

The slag is then collected in ea tank that contains

Liquid slag collection is applicable for cyclone furnaces.

The characteristics of the furnace and its ash collection method deter-

mine te properties of the coal that can be burned.

If the furnace operates

at high temperature and is designed for liquid slag collection, the coal should
have (ow ash-fusion temperature.

Conversely, if the furnace is designed for

dry ash collection, the coal used in it must have high ash-fusion temperature.
5

''ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
OF SOLID. FUEL SYSTEMS

Coal is currently being called "the once and future king," a phrase that
was used in the popular musical "Cameldt."

In the musical, this phraie refers

to King Arthur of England, with implications that King Arthur will return
1
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someday to rule over,a prosperous kingdom.

As the phrase is applied to coal,

it means that coal was once the mast widely used fuel and, now that its use
is increasing, it may once again become the king of fuels.

However, as coial

once again becomes a dominant energy source, certain economic and environmental
considerations will became even more important.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Coal was CiFfEe-used more widely than any othe

1.

However, as other

fuels (particularly.natural gas and petroleum) were' developed, the use of coal
declined.

This was due in part to the relatively greater. cleanliness of

natural gas and petroleum.

It was also due to lower costs of oil and natural

gas in some regions of the United States.

FOr example, in the Gulf Coast states,

oil and natural gas were plentiful, and along the East Coast, imported oil
was less expensive.

Hence, the percentage.of the total energy output supplied

by coal declined in the United States.
as railroads and space heating'

Some of the tTlitional markets 4 such

all but disappeared.

-1hthe United States was for electrical generation.

Most of the coal used
In that usage, the effi-

.

ciency made possible by improvements in coal technology (for example, advances
in burners, Unit,trains, and improved mine productivity) made coal attractive

for use *large, electrical-'generating plants.
of the total energy supplied by coal declined.

Nevertheless, the percentage
By 1973, onqy about 18% of

the total energy used'in the United States came from coal as a primary source.

The situation has changed in recent years.

he costs of oil and'natural

gas have risen sharply since 1973, and there is grea
availability of oil and natural gas.
should again increase rapidly.

It is

concern about the futdre

Under these cond4tions, the use,of coal
cbable that coal will again become

the dominant energy source, both as a ideimary solid fuel and aS\a source of

other fuels through coal gassification and coal liguificetion.

'Once again,

there may be a "King Coal."
.

The use of. other solid fuels will also increase.

As the price of can-

ventional fuels continues to increase, the economic justifiCation for burning
industrial and agricultural waste products with low heat content will improve.
Wood, as a renewable resource, will be more attractive.

Already many small

users are considering wood as a viable, altenative fuel.

42
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Solid fuels can be burned with-high efliQency.

For large, modern coal-

burning sytems,,about 90%.of the energy stor d in/the coal can be converted
into useful heat.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Coal has also declined in use because of undesirable emissions from the
smokestack, primarily flyash and 'oxides of sulfur.

contribute to air pollution.

Both of these emissions

Flyash (particulate material) dirties the sur:

rounding neighborhood, and sulfur oxides contribute to smog and to nose and
throat irritations.,

In some cases, sulfur dioxide contributes to'a

"acid rain," which contains sulfuric acid.

so-called

Such acid rains are believed to

have destroyed fish life in some lakes in New York, and they are threatening
Taket in Canada.

Hence, removal of the polluting factors is important, par-

ticularly

The United States Environmental Protection Agency and most of the individual
states have impOsed limits on the amount of sulfur- dioxide emission. The technology for effective removal of the undesirable Components from smokestack
emission is under intensive devOlopment.
Flyash may be removed by electrostatic precipitators and by liquid
Electrostatic precipitators impart an electrical charge to the
scrubbers.
particles and ther(collect them at an electrode. Scrubbers bring the gas into

contact with a liquid to remove the particles of flyash.
Reduced sulfur-dioxide emission can be achieved by burning coal with low
sulfur content; however, such coal is in limited supply and is more, expensive.

Thus, most methods emphasize removal of the sulfur,'before, during, or after
combustion.
,

.

Cleaning of the coal before burning can remove part of the Sulfur

(see the section headings "Handling of Solid Fuels" and "Preparation for BurnBurning coal in a bed containiKilimestone combines some'of the sulfur

ing").

as calcium sulfate

which is removed as a dry ash.

Sulfur removal from the

gases produced by combustion is also possible. The gases are passed through
scrubbers containing liquid solutions that contain materials such as calcium
or magnesium.

The sulfur is removed by chemical reaction with these materials.'

Much research and development is being conducted in the search for pro-

\--"Icesses of sulfur removal with good technical
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performance and reasonable cost.
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This remains an important challenge for future use of coal as a large-scale
replacement for other fUels.
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ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

ENERGY PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
-

.

:MODULE E2
. ,

:GENERATION OFATE,AM AND HOT WATER,
SING4:AUID -AND: GASEOUS 'FUELS

ENTER FOR OCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION
This module presentsan overview of the generation of steam and hot water
using liquid and gaseous fuels such as fuel oil, natural gas', and products

derived from coal and biomass.

The various fuels and their Btu content and(

impurities are discussed, as well as burning procedures and handling tech-1
niques which are used in association with these fuels.

The var- iations5in burner

design and operation are described, and the entire steam productidn system is
discussed.

Included also is_a discussion of each fuel, as well as the extent

of their use.

PRE EQUISITES
The student should have completed Fundamentals of Energy Technology and
Module EP-01 of Energy Production Systems.

.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the studenit should be able to:
1.

List and describe each of the fuels discufsed.

2.

Describe the importance of each fuel and how they are used.

3,

Describe handling and preparation procedures used in burning fuel oil
and natural gas.

.

4.

Describe the burners used with fuel oil and.natural gas.

5.

List the grades of fuel oil and briefly_describe their characteristics.

6.

Describe the relative advantages and disadvantages of each fuel.

7.

Given thenecessary information about the chemical composition of a fuel,
calculate the heating value and the amount of air needed for complete
combustion.

8.

Discuss the characteristics of liquid and gaseous fuel-fired systems for
generation of steam and hot water.
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V
SUBJECT MATTER
Vk

TYPES AND PROPERTIES OF LIQUID AND GASEOUS FUELS

produce less ash than
Liquid and .gaseous fuels generally burn cleaner and
through
There is also the convenience of being able to deliver them
coal.
liquid and gaseous fuels gradually
pipelines. Because of these advantages,
In the
displaced coal as the primary source of energy in the United States.
1970, liquid petroleum
early 1900s, coal provided most of the energy used; but by
In more recent years,
fuels and natural gas provided about 75% of the energy.
supply of these fuels
however, rising costs and concerns about depletion of the
have caused their use to decrease. somewhat.

The result is'that the use of coal

developmeht.
has again increased and alternate energy sources are under
liquid, and gaseous fuels continue to be important.

Yet,

because they are
Fuel oil and natural gas are emphasized in this module
These fuels, which are
--the-mos-t-w4dely used_af_the liquid and gaseous fuels.
Because of the increased
extracted from reservoirs in nature, are fossil fuels.
source of liquid and gaseous
costs and diminished supply of the main fossil
that
fuels, efforts have increased to derive such fuels from coal,.a s
In addition, there are developmental efforts being made
of waste and agrito supply liquid and gaseous fuels from the decomposition
is still abundant.

cultural products (biomass).

LIQUID AND GASEOUS FOSSIL FUELS
The liquid and gaseous fossil

fuels described in this section of the module

different parts of the
are obtained from oil and gas fields located i,n many
These fuels have been formed by
the world.
Unite States and other areas of
of millions of years. The
the decay of living organisms over time periods
that
fuel stored in these oil and gas fields ts, thus, an exhaustible resource
cannot be renewed.

The following paragraphs

emphasize the fossil fuels that are used for

production of steam and hot grater.
fuels'are fuel oil and natural gas.

The two most, important examples of such

Liquified petroleum gas and some manu-

However, a number of importartt,liquid fuels
factured gases are also discussed.
and, therefore,
Of fossil origin are not used to produce steam or hot water
will not, be treated in this module.

An example is gasoline, which is used

mainly far transportation.

47
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Fuet

Fuel oil is derived frOm petroleum or crude oil.

Petroleum is an oily,

flammable liquid formed from organic material contained in seabed sediments.
The exact process of formation is unknown, but the formation has taken millions
of years.

Petroleum is found in many different areas of the world.

Sometimes

it is found oozing from the ground, but more often it must be pumped from be-

low the OTund.

In some cases, the deposits are several miles deep.

The com-

position of.petroleum \,cries widely 'from one source to another.

Generally crude oil is not used directly
to produce a variety of products.

a

The produc

fuel.

Rather, it is refined

the refining process include

,gasoline, kerosene, jet fuels, diesel fuels, lubr'cating oils, and fuel oils;
but it is the fuel oil fraction.that is of prim

y interest here.

Part of the refining process involves disti,nlation of the oil and condensa-

tion of the products.

Fuel oils that have been

called distillate ofTS.Distillate- Oils tend

istilled\and recondysed are
be cleandr and more free of

sediment and other.impurities; they are composed of relatively light molecules.
The portion of the oil that is not vaporized and condensed in the refining
process is called residual oil.

Residual fuel oils are thicker and heavier

than distillate fuel oils; they are composed of heavier molecules and contain
more impurities and sediment,
Fuel oils are classified into a number of different grades
spedi-Oied properties.

Grade No.

The grades now in use areas follOws:

1 is a light distillate used in vaporizing burners.

It

must vaporize easily.

Grade No. 2 is a heavier distillate, commonly used in general
purpose domestic oil burners.

Grade No. 4 is a heavier oil, but one foh which preheating usually
is not required.

Grade No. 5 (Light) is an oil for burners capable of handling heavier
oils than Grade No. 4.

Preheating may'be needed for some types of

burners and some climates.
Grade No. 5 (Heavy) is 'intended*for similar service to Grade No. 5
(Light).

Preheating is usually needed for burning and, in cola

climates, for handling.

Page:4 /EA-02
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,4.

Grade No. 6 (sometimes called Bunker C) fs a high viscosity oil ugefor
It requires preheating for both

commercial and industrial heating.
.

handling and burning.
Grades No.

1 and 2 are distillate'uel oils.

This. means that they are

the condensed products of,a di-gtilfation process. Grades No. 4, 5, and 6 are
residual fuel oils.

This means that they are left over after distillation.

The oils grow more viscous

that is, they are thicker and more resistant,to

as one proceeds from Grade No.

flow

Notice that Grade

1 to Grade No. 6.

No. 3 is not defined.
The Amei..ican Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) specifies standards
that the various .grades of oil must meet.

There are a number of characteristics

that determine grade classification and suitability for various applications.
A few of the properties specif -i-ed in the ASTM standard for fuel oils are given

in Table 1 in order to illustrate how the properties change from grade to'grade,
but thi's is only a partial list.

The fldsh ,point is defined as "the_maximum

Minimu' values for

temperature at which an oil can be stored and handled."
flash point may be prescribed by state and local laws.

The p ur point can

be defined as "the lowest temperature at which an oil can e stored and still
flow."

ASTM STANDARD 5PECiFICATIONS
TABLE 1.
FUEL. OIL GRADES (PARTIAL LIST).
Minimum
Flash Point
Grade

'38

No. 2

38

.No. 4

(°C)

( °C)

No. 1

.

Maximum
Pour,Point

.

Maxiftm Water
and,Sediment
(Volume %)
Trace

-18

0.1

-7

0.5

55
-7

No. 5
(Light)

55

No. 5
(Heavy)

55,

No. 6

68

1.0,

.

.

1.0

'

2.0-

ti

Some typical properties of oils in the different grades are listed:1n
Table 2.

These values are not defining standards for each grade, as ti4 values

in Table 1 are.

Rather, the values in Table 2 are values that one might expect
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,

to obtain ih fuel oil of

he specified grade.

These are'not exact values;

they will vary somewhat with the source of the oil.

TABLE 2.

Pour
Point

Grade
No.

1

No. 2

(°C)

TYPICAL VALUES OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF FUEL OIL.
'

Density

Heating Value
(BtU/gal)

I

lb/1

deg API

gm/cm3

-37

135,000

6.8,

0.82

42

_-21

1391000

7.2.

0.BZ

32

145,000

7.6

0.

20

-1

148,000

7.8

0;94

-1

151,000

8.0

0.95

16

153,000

8.3

.0.97

14

.

------,...

No. 4
No. 5
(Light)

18

.

No. 5
(Heavy).

No. 6

Heating value is an imporIant .property of oil.

heat ts produCed when a gallon of oil is burned.

It specifies how much

Heating value is not specified

by 411 AVM standard, but it does tend to increase as the grade number increases.
Table 2 also lists the density,of the different grades of.oil in three

different uhjts: Os per gallon, grams per cubic centimeter, and a scale
called degree's API.

This lastunit of measure,:which is specified. by the

American Petroleum Institute (API), is' weasure

in a hydrometer. *(Note:

of water is about 1 gm /cm ; therefore, the informa

Density

on liven in Table 2 -shows

that oil.is less dense than water

Because the heavier_gndes of-

1

oil are used most often- for large in-

stallations suFh as electric gener ting plants, the value of 150,000 Btu/gal
can be adopted as tlie heatiu valu

of fuel oils used in industry.

Table 2

shows that this approAimaterthe hea

g value of the heal%itr grades of fuel

oil to within a few percent ifthei

act value.

Table 2- has presented informa

on.about t

of fuel oil.

density of fuel oil, of course, changes with temperature.

l'he

Because fuel oils

are sold on a volume basis, the detivere0/olume is generally corrected by
a factor that depends on temperature.
what it would have been at 60°F.

The delivered volume is corrected to

The correction factor depends on the density
-
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t

r

of the oil, and on the tempera-

The volume at 60°F is

ture.

API

1.02 _

equal to the volume at the
given temperature multiplied
by the correction

I

1.00

GRAVITY

5 14
'15-34
35-49

_

Figure 1 shows the correction
,

factor appropriate for oils"

J.

having different values of

0.98 _

API gravity.

0.961

80

40

1

160

120

.J

TEMPERATURE II FI

I
Temperature Dependent
Figure 1.
Correctiofi -Fattor for Fuel Oil Volume.

pEXAMPLE A:

USING CORRECTION FACTOR TO CALCULATE VOLUME.

Given:

One thousand gallons of No. 6 fuel oil at a temperature of.18°F.

Find

Now many gallons one would be charged for.

Solution:

From Figure 1, the appropriate correction factor at 18°F is:1.015.
This value is obtained by using the curve 'for the API gravity in
the range of 5 to 14.

One would be charged for 1,000 x 1.015, or

,015 gallons.

Table 3 presents infArmation about the chemical analysis of some grades
-.. Qf fuel oil.

for all cases.

These can/be considered)as approximations 'rather than exact values

source of the fuel op.

Generally, the_percentage

greatly through th,/4ifferent grades.
somewhat as

somewhat according to the

The c6lical composition will v

f carbon does not change

file percentagg of hydrogen.decreasas

e Oe from Grade Ito Gradet6.

The amount of impurities,
.,

especially sul,ii% increases as one goes to the higher numbered grades.
,
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TABLE.3.

TYPICAL CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF FUEL OILS.
Weight Percent

Grade

CarbOn

Sulfur

1

13.8

86.1

0.1

0

0

2

12.5.

87.2.

0.3

0.02

Q.

4

11.8

87.4

0.8

0.03

11.2

87.8

1.0

0.03

9.7

85.9

2.3

5

)

Nitrogen

Ash

Hydrogen

Oxygen

'0

0

t,

6

0.12

2

EXAMPLE B: 'CALCULATING HEATING
Given:

The data in Table 3.

Find:

The heating value of No. 6 fuel oil.

ILUE OF FUELOIL.

(Note:

Heating values given

in Table 7 of Module EP-01 will be useful.)
Solution:

From Table 7, Module E0-01, the heating values of carbon, hydrogen,
and sulfur are 14,447,-60-,-958and 3,980 Btu /lb, respectively.

For

one pound of oil, the heating value due to carbon will be as follows:

0.859 x 14,447 = 12,410 Btu.

This uses the percentage of carbOn specified in Table 3.

The heat-

ing value due to hydrogen will be as follows:
0.097 x 60,958 = 5,913 Btu.
The heating value due to sulfur will be as follows,:
.

0.023 x 3,980 = 92 Btu.

Adding these contributions gives. 18,415 Btu/lb.'

Since the density

of No. 6 oil is about _8.3 lb/gal (Table 1), the heating value can
be:expnessed.ias follows:

18,415 Btu/lb x 8.3 lb/gal = 152,845 Btu/gal.
This figure is in reasonable agreement with the heating value in
Table 2.

4
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The cost of fuel oil decr ases as one .goes from lower grade numbers to
higher ones.

handling and burning the oil also increases

The complexity

as 'one goes to the higher grad

numbers;

Thus, domestic and small commercial

space-heating applications usu lly employ Grade No. 2, which is easy t-handle.
and to burn.

Grade numbers 4, 5, and 6 are used for. larger industrial and
The

commercial installations.

nages where large quantities o
cost, Grade No. 6 oil is often

are appropriate for use in large, costly furoil are lased.

'Because gifts relatively low

sed for generation of steam and hot water in

industry.

so

A. In summary, fuel oil is a

hot water.

ajor source of'heat energy for producing steam

It 4s an import nt energy source for space heating in homes,

offices, and industry; for induAtrial process heatLand for electrical power
generation.

NatuiucteGa.6

Natural gas iS a term appli d to gases commonly found in the same-geological
formations as petroleum.

It is o ten'in contact with crude oil.

Natural gas

is a fossil fuel, formed over millions of years through decomposition of organic

material. 'It is a highly desirable fuel because it is clean, easy to burn,
and easily deliverable by pipelin

.

Natural gas is by far the most widely

used gaseous fuel in the United S ates.

In 1970, it supplied about 30% of

the prjmary energy consumed in the United States.
Natural' gas is combustible,

ut*itcan contain nonburnable component's

such as carbon.dioxide and nitrog n. There is no single composition for natural
,

gas.

It consists mostly of methane, with the chemical composition CH,,.

How,

ever,,, the composition can vary widely, with the exact composition depending

on the geographical source.

Table t4 lists some of the constituent gases:-

commonly found.in natural gas, along with typical ranges fqr their percentages.
..N

)
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COMPOSITION OF TYPICAL NATURAL GAS.

TABLE 4.

,

Gas -..

Ogiical Composition

''

Methane

t

'Ethane

Propane

Butane

PercenIage

tH4

70-96%

C2H6

-1-14%

C3H18

0-4%

.C41.11.0

0-2%

.

,

Pentane

C5H12

Hexane

C6H14

Carbon 'dioxide

CO2

Oxygen

02 '

0-0.5%

-'

.N.

4

0-2%
...

0-2%
0-1%

,

Nitrogen

N2

-

Hydrogen

0.4-17%

.

.

.

,

H2

.

Hydrogen sulfide
Helium

.

--

,

H,a

.

0-2%

3

0-0.2%
*0-2%

lie

The heating value'of natural gas can vary from about 900 to 1,20() Btus
per cubic foot,

bugelAvered gas is usually in the range of 1,000,to 1,050

Btus per cubic foot.; The supplier can adjust the composition somewhat in order
to keep the heating value of the delivered gas reasonably constant.
The ultimate chemical composition of natural gas taken from some different sources in the United States is given in Table 5.

The ultimate chemical

composition is the composition by comical elements (carbon, hydrogen, and

so forth), regardless of how these elements are combined in CH4,'C2H6, and
Heating value,siare also specified.

so on.
..

.

(

1

.'

ULTIMATE CHEMICAL COMPOS ION OF
TABLE 5.
NATURAL GAS FROM'DIFFERENT S RCES.

Source of

-

,

Density
lb /ft )

Gas

Carbon

Heating Value
Ultimate Chemical Composition
.(litu/cublc Coot)
(Weight Percent)
.
Hydrogen Sulfur Nitrogen and Oxygen'

vania

0. 48

75.25

23.53

Southern Californfa

0.0 8

74.72

23.30

69.12

23.20

Pen

Ohio

.

,

0.34

1.22

1129

1.98

1116

7.24

964

.

kouisiana

0.046

69.26_

22.68

8.06

1002

Oklahoma ,

0.048

64.84

20.85

14.31

. 974
..
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Because most natural gas is o

ompounds containing sulfur are

usually added for safety purposes.

of the compound will usually be

Added so that the average person will

le to smeWthe presence of the

natural gas when it reaches a concentration'

1% in the air.

This is well

below the percentage at which a mixture of natural gas and air will burn.

The

addition of the odorous compounds does not significantly increase sulfur con.

tent.

EXAMPLE C:
Given:

CALCULATING AIR NEEDED FOR COMBUSTION.

One thousand cubic feet of natural gas of the composition speck

,ified for the Pennsylvania sample shown in Table 5.
Find:

The amount of ai

SoluVion:

Use the values fro

needed for complete combustion.

Table 7 of Module EP-01 for the theoretical

To -burn one pound of the natural gas,,the air needed to

air.

.

burn the carbon is as follows:
0.7525 x 11.51 = 8.66 lb.

And the air needed to burr the hydrogen is as f011ows:
0.2353 x 34.28 =; 8.

lb.

The total air needed is 8.66'+ 8.06 = 16.72'pounds per pound of
natural gas.

Because 10,000 cubic feet of the natural gas weighs

48 lb (1,000 x 0.048 = 48), the total amount of air is 48 x 16:72
= 803 lb.

At a density of 0.0793 lb/ft3 (at 60°F arid one atmo-

sphere of pressure, this will require the following:
0.00
793

= 10,216 cubic feet of air.

Si

A mixture of natural gas and air is flammable only within certain Limits

for the percentage of nat611 gas in the Mixture.
.

5%; the upper limit is about 15%.
.:tween 5 and 15%, it is flaMmable.

The lower limit is about

If the percentage of natural gas lies beIf t14 pefcentage of natural gas lies out-

side these limits, a flame will not prop gate and the mixture will not burn.
Natural gas is a desirable fuel and an easy-to-use fuel; but, it is a
limited resource.
are declineing.

Thus, the known reser es of natural gas in the United States

Moreolrer, natural gas i s1 delivered by pipeline, and it is

55
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difficult and uneconomical for it to meet the needs during peak demand periods.
Natural gas is widely used for space heating in homes and businesses and for
steam generation in boilers of the size that produce as much as 250,000 pounds
In many cases, this industrial service is "interruptible"

of steam per hour.

_, which means that during periods of peak demand (as on a very cold winter day),

These

supply of natural qas to the industrial customers might be cut off.
.

This practice ensures con-

customers. must then rely gpon(fUel'oil or coal.

tinued delivery of natural gas for heating of homes and small businesses.
Natural gas is an important fuel for industrial use (generation of steam
Its major use, however, is for space heating.

and elettrical power).

Because

of considerations described previously, the use of natural gas for steam generation is largest in summer and other periods of relatively low total demand
--

for gas.

Lique6ied,Petnoteum Ga
Liquefied petroleum, gas. (commonly called LP gas) ies a mixture of gases

of several types.

It usually consists mainly of propane (C3H8) or butane

(C4H10)., or a mixture of'hese two gases.

with a moderate amount of pressure.
and burned as a gas.

LP gas can easily be liquefied

It is transported and stored as a liquid

The gas can be obtained by venting it through pipes
When a valve in the pipe is

directly from the storage vessel to the burner.

opened, the gas will flow because of the pressure in the storage vessel.'
also available., They

Commercial-liquid propane and liquid butane

are obtained by either the removal of the specified gas from natural gas or
as a by-product of the refining of petroleum.

Some of the properttesof liquid

propane and liquid butane are,listed in Table 6.
tane are also available.

Mixtures of propane and/fu-

Their properties' lie between those of the unmixed

products.

Page 12/EP-02
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PROPERTIES OF LP GAS.'

TABLE 6.

'

.

Butane'

Propane

Gas Type

.

.

Boiling point at 1 atm
pressure (°F)

-40

Vapor pressure at 100°F,
Maximum TOsig)

220

+3?
70

-

5%

5-10%
Propylene

Typical other gases

Butylene

2500

Heating value (13th/ft3)

Flammability-limits in
air mixture (%)

2.1-9.5

.

\

3200

1.8-8.4

.

The boiling point is an important factor that affects their use.

Because

of its low boiling point, liquid propane can be used in winter without additional handling.

Liquid butane will Solidify (freeze) in cold weather.

It

has a higher boiling point and cannot be used in cold conditions unless heating
is supplied.

The heating value of LP gas is high, more than twice as high as that of
typical natural gas.

In an air mixture, LP gas is flammable at.lower concen=

trations than natural gas (which has a lower flammability limit around 5%).
Thus, care must be taken to avoid small leaks of LP gas.
L -P--gas is an, important energy source.

energy used in the United States.

It supplies about 2% of the total

It is used to heat homes andetrailers,espeSome small cities use

cially in places where' natural

as is not available.

LP gas instead of natural gas.

it is rarely used is the primary'souce of

energy for producing'steam and hot water in industry.

However, it is often

used as a back-up fuel at times when the natural gis supply 4s interrupted
Thus, LP gas is significant in it's Use as a fuel for
because of high demand.
production of steam and hot water.

Manufactured Gaz
Manufactured gas is fuel gas made -from some other starting material, such

:as oil or coal.

The manufactured gases produced from coal are'deseribed later

in'the section on coal gasification.
.

One type of gas man'ufattured from oil is called oil refinery gas.`' Oil

refinery gases are by-products of the processing_of oil in anoil refinery:
4
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1,6

They are the result of the thermal breakup of large molecules into smaller
gaseous molecules.

This type of gas was once used for heating purposes in

urban areas until natural gas became more popular in this application.

Today,

oil refinery gas is used mainly for heating purposes in the refinery inwhich
it is produced.

Mostoil-based manufactured gapes are used for specialized operations
in industrial plants; or they are used aSspecialty fuels*jsudh as aceylene)
that are used in welding.

The use of manufactured gases to produce seam and

hot water is unusual, except in some cases for in-plant operations i

the

facility where the gas is produced.

Shate
4

Shale oil is obtained from a type of,sedimentary rock that contains an
organic material called kerogen.

If the rock is heated to a temperature around

875°F in the absence of air, the kerogen decomposes to produce an oily liquid
that can'be used as a fuel.

Thus, shale oil is not a true petroium product;

rather, it is the result of a chemical breakup of the molecules that compose
kerogen.

Rocks capable'of yielding shale oil are distributed widely, including,

the western United State.
uel, apd fuel litl.

ShaleThil can be refined to produce gasoline, jet

However, the economic prospects for development of shale

oil are uncertain since it requires a major investment to produce appreciable
quantities of it.

Even at the current prices for petroleum, shale oil does

not appear to compete economically.

Thus, shale oil is not a current energy

sourcin*the United States, although plants for the production of shale oil
are being constructed in other parts of the world.

if the price of petroleum

continues to increase, the situation may change and shale oil may become an
important energy source in the future.

LIQUID AND GASEOUS FUELS DERIVED_FROM COAL.
Liquid and gaseous fuels can be produced from coal.by.chemically 'combin:

:ingjiydrogen with the carbon in the coal so as to produce aliquid or gaseous
hydrocarbon compound.

In.one sense, such fuels can'be cohsidered as being

of fossil origin, since coal is a fossil fuel.

This module previously con-

sidered that the fossil gaseous-and liquid fuels'are normally found in nature

#
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as gases or liquids.

Production of gaseous or liquid fuels from coal involves

a different technology and, therefore, will be treated separately.
The purpose of producing gaseou
ment ar'replace natural gas and fuel

and liquid fuels from coal is to suppleil, which are in increasingly short supply.

Coal, on the other hind, is relatively abundant.

Gaseous and liquid fuels

are cleaner to burn than coal; they also are adaptable for use in vehicles.
Ip order to

Solid coil, of course, is not a convenient fuel far'vehicles.

supplement supplies of oil and natural gas, a method of producing gaseous and
..

,

liquid fUels from coal is desired.
Three categories of gaseous and liquid fuels made froM coal will be con sidered:

manufactured gases, coal gasification, and coal liquefaction.

Manu-

factured gases provide fuel for the production of steam and hot water in in_

Coal gasification and coal liquefaction are still under development

dustry.

and do not yet provide significant amounts of fuel, although they probably
will become important in the future.
,

---

Manti6actuited Gaza

There are 'several types of fuel gases that have been manufactured from
coal.

,

Such gases were popular in the early 1900s until natural gas became

widely used around 194b.

After this, coal-derived gases fell into disuse,

except for specialty applications.

Producer gas is made when coal or coke is burned with a deficiency of
air.

Air and steam are blown through the coal.

heating value

approximately 140 Btu/ft3

The resulting gas has a low

and contains about 23% carbon

monoxide. ,Because of the low heating value, producer gas is not economical

to transport for any distance; therefore, it is Used within the plant where
it is produced.

Its'applicaiions include production of steam and hot water.
a"!

"Blast-furnace gas is produced as a by-product during the manufacture of
pig iron.

It has a low heating value

within the factory where it is produced.
for producing steam.

and is used

approximately 90 Btu/ft3

Typically, blast furnace gas is used

It contains about 25% carbon monoxide, which is its most

important combustible gas.

Coke-oven gai is obtained in the pmduction of coke from coal.
produced from the volatile Products contained in the coal.
a heating value of approximately 560 Btu/ft3.

It is

Coke-oven gas has

It is a by-product of the pro-
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duction of coke in steel factories, where coke is to be used in the blast furnace; and ,it is used entirely within the steel factory where it is produced,
typically for the production of steam.

Coke-oven gas contains a high fraction

'of hydrogen and methane.
It contains

Water gas is manufactured by passing steam through hot'coke.

free hy&ogen and carbon mondicide as the burnable fractions and can be enriched
with oil to make-"carbureted" water gas.

The oil molecules are broken up by
Carbureted water gas has

heat to provide hydrocarbons in the gas mixture.
1'

'4

a heating value of approximately 530 Btu/ft3 and is used within industry for
steam production.

It has sometimes been piped short distances for home heat-

ing, but this use has largely been replaced by natural gas.
These four gases (producer gas, blast-furnace gas, coke-oven gas, and
water gas) are gases that are manufactured from coal.

They share two common

characteristics: -.they are used mainly inside the factory where they are made

and their heating values are much lower than that of natural gas.
The technology of manUfaCturing these gases from coal has been known for
years, and they are currently being used in modern industry for producing steam
and,, hot water.

However-,,,a technology capable of producing (from coal) a gas

that has a higher heating value.is aesired.
stitute for Natural -gas.

Such a gas could serve as a sub-

This possibility is considered in the next section.

of this module that discusses coal gasification.

Coat Ga,44 ication

as from coal should be considered

The technfques of producing manufactured
to be coal gasification.

The term "coal ;gasification," as. commonly used now,

implies attempts to produce a substitute.for natural

many applications of natural gas.

as that could replace

It also implies more advance technology

than was used for the older manUfactur:ed gases.

The process of coal gasification involves reacting coal, which is largely
carbon, with some material'containing hydrogen under conditions of high temperature and pressure.

The result should be a light hydrocarbon, such aS methane,
4

CH4.

For simplicity, this discussion considers coal as consisting mostly of
carbon.

Coal can be converted to methane gas according to the following chem-

ical reaction:
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CH4

C + 2H2

This reaction can proceed at elevated temperatures as an exothermic reaction

(that is, it proceeds with a netrelease of energy).

It produces a gas that

has a high heating value and that is similar to natural gas, which has high
met -bane`- content -.: Howeverit_needs free hydrogen, which requires large quan-

tities of energy to produce,

Therefore, most coal gasification procedures

use multi-step processes, with water (in the form of steam) supplying the
A possible series of reactions of steam with coal

hydrogen.

C + H2O

CO + H2

CO + H20

H2

CO + 3H2

CH4

H2O

CO2 + 4H2

CH4

2 H2O

is as follows:

CO2

This 'S'eries of reactions will have the net effect of producinermethane when

These reactions are all.endothermic (that is,

coal and water are reacted.
,

they require heat to make the reactions occur).
0

supplying some oxygen along with the steam.
will provide the needed heat.

The heat can be produced by

Partial combustion of the coal

In addition, some of the reactions may require

the use of catalysts to make them proceediefficiently.
A variety of different processes for coal gasification are under
Perhaps the most familiar is the so-called "Lurgi process,"'wh

,

mnet.

A

first developed in 1936.

h was

In the Lurgi process, lump coal travels on a grate
Steam.and-okygen are also fed into the chamber

through the reaction chamber.

from the bottom solthat they pass upward through-the coal.
is

elop-

a water-cooled cylindrical shell.

The chamber itself

The pressure inside the chamber can

be as high as 450 pounds peN square inch.

The following set of reactions is

believed to occur:
C

02

CO2

C

H2O

CO

C

CO2

2C0
H2

CO + H2O

C

H2

CO2

CH4

2H2

4
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The top reaction provides the 'heat necessary.to drive the other reactions,

heating the bed of coal to a temperature around 2000°F.
provides the fuel gas, methane.

The bottom reaction

It uses hydrogen that was released in the

second and fourth reactions.

The top reaction occurs only in a thin layer

near the'boftdm of the coal.

The other reactions occur higher in the coal

bed, which maybe about seVen feet deep.

In this part of the'bed, there is

no oxygemAyailable; so the fuel gas is not oxidized.
.

The efficiency of the conversion of energy stored in the coal to energy
stored in the fuel gas may be around 77%.

The fuel gas is extracted from the

top'of the reaction vessel and is cooled in a waste-heat.boiler to produce
most of the steam needed for the process.

The gas is then passed through an

absorber to remove sulfur.

The result is a, fuel gas with a heating value of

approximately 400 Btu/ft'

less than half that of methane.

The Lurgi process has been described in some detail because it represents

a.

some of the typical ideas encountered in coal gasification..

There are a few

Lurgi gas procedures operating in the world, but this process iszot likely
to be economically competitive in the United States
form.

at least in its simple

There are many other coal gasification procedures under development.

The following are a few:

the BIGAS process, ithe COGAS process, the HYGAS pro-

cess, the Hydrane process, the Consolidated SynthetiE Gas (CGS) process, and
the Synthane process.' It is not appropriate here to describe details of all
these processes, although some of them have reached the status of pilot plant
construction.

Thus, the technology for production'of substitutes for natural

gas is being developed.

However, it appears that a large investment in capital

may be the major obstacle to the' scaled -up technology of coal gasification

I

that can produce A useful substitute for natural gas.
At present there is no fuel gas being produced by coal gasification in
the Ignited States, except for a few small pilot plants.

As natural gas becomes

I

more scarce in the future, a substitute produce by coal gasification should
become important.

Cog Liqueliacaon
I

Coal can be protetsed in a variety of ways to produce synthetic crude
The first liquef

of coal was demoristrated in 1914.
It was used
ction
in Germany during World War II to produce synthetic gasoline: A-cemmere4al-

oiII.
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I

plant in South Africa has been in operation for over 20 years.

Although coal

liquefaction is not a new idea, it still needs further development to become
an economical source of synthetic crude oil

in the United States. -As with

coal gasification, there are great needs for capital investment.
Coal liquefaction can be illustrated by the so-called "Fischer-Tropsch

process," named after the German chemists who developed it.

Coal is gasified

by using a mixture of oxygen and swam in a manner similar-to-the-turgi pro
.

The resulting gas is rich in carbon monoxide and hydrogen.

cess.

This gas

is passed through a bed of iron-based catalysts at a temperature around 450°F
and at a pressure around 360 psi." The catalyst encourages chemical reactions
that lead to liquid products.

The process can be directed by the choice of

the catalyst to make different types of products, such as methyl alcohol, motor
fuels, or heavy oils.

The Fischer-Tropsch process is the one used in the South

African coal liquefaction plant.
The economics of the Fischer-Tropsch process appear to be debatable, but

the common'opinion is that this process will not be economical in the,United
States.

A number of other processes are under development,, and some pilot

plants have been established.
the following:

Some of the names of these projects include

the Char Oil Energy Development (COED) process, the'Synthol

Process, the H-coal process, the Coalcon process, the Solvent Refined Coal
(SRC) process, and the Donor Solvent Liquefaction process.

These various pro-

cesses approach the problem of coal liquefaction in a number of different ways.
It is not appropriate at this time to discuss them all; however, it can be

noted that pilot plants capable of,producing a few hundred tons of oil per
day have been established in order to demonstrate several of the processes.
It is probable that coal liquefaction will lekd to an economical substitute
for crude oil, especially as world oil prices continue to rise.

At present,

'therejs no liquid fuel available from coal Liquefaction, except for the relativ,ely small output of the pilot plants..

N
GASEOUS AND LIQUID FUEL FROM BIOMASS
.6rganic materials decay and.decompose.

Under prope'r conditiOns, the Aecay

can produce liquids and gases useful for fuels.

In fact, the decay of organic

materials produced the fossil fuels, crude oil, and natural gas that are widely
used today.

63
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fuels can also be produced by the decay and processing Of waste organic

materials that are the by-prodpcts of farming, gardening, and everyday living.

These waste products include such materials as corn stalksyweeds, harveststubble, grass clippings, leaves, sugarcane, kitchen garbage, and manure from
farm animals.
quantities.

These waste products are readily'available in extremely large
In fact, the disposal of these wastes poses,a problem.

Collec-

,

ti-velyT-these products often are called biomass:

This section describes how gaseous fuels and liquid fuels can be produced from biomass.

In practice, these fuels are not used for production of

,

steam in.the United States.

Geueows Ptoduct4

The decay of organic products in\the absence of oxygen is called anaerobic
Anaerobic decay, ill the presene of certain bacteria called anaerobic

decay.

bacteria, yields methane gas (CHO.
gas, is useful as a fuel.
for example
0(

Methane, the main component of natural
in stagnant ponds,

Anaerobic decay occurs underwater

and bubbles of methane gas can be observed-as they rise to 'the

surface.. Anaerobic decay that leads to methane can also be p-rodUced in airtight tanks, called methahe digesters.

0

Lm contrast: decay inple presence of oxygen leads to a different mixture
of gaseous products

including ammonia-and carbon dioxide

that are not use-

ful for fuelNaroduction.

Methane digesters can include the "batch" type, which are loaded, sealed,
and later emptied when the gas has been produced.

"Continuous" digesters are

loaded with smaller amounts of material on a 'regular basis, and gaseous fuel

in

be extracted regularly.

Continuous digesters are more useful for providing

a continuous supply of fuel.

The output of the digester, in addition to the gas, produces a solid,sludge

and liquid,products caged supernatant liquid.
natant liquid are used as fertilizers.
duced.

Both the sludge and the super-

Also, a material called scum is pro-

Scum is a course,.fibrous, and essentially useless material that can

clog the digester.

The gas,, called biogas or dungas, accumulates at the' top

of the tank.

The processproceeds rapidly at a temperature around 95 °F.
the temperature can be easily maintained without assistance.
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In hot climates,

Methane digesters

4
I

In colder climates', insulation

have long been used in India, for example.
/pf the digester an
duced can" be used

Some of the gas pro-

'auxiliary heating will be needed.
r-heating.

igure 2.

One possible design for dmethane dige ter is shoOn in

The

input material is mixed in a small, tank and delivered by pipe to the bottom
Partially

of the digester.

HOAS

/

' digested material passes

LDER

/DIVING
TANK

over the top of the dividing

GAS OUTPUT

wall ipto the secondcompart, '
This arrangement pre-

ment.

vents the withdrawal of
tAniH

material at too early a'
stage.

,.

Gas is collected

at the t

, and the solids
.

and liquid

colleCted

\

.

in the discharge tank.

Another popular design
is the horizontal displacement system.

Material is,

,

:.

inserted at one end' of a

11.1.

','
...

..

._,

_

horizontal cylindrical tank
and is withdrawn from the
other end.
Figure 2.

The heating value of

Diagram of System for Production
of Biogas.

the biogas varies, but often
it falls in the range, of 580-750 Btu/ft'.

Methane digesters can convert 60-

70%. of the energy;6ntent of the input materials to energy that is available
as fuel.

-

4

.

.

.
.

Methane digesters in the United States are usually small units, and they

aroften used on farms.

The gas normally is used for 'cooking and heating

and for po ering machinery.
A few munici

1

Only a very

The sludge and liquid are useful as fertilizer.

s wage plants utilize biogas

typically for driving turbines.

mall fraction of the easily collectable biomass is now used-

to prOduce fuel gas.

The biogas pr:oduced frOm biomass isot used farpro-

ducing steam or hat water in industry on any practical scale.

However, for
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the future, biomass could be a valuable renewable source_of fuel.

Liquid, Pkodue,t4

The main emphasis on production of liquid fuels from biomass is the pro-

Cr

duction of alcohol which is intended for use as vehicular fuelAlcohOl can :
be used by itself (with an altered carburetor) as an automottvefuel, or it
can be mixed With gasoline and Used in unaltered automobiles.
called gasohol, is beingrpioduced and marketed
in the

States.

The mixture,

at least bn a limited scale'

I

It is most common in the midwestern part* of the country
,-.

where corn p oducts are'abUndaht.

,

t-

,

Brazil has adopted a-program inteied to produce'fuel for vehicles in
Alcohol'is produced from sugarcane and

a large scale agricultural program.

from a plant called Manioc, which is specially grown. for this. purpose.

This

represents the largest programJor production of liquid fuel from plant mate.

rials.

:The United States has a few commercial facilities and many experimental
prograM

for Producing,liquidluel from biomass

The process basically in-

9

volves fe entation, Which converts sugars in the plants into alcohpl.
development

Further

f the process is needed to make it economical on a large scale.

The liqui

fuel'(alcohol) produced from biomass is used as a substitute_

for ,gasoline in Vehicles.

It is not used for producing Steam and hot water.

FUEL HANDLING
s sect ion of the\rr dule describes some of the factors involved in the

'handling of liquid and Base

s fuels, including transportation,*stOrage, pre-

5 .0

paratidn for burning, and wast

are easier to'andle than coal.

disposal.

Generally,Iliquid and gaseous fuels

They can be shipped long distariceS

line, need little preparation for burning, and'produ
e,

.less waste than coal)..

The discussion in this section emphasizes the two MO t wjde iy used gaseous
and liquid fuels:

1

fuel oil and natural gas.

TRANSPORTATION

Oil is transported by severalmethods

Very large oil tankers carry crude'
0

Oil from outside the United States, espeq

lly from the Middle East and South
O
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.

Tankers also carry oil from the Gulf Coast of the United States to

America.

the East-Coast.,

Barges,deiiver oil from the Gulf Coast tol.the 1!)orts of the

United State's that are accessible from the Mississiii0 River and its tributaries.

Pipelines deliver oil to most of the sections of the United States that
are not accessible by. water.

Pipeline shipping of oil is probably the most

commop method of delive6_insi-de-t-he country.

Relatively small amounts of oil'are shipped by track and rail since the.
.

costs are much higher than,shipping by water or pipeline.;

.

The final dell pry to the user is usually made by truck or rail.' This
involves only 'a shot t distance from a central stoege point-to which the oil

was delivered by pipeline.
Delivery of natural

-

as within the United States is almost all

cfbne by

pipelinp" A large network'of pipelines covers most of the couptri.

Natural

gas IS' shipped long distances through the pipeline system and is delivered
'

a

to the customer through smaller

Natural gas coming into theUnited States from abroad is,delivered by
These large vessels capable of carrying natural gas are becoming quite

ship.

-

commonplace.

f

''STORAGE

Storage of fuels is needed to meet the danget in-.seasonal Oemandjor

fuels.
4

In recent years, the use of barge oil

tahkers.has increased the

for storage facilities near places'where the tankers foad and unload.
Storage in most parts Of the United States is,irovided by lage cylindrical ,steel tanks.

For Safety, the'tahks are usually surrounded by earthen

dikes capableof containing the Contents.:
known as tank farms.
to store'oi)."

The asemb)les of oil tanks are

In California', large'concrete-lined reservoiriare used

For 1 onger7term storage, underground storage in caverns "and

in salt formations haS been used.

v,

The used' may also prOvIde storage'at the facility' where the oil is to-,

,be'used.

-

This offers a.reserve for pefiods of high demand'for fuel.

This

type-of Storage is usuAlly in the form of steel tanks.-

a

0

cr
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fi

s store natural gas neaet the users in

Pipeline companies and

order to provide a continuous s

during periods of high demand.- Storage

of natural gas is accomplished abo

ground in tanks sealed with a water
ing used.

Inflatable plastic domes are

storage of natural gas is underground., Under-

The preferred method

economical niettiod of storing such large volumes

ground storage offers thof natural gas.
I

Depleted -off- or gas -wells-can- be -fiiled-in -the*/ summer-and

emptied in the winter.

In areas where such depleted wells are not available,

Tpe trap
storage in geological formations which can trap the gas' is used.
\
cln cdnsists of a dome-shaped layer of dense rock on the top, with water-flied

The sand is pushed back by gas pressure to provide room forthe

sand below.
gas.

Storage of natural gas is not usually provided by the user'of the gas.The fact that it is easily distributed through pipes makes this. unnecessary.
,
quefied na ,tural gas.is stored at locations near where tankert.load and
unload.

It al'So is stored to provide supplies for periods of-peak demand.

Itcaribe stored in insulated metal tanksor in buried-.concrete tanks.. In

r

some cases, excavation
in frozen earth has been used."
,

4*
PREPARiTION FOR BURNING

,%
Compared to coal, t<he preparation for burning of oil and natural gascis
relatively simple.

The prIcess4ng of crude oil to provide suitably

oflUel Ape lies been PerforMed at 4he refinery.- The user Pas to do very little
pr

aration.

The lighter grades of fuel oil can be burned .directly.

grddes of fuel oil, Grades 4-6, must be heated.
preheated in cold_pweather:
^,-'

Heavie'r

Grade No.'4 may need to be

Grade No. 6 must always, be preheated.

Thus,.to make heavier, grades of
of qjylOw freely.through pipes and to pro-

vide preheating for burning, heati,iquipment is provided in the storage tanks
..

.

andalong the pipihg for heavy grades of file) -oil.,-

Natural gaski, delivered through pipes tp the user in a condition suitable
.

for. burning.

It'neede'ho preparation for burning..

This fact helps to make.

natural gai a-desirabie.fUel..

s
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WASTE DISPOSAL
uels than coal and offer fewer

Fuel oil and *natural gas.are much cleaner

The ash content of fuel oil =-even in the

problems.with waste disposal.
heaviest fuel oil

Since this is a very small value

is usually below 0.2%.

.

roblem of disposing large amounts of
compared to. that of coal, there is no problem
ash, as there is with coal.
.

However, oil contains some corrosive elements, such as vanadium, nickel,
sodium, and sulfur.

These substances can lead to fouling and corrosion of

the surfaces of the burner and the superheaters in the furnace.

The removal

of sulfur or the use of oil with low sulfur content is helpful.

Control of

the temper.;ture of the steam so that-the maximum steam temperature is below

1050°F reduces the production of troublesome corrosive materials.

Additive's

such as aluminum oxide and magnesium oxide also help prevent corrosion.

Con-

.trol of the excess air to low values (around 1-2%) also will reduce formation
of corrosive materials.

'44'

In addition; sludge can accumulate in the storage tanks and piping for
heavy oils.

Periodic cleaning may be required.

Essentially, natural gas contains no ash, and waste disposal is not a
ftoblem with natural.gas.

The combination of easy handling, clean burning,

and negligible ash problems Makes natural gas an extremely desirable fuel.

COMBUSTIOk SYSTEMS FOR LIQUID AND GASEOUS FUELS
The most important liquid and gaseous fuels for steam and hot water pro.

duction are'oil and natural gas.

.

This section of the module discusses how

'thew two fuels are burned.

The equipment may have to be modified` somewhat

when other fuels are used.

The low heating value of manufactured gases,as
manufac-

compared to natural gas, would require a different floW ra
tgred gas iss used.

The combustion system for coal was described in detai

in Module EP-01.

o

The. system inclu100 a firing method for delivery of the coal, a furnace in

which the fuel is bucned,oand a boiler in which water is heated.

Generally.,

the furnace and boiler are similar for coal and for oil and for gas.

In fact,

some systems can burn pulverized coal, oil, or natural gas, depending on which
fuel is available at the time.

Since these components her already been de.

scribed, this module will not emphasize furnace enclosures or boilers.
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.

which is the dis-

However, it will emphasize the burner part of the system
tinctive feature for gaseous and liquid fuels.
.

The solid fuel coal had to be delivered by farly,compliqted systems

for example, the stokers and pulverized coal systems discussed in Module EP-01.
Delivery of, oil and gas is much simpler.

They are deliverd to the furnace

through pipes, possibly with the aid of pumps and fans.
Nos. 4, 5, and 6,'the pipes may have to be heated

For fuel oil Grade

at least in cold weather,

so the oil will flow freely.

BURNERS

The burner is a device for producing a burnable mixture of fuel and air

and'fdrintroducing it into the furnace.
air mixture is proper.

Fuels will burn only when the fuel-

For example, natural gas will. burn only when its per-

centage in an air mixture lies between 5-15%.
Figure 3 shows a typical example
of a modern burner.

The fuel is

injected in gaseous form and under
pressure through the nozzle.
ELECTRODE

Fuel

oil must be "atomized" into gaseous
+form, as discussed below.

The im-

pellor thoroughly mixes the air and
the fuel.

Ignition is provided by'

'a spark from the electrodes.

The

-

fire retention ring tends to stabilize
the base of the flame so that it
remains at the end of the nozzle.
FIRE RETAINER

IMPELLOR

The burners are mounted on the vertical walls ?if the furnace.

The

flame then extends intothe furnace

Figure 3. Cut-Away View of
Burner for. Gaseous or Liquid Fuels.

Because natural gas is already

gaseous, it can simply be injected through the nozzle of the burner directly.
Fuel' oil must tie atomized or broken up.into tiny droplets.
carried as a fine mist ir1 a stream of steam'or= air.

-through the nozzle at Ares

es up to 300 psi.

This mixture is pumped

Thus, the fuel oil is turited

into a form suitable for injection through the nozzle.
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The droplets are

/ 70

the steam (or
The most Common method of atomizing the oil is the use of
coaxial barrels inside the. nozzle.
air) atomizer. Steam (or air) atomizers have
The two streams
One barrel carries will, and the other carries steam (or air).
plate.
are combined near the end of the nozzle where they strike a sprayer
When the mixture escapes from the
This mixes the oil and the-steam (or air).

Theseatomnozzle,.it expands, aid the oil is atomized into small droplets.
Steam provides
izers can be used with either steam or air as the mixing gas.
It does not have to be supplied
more efficient operation of the atomizer.
loss in'the
from the steam produced in the boi-l-er and, thus, represents some
total steam production.
This is
The heavy grades of oil atomize..operly when they are heated.
should
perforMed with either electric or steam heaters.' Grade No. 4 fuel oil
should
be heated to about 135°F for good atomization; Grade No. 5 fuel oil
heated to about
be heated to about 185°F; and Grade No. 6 fuel oil should be
210°F.

THE COMPLETE COMBUSTION SYSTEM
.

The complete system for producing steam or hot water with liquid or gas-44

eous fuels consists of the following.:

40elivery'portibn
Burners

.

Furnace
Boiler

.

\

and, in the
The delivery portion of the system contains piping, pumps,
the fuel to be
case of heavy oil, heaters. This part of the system delivers
burned.

used for
The previtous sub'se'ction of the module described the burner*
.

fuel oil and natural gas.
It conThe furnace is the enclosure within which the fuel is burned.
The burners for fuel oiland natural gas
fines the products of the burning.
.

are located in thevetical walls of the furnace.

The walls must withstand

resistcorrosion%
the high temperatures of the combustion and must also

In

mcst modern furnaces the walls are water- cooled.
described inliodule
The design of boilers for coal-fired systems was
similar.
The boilers in systems that use fuel oil or natural gas are

EP-01.
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Modern systemslusually are the water-tube type, with small tubes containing

the water to be heated and heat being applied to the outside.
boilers may be the straight-tube or bent-rube types, as dis
.EP-01.

owever, the

sed in Module

a

Most modern boilers are designed to operate in the temperature range

of 1000-1016°F.

Higher temperatures are avoidedto minimi e corrosion prob-

lems.

dm of a system

A schematic di

designed to be fired by

ither fuel

oil or natural gas is sh wn in Figures4.

The system us

vertical

tubes and is capable ef producing

VTUBES
.

4.

million pounds o

steam per hour

at a steam tempera

re -of 1005°F.

The height of a hu

n being is in-

clicated for comparis

Table 7 shows typ'cal perfor-

mances of furnaces an" boilers used
with fuel oil and na ural.gas and;
for comparison, pul erized coal.

These are systems fir steam production, not for applications like,hOme
8,20"

SONG

heatingy The largest'systems of
each size are comparable.

Figure.4.
Sch matic-diagram of a
Combustion S stem for Gaseous-

or Liq id Fuels.
by all three:

The small-

est systems tend to be oil or gas,
rather than coal.

In some cases,

a system can be designed to be fired

coal, fuel oil, or natural gas.

price and availability of the different-fuels.

The fuel used depends on the
Therefore, even though a user

may prefer to use natural gas because of cleanliness, when the supply of natural
gas is cut off to the industrial user in times of high demand, the user may
4

switch to fuel oil or pulverized coal.

O
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TABLE 7.

PERFORMANCE OF FURNACES AND BOILERS.

Meat Production
(Thousands of
Btu per hour
per cubic foot)

Fuel

Fuel Oil

Pulverized Coil

Stack
Temperature

Furnace Size
(Millions of
Btu per hour)

Boiler
Efficiency

5-15

10-2000

86

300-600

20-50

15-30

10-2000

87

300-600

15-35

15-30

25 -2000

88

250-500

20-40

Natural Gas

,.../.0e.

Excess
Air
(I)

(1)

,

(*F)

RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF LIQUID AND GASEOUS FUELS

.

The following section summarizes the relative advantages of gaseous and
Comparisons

liquid fuels, including costs and environmental consfderatiOns.
with coal are included for completeness.

ECONOMICS

The costs of using the different-fuels described varies widely, depending
on location and availability.

In addition, the costs for all fuels have been

increasing steadily since 1973, the time of the Arab oil embargo.

Cost in-

creases have affected oil and natural gas more than coal, because much of the

United States crude oil is imported and because of concerns about decreasing
subplies of oil and natural g&s.
include generalizations.

Any comments concerning costs must necessarily

For example, for a user located close to a supply

of a particular fuel, the relative cost of that fuel is lower.

Table 8 pre-

sents approximate costs of various fuels (given in dollars per million Btus
of energy).

TABLE 8. APPROXIMATE COSTS OF VARIOUS FUELS.
(Given in Dollars per Million Btus of Energy.)
'Year
-Fuel

-

-,

2010*

1976

1968

-9.41 -18.83

.0,30-0.37

2.00

fuel Oil

0.29-0.35

2.95

3.34-16.05

Coal°

6.31-0.41

2.21

0.96- 3.86

Natural Gas

Synthetic natural gas
6.2

from coa]

-1.4-4.8

Lisuid fuel from biomass
*Expressed in terms of 1978 dollars.

,

-
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In the late 1960s, the price of oil and gas tended to be similar for steam
generation and tended to be slightly lower, on the average, than for coal.
The range of prices, however, shows that 'coal could have been the least expensive fuel in many individual cases.

By 1976, the world price of oil had increased enough that`oil.was more
expensive than coal or natural gas.

(Government regulation had kept the price

of natural gas'from increasing as much as

The 1976 numbers for oil,

gas, and coal (shown in Table 8) are expressed in averages, and no ranges are
given.

Because supplies of natural gas to industrial users are limited and

can be interrupted, the relatively low price of natural gas did not completely
lead to replacement of coal or fuel oil for steam production.
Two approximate prices for synthetic liquid fuels are included for comparison.

As of 1976, they were not economically competitive.

Such fuels should

become more economically attractive in the future.
An estimated range of prices for the year 2010 is included in Table 8..

The prices are expressed in terms of 1978 dollarg,4 Of course, there are many
uncertainties in such projections.
the prices.

This is expressed by the wide ranges for

In general, though, it seems that early in the 21st century, coal

Will be the least expensive, oil will be next, and natural gas will be highest.
The relative cost of synthetic liquid fuels will depend on many uncertain fac-

tors, including governmental policies and the rate of -wital investment.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Generally, liquid and gaseous fuels'are cleaner to burn and have less
environmental.impact than coal.
atmosphere than coal.

They release less sulfur and ash into the

Sulfur produced by coal-fired electrical generating

plants can lead to acidic rains downwind from the plants.
structive to ecological systems, especially lakes.

Such rains are de-

Fish life in many lakes

is threatened by such

Natural gas is clean to burn 00 produces relatively little environmental
effects.

Many fuel oils; especially the heavier grades, do contain some sulfur

and ash.

The stack gases do, require cl6aning to remove these products.

Considerations of environmental impact and the cost of sulfur removal

can change economic analyse.

This, coal may be the Cheapest fuel 'on an as-

received- basis, but the costs of cleanup of the stack gases might make it less
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;

so than fuel oil or natural gas.
i

Fuels manufactured by gasification or liquefaction of coal must have them'

Sulfur content removed.

Scrubbing of the product to remove sulfur is an.im-

portant step in these processes.
Fuel's manufactured by gasification of biomass would have little environ-

However, large-scale prOduction of liquid fuel from'biomass

mental impact.

may have undesirable environmental effects.

It could require conversion of

,valuable farmland to growth of the plants needed for alcohol production.

The

burning of the alcohol itself is relatively clean and. ould produce fewer undesirable'combustion products than the burning of gasoline.

.

SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES AND USES
For summary purposes, Tabfe 9 compares the relative 'advantages and dis-

advantages of the gaseous and liquid fuels that have been discussed.

It also

The comments

summarizes the importance of each fuel used in the United States.
are derived from the discussion of each of the fuels.

TABLE 9.

.

ti

Natural Ws
.

Clean and easy to burn
compared to coal. Easy
to deliver.

Nonrenewable resource.
Supply decreasing and
price increasing.

Very widely used, often
used for steam produc-

Cleanest of common
fuels, no ash, very

Nonrenewable resource.
Supply decreasing end
price increasing.

ten
Very widely used,
used for steam produ -

Nonrenewable resource. ,
Supply decreasin, and'
price_increasiof.

Important energy source.
Mainly used for spaced
heating.

easy io deliver, han..
die, and burn.

.

Application in U.S.

Disadvantages

Advantages

fuel

hiel Oil

COMPARISON OF GASEOUS AND LIQUID FUELS:

Very clean.
ing value.

Manufactured

Can be made from coal.

..

Gas

tion.
,...

High heat-

LP Gas

tion.

/

Low heating value.
May contain carbon
monoxide.

-ed mostly in plant
wh re it is .made. Uied
r steam production.
.

Gas from Coal.
Gasification

Coal in good supply.

No current production.
Capital investment
needed.

Very small.

Liquid Fuel
from Coal

Coal in good supply.

No current production.
Capital investment
needed.

Very small.

Gas from

Renewable source.

No large supply available, Large investment needed.
.
. ..
No large supply availLarge investable.
men; needed.

Small supplies. Used on
site of production.

'

Ommass
.

'Renewable source.

Liquid from
Bibmass
....--

Intend,Small supplies.
ed as vehicle fuel.
_
_..
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MODULE EP-03

.GENERATION OP STEAKHOT WATER, AND HOT AIR;
: "USING~ SOLAR 9OLLECTORS

,CENTER FOR ()CCU ATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION
This modules discusses the,generation of steam, hot water, and hot air,
using thermal fnergy taken from solar collectors.

On a clear day, when the

sun is directly overhead, the sun delivers energy to the earth's surface at
a rate of approximately 1000 watts on each square meter of surface.

Solar

collectors can harness this energy for space heating, water heating, cooling,
.industrial processing, and generation of electricity.
the
.

This module describes

principles of operation and the types of equipment involved in the utilize-

tion of solar energy for these applicitions.

The module also discusses system

designs, including their relative advantages, limitations, and practical uses.

PREREQUISITES
The student should have Compleed Fundamentals of Meru Technology and
/

Modules EP-01 and EP-02 of Energy Production Systems.

OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:
1.

Define the term "solar constant" and state its numerical value.

2.

Given the necessary information, calculate the maximum efficiency for
a solar energy systeM.

3.

Describe flat-plate collectors and concentrating collectors, and include
the following information for bath:

the method of/operation, the rela-

tive temperatureS and efficiencies, the relative advantages and*disadvantages., andthe practical applications.
4.

Compare air-based solar energy systems and water-based solar 'energy systems.

Include similarities and differences in theicollectors and storage

systems.

Describe the relative advantages and typical applications for

both types.
5.

Describe methods for producing high temperature steam.

Include the axial

tower and the parabolic collector.
viV

,)
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SUBJECT MATTER
SOLAR RADIATION

The sun deliverselectromagnetic,radiation to the surface of the earth.
This electromagnetic radiation is mainly present in the infrared,

visible,

4_

and ultraviolet portions of the spectrum.

radiation is radiant energy that travels at the velocity

Electromagneti
of light (3 x 1010

It has a wavelike character since the waves are

ik/s).

._.,

The waves can be character-

rapidly oscillating electric and magnetic fields.

ized by the frequency of oscillation of the field'orby the wavelength (that
is, the distance between peak values of the. electric or magnetic fields).

The

waveleng.t,d and frequency f are related by Equation 1 below:
Equation 1

of =c
= Wavelength.

where:

f.= Frequendy.

c = Velocity oflight.

cm.

Light

s the green portion of the visible spectrum, with A = 0.5 x 10-4

It,

a frequency equal to f = 3 x 1010/0.5 x 10

The

= 6 x 1014 Hz.

ord "radiation" is sometimes interpreted as meaning nuclear radiaBut in the broader sense, electromagnetic

lea .nt connotations.

with

tion

-4

radiation includes things such as radiowaves and visible light, which are reFigure 1 shows the range covered by electromagne"tic

garded as beneficial.

radiation, with some familiar,types of electromagnetiL radiation indicated.
When solar energy

The wavelength and frequency scales are also indicated.
WAVELENGT

0.1nm 1nm 10=100n

..GAMMA
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FREQUENCY MERTZ)
Figure 1. 'The Electromagnetic Spectrum.
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'

ti

1

arrives at the surface-of the earth, it lies in the wavelength-region from
abotit 0.3 to 2 micrometers (Pm)

0

:

Everyday, large amounts of enet!gy arrive at the surfate of the earth.,

,

Without the energy delivered,by sunlight, there would be no life on earth.
Sunlight provides the heat energy that.,keeps the,earthtsteMpseriture in a
habitable range.

t

Sunlight'also causes plants to grow,,thereby providing the

initial source of energy for411 the food chains on earth.

The energy stored

,

On all fossil fuels (coal, oil;natural gas) was originally provided by gun.

y,

°

Jight.
times.

For example, coal is derived from plants that lived during prehistoric
These plants died, and the dead plants decayed and became the carbon

containing material that is now mined and,burned in thform of coal.

-

With

only a few exceptions, sunlight has provided most of the'energy used on earth.
.:The energy that arrives from the sun heats the atmasphere.and the oceans

and causes circulation of air and ocean water.

Thus, energy from the sun is

the cause of weather on earth.fhe amount of-sunlight reaching the earth's
surface varies slightly as-the earth'iravels around the sun in its yearly
journey.

These relatively small chaliges,.lead to the change of seasons.

ABesides growing plants, the allergy from sunlight can be used more directly
to satisfy heeds of human beings., .This energy can be used to heat air for

space heating of homes, office buildings, and factories.

It can also heat

,water, giving hot water and steam for.space heating and for injiustrial
cesses.

pro-

The sx's energy can also be used to produce electri ity directly.

This last use cannot be dUplicated by other fuels, such as coa

or oil.

Thus ; it is sktablished that sunlight is an abundant source of energy.

All that is needed is a "bucket" to catch it.

A major portion of this module \---

is devoted to descriptions of a suitable bucket ---,the design of which is

neither simple nor obvious.

SOLAR CONSTANT (INSOLATION)

How much energy from the sun arrives at the earth?

The amount of solar

energy that reaches the neighborhood of the earth is called the solar Constant,
1

or insolation.

"Insulation" is a term that describes the delivery of energy

from the sin tif the earth.

The value of the solar constant is specified as

the energy'arr-i-ving at the top of the earth's atmosphere.

Because of absorp-

tion by the atmosphere, the energy actually arriving at the earth's surface
is somewhat less.

'
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The numerical value of the solar const
per square meter.

t (or insulation) is 1350watts
ce facing the sun

(This means that a flat sur

outside

and

.square meter,of surface area.)

the atmosphere could collect 1350 watts for eac

The value of the solar constant varies slightly during the year since the disHowever, '1350 watts per

tance from the earth to t 'he sun changes somewhat.

square meter represents an average value for the solar constant.,

FACTORS-AFFECTING INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION

The solar constant defines the amount of solar energy that would strike
a flat surface that is facing the sun and'is located outside the earth's atmosphere.

The amount of energy that reaches the ground is less because of factors

such as absorption in the atmosphere, cloudinelss, location on the surface of
the earth, time.of day, and season

The last three factors are

of the year.

related to the height of the sun above the horizon.
I

Ab4.0Aption in the Atmookeite

\,

Even on a clear day:part of the incident Solar enetgy is absorbed by
The effdct of absorption by the atmosphere is shown in Figure
the atmosphere.
2, which shojis the distribution of solar energy as a function of the wavelength:
The top curve shows the distribution over the wavelength at the-top of the
at sea
The second curve shows the distribution on the ground
atmosphere.
.

level, and on a clear day when the sun is directly overhead.
energy is not penetrating
ground, however.

491e

Regions of very

high absorption (such. as 1.4,and
1.8 um ) are- present.

The absorp-

tions are caused by specific molecules in the atmosphere, such as
CO2 and H20.

When the sun is

close to the horizon, the sunlight must pass through.a longer
i

path of atmosphere, and the energy
reaching the grbUnd is still

0

Some of this

1

g

OUTSIDE ATMOSPHERE

E",A41.

ON GROUtel CLEAR SKY.

1z

SUN micro- OVERHEAD
ON GROUND. CLEAR- SKY.
SUN 12' ABOVE HORIZON

ma

w
404

2 T

ai

I

as

1

I.S

2

,WAVELENGTH (MICROMETERS)

Wavelength Distribution

Figure 2.

of Solar. Energy.

lower, as the loyr r curve shows.

81
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.

Although exact values depend.on atmospheric conditions
the amount of dust present, and so forth

thyamount of CO2,.

Figure 2 doeg deM..onstrate how solar
,...

energy is reduced in the atmosphere.

4

Even in the best of conditiOns

directly, overhead in a clear

with -the su

atmosphere -L-incidehl insolation will be reduced to about 1600 watts per square
,

meter on-the ground.

Under poor con

..

.

ions -with clouds or,baze,solar

V

energy may 'be reduced much, more. 'Dur. g daylight hourg,,som6 light will always

Gt.Teach the surface of the earth; but with heaVy clouds

haze, it Will not

,

come directly from the sun-but will'be'diffused (come to the surface frOm.all
.

directions because of scattering and reflection in the.atmosphere).
..-.

This fac-

.

tOr A important beCause some types of collectors can accept diffuse light.,
.,
whereas other types of c011ectors neeorlight in a collimated,beam directly
from the sun.

The first,type of collector, can operate to someextent on a

cloudy day, whereas the second type will operate only underDclear.conditions.,
Figure 2 is important, too, because it defAes. the necessary properties
,

of thecollecior.

ThecoTlector must 6e. capable of absorbing energy at the
.

wavelengths that:solar energy reaches .hie growl.

.

,

.

.

.

A

t

\

SO:tAA'AttitU40..

t

f

4.

°

%

....

The amount of solar energy T-eaching the surface of the earth is also de,

g'

altitude, and is expressed in degreei

)

,

pendent upon where the sun is located above-the horizon.

This is called:solar

.

bo0e.the horizon.

-

.

For a.golar altitdde

1

_

.. of 90°, the sun is lo6ated'direCtly overhead.

Solar altitude varies with several factors:

locatbn of the 4arth (lhti-

,-

tude), time Of'day, and seaton of the year.
.-

I

Solar altitude changes during the course of each'clay.

F..igure

shows

,
the, amount of sblar energy striking a hortzdhtal surface-as related to tilt time
,
The figure4is relevant to a latitude of_ 40° N. Cdrve.are.shown for
of day.
¢

June 21 and December 21. 'The change. is due to thechnge in sblat altitude
,

.

4

clueing the day.

cr.
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Figure 4 shows' how the

1000

solar energy that reaches the
earth's surface on a clear day

600

varies with solar altitude.
Curves ate shown

for,

a

both a

600

horizontal sUrfacevand a sur-.

face that faces directly to,

400

.

ward the sun. The maximum inf0lux of solar energy occurs

2

200

whet) the sun is directl; overhead (*Tar altitude =
It is, also beneficial to have
,a collecting surface that

a

8

/ ,When the sun is directly

10

...

i

II I

isq;

inotipp

.

1I

.

i

400

of its
yearly revolution* around the
,
-Therefore-, the amount of gUnt-sun.
....
.,

.

1 iglit

qg

1111 I

II

1

nil ibiltillur,-.41ii

t i.

Nog
1 iglig fiLithqinia
LI

i IiiiiK

Iiiiq,
!.-'1

,20

the earth's surface

reaching

an

III g

rotation
The axis' of
... _the earth's
.
.
i 1 ted ..fi-eth fespect to the orbit

varies :bat,h_wft,h. 1 atitude and :with the
season, 3f. the,year. Elecluse -of the

1

0
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GO

sun can
earth
Jai directly- overtiead .atosome time bc

1

1 iiiihITI: : g
I .JA, 14116,1";.:Viliq
'IBM P iiimi leiNiun

,

'

1
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111

creases as.,the- sun appro?ches the horicreases
4

6

15

-Insolation on a Horizontal
Surface for 40° North Latitude.

,

.)

4
PM

Figure

overheap,on a clefs .day, solar
energy ,arrives at a rate of approxi4
rnately.1000 watts per square meter.
The rate of energy ral-crival rapidly de-

i.

3

21
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1
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4

Figure .4. Insola4 tfon an Fiat,
Surfaces on -a Cider- Day.'

the y,ear at' atitUdes bkiteen.--23f°'north latitube And ZW) south:latitude.-

Outside of ,t6-1-ssh"nge; the sun canli)ever be directly overhead.

The only part

wfthihthis' range is, pawai i : At Minneap oliS,.
of the Ofiteci. Statei that
istinnesota (latitUde.
4591, the . Itin is .681/2e abov?.itile. horizon atnoon.on
..,
"..
...:7
,

3

1

;
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.

.

-
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'
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.
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June 21

which is the highest that it ever gets at that location.

In additiOn to latitude, al44tiler factor that affects the amount of solar
energy reaching the earth is the amount of cloudiness that is pi-esent.

the southwestern United States, where
is a great deal of solar energy available.

In

days are clear and cloudles

, there

However, along the coasts

f Oregon

and Washington,where many days are cloudy, the arrival of solar energy is
t

reduced.

Figures 5 and 6 show how solar energy varies. with geographical locations
and the seasons of the year.

Figure 5 shows the total daily solar energy

(in kWh/e) that strikes the United Statesin the summer.

The curves are

t
MfgI I 4 11,040
*AU

I r I II IV I.

11

1,11 14111104)

,

;

a Frill laSIFI

Figure 5. Contours-Of Total Daily Solar Enei-gy Striking a Surface
Directly Facing the Sun in Summer.
(Units are in kWh /m?.)
relevant to a surface facing- toward the sun.

for the winter:

Figure 6 shows similar curves,

The'southwest part of the United States receives a large.

input of solar energy,-Whereas.:the northeast. part of the United States an4
'the,pacifio Northwest receive rel'atjyely low 'adeunts of
,.

,
.

a given'Tbgation, the amount of solar energy that strikes
less in winte

ban in summer.

f
.

r energy.

For-

,.

..0
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r,

".

earth is mph

4

te.

Figure 6. Contours of Total Daily Solar Energy Striking a Surface
(Units are in kWh/m2.)
'Directly Facing the Sun in Winter.

,Figure 7 shows th5e total solar energy that reaches the United States'
'in a year.

The total amount of solar energy that reaches the earth's surface

is great; particularly in the'Southwest.
is a primary" source of energy.

Even in the Northeast,"solar enemy
vailabie

If all the solar energy that is

were collected and used for heating purposes alone

e a

it wiild pro

4cant source of energy and would reduce the demandston.other. "sources.
EXAMPLE A:
.

DETERMINATION OF COLLECfOR SURFACE.

I.

I

-

A homeowner in Columbia, Missouri, uses 600 kWh oelectricity

Given:

each month in the winter; with the" solar collectorsloperating
10% efficiency.

How many square meters of collector surface that would be

Find:

e dpd

to 'provide this amount of electrical energy.
.

Solution.

For a month of 30 days, the homeowner will use ,600/30 = ?0,141 /day
At 10% efficiency, this means"that 200,kWh.must be incident

td).

each day.
ti

From Figure 6, at Columbia, Missouri,.4 kWh of ne gY

are incident on each square Meter of surface that faces dijrec ly
*04'

t

a

.41

'. ::

-ft .
,

..

.

e
,

...

85
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xample A.

Continued.

toward the sun%

This Is the average daily value in the winter.

Th4s, on the'average,-the collector should have an area, of
20014.= 50 m2.

.

-,4

'

,od

LESS, TgAN 0:400

0400 TO 1.600

A

MORE THAN 2.000

1.600 TO 1.800

1.8e0 TO 2.000

Figure 7.

Annual Insolation'in the U.S.
(Number.indicate kWh/m2.)
,

ABSORPTION BY VARIOUS MATERIALS

The material that formsthe collector must be absOrbing at the wavelengths
of the radiation, that the sun delivers.,,,If the material
incident energy will be r
of useful energy,.

Figure

of absorbing, the

ed from the surface and lost fdr any purposes

refined how incident solar energy is distributed

withlrespect to waveiength.
0.3 (to 2 pm.

The wavelength region of interest is approximately
/

Figure 8 shows the wavelength dependence on absorption, or several miatel.,

rials.. For both alminum foil and white paint, absorption is low in the specd
tral region of interest. These materials Would not make goad surfaces for
c$
solar collectors.

Black paint, on the other hand,is high in absorption in

;the important spectral range.

4

. rr
Page 10/EP-03

On Solarceollectors,black ijaiq can be used

._

for absorption.as,'the outer layer.

'In fact, it has been used in some simple

col;lectora:

Other,,more sophisticated coatings are employed to provide high absorption for solar radiation.

for example,"an electrolytic coating called a Tabot

selective surface provides about,90% absorption in the region of interest.
In addition, the Tabor selective coating has low absorption at long infrared

This is important since low absorption ih that

wavelengths and around 10 um.

region reduces rer'adiation of energy from the surface

which helps reduce

For this reason, a coating such as,Tabor is

losses of the absorbed energy.
superior to black paint.

Othersimilar
1004

coatings are avail-

BLACK PAUjT
WHITE PAINT

able.

For example,

a coating of black
.
k
copper oxide on

.- so0

.

.

has an

copper meta;

"abSorption of,

approximately 91% in

TABOR

,

ALUMINUM

the region of inter0.5

est for absorptihn,

1

5

20

15

10

WAVELENGTH (MICROMETER...13

but a.low abiorption (approximately

-

Figure 8. 'Absorption vs. Wavelength for
Several Materials.

16%) .in the long wave-

length region.

Thus, oxide type coatings with properties such as black copper

oxide are well-suited for:.the absorbing surface.
..The basic idea is that the outer surface of -the absorber should have?'
4
a high absorption in the spectral region where the sunlight is and Ihbuld

have low absorption in the longer wavelength region where there
solar .energy.

is little

Suitable coatings with the'desired properties have been developed.

,

,

EFFICIENCY OFXONVERS1ON OF SOLAR ENERGY TO*14SEFUL HEAT
fr

-Conveys'
ciency.

The

of two factors:

of solar energyto uSehil heat dues not.occur with 100% effi=
tal efficiency of the filar collector system, n, is the product

theso-called collector efficiency, nc, and the cytle effi-

ciency, ne.
t

Ep-03/Page 11
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4

where:

Equation 2

ncne

n

n = Total.efficiency of the solar collector system.
n
n

c
e

= Collector efficiency.
= Cycle efficiency.

The collector efficiency, nc, is the efficiency for absorp ion of the insolation by the surface of the collector.

As previously stated, there are

materials available.with surfaces that can absorb solar radiation with high
efficiency over the wavelength region covered by the solar rid ation.

Collector

efficiency greater than 90% is possible.

The cycle efficiency, ne'deuends on the temperature of

he working fluid.

The working fluid (usually water or air) circulates through tie collector
and is heated to a temperature T1.

Then the heated fluid is Used to perform

some function, such as space heating or driving a turbine.

forted that function

with the-heat extracted from it

A ter it has per -

the

\uid is then

at a lower temperature 12 and is circulated back to le colle tor.
Both temperatures, T1 and 12, must be expressed as absol
that is, in degrees Kelvin.

to temperatures,

(The elation between a temperature in degrees

Celtius and a temperature in degrees Kelvin should bg remembered.

Add 273°

to Celsius temperature to obtain Kelvin'temperature.)
The maximum possible, cycle efficiency- is giveft by Equatfon. 3 below:

I
T

T

n e

Equation 3
.1

where:

n

e

= Cycle efficiency.

,

T1 = Fluid initial temperature.
A

4

T2 = Fluid final temperature.
.

.

This value, called the Carnot efficiency, is an ideal*ed,value that

represents a theoretical maximum.

This maximum value can never be achieved

in practice; there are inevitable losses of heat energy that always reduce
the prattical cycle efficiency below its theoretical maximum valt.tp.

Figure 9 shows the maximum cycle efficiency (from Equation 3) as a function of fluid initial temperature-11'1.

of fluid final temperature T2.)

(It is presented for several values

Ideally, in order to achieve high cycle

efficiency, high values of the initial temperature must first be achieved.
4
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1

40.

The final temperature T2 should be as low as possible,' since a low final

temperature means that the heat energy stored in the fluid,has been extracted

--"efficiently.

In pradtice, a final temperature T2 lower than about 300'K.

(27°C) is unusual.
.

This is usually the value that is approximately equal

to the ambient temperature.

0.8

1
0

0.8

0
U.
U.

tu

0.4

0
0.2

0

400

00

1000

'800

1200

1800

1400

1800.

2000

INITIAL TEMPERATURE

Figure 9. -.Maximum Cycle Efficiency Vs. Initial
erature for .Several Different Values of Final Temperature.

EXAMPLE B:

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY.
[.

A solar collecting surface has an efficiency of 95% for colleCtin'g

Given:

sunlight.

Air circulating through the collector is heated to

160°C. . The air is used for space heating and, then, it is rejected at a temperature of 27°C.
Find:

,

Solrion:

The maximum possible effiOenc*of the system.
The collector efficiency n

c

is given as 0.95.-:The maximum cycle

efficiency is as follows:
n' = (T1

4),

T2) /T1,

89
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Example B.

Continued.

T1 = 160 + 273 = 433 K

where:

T2 = 273.+

and

27 = 300°C.

433 - 300

Thus

300

le

'

133.

300

0.443.

The maximum system efficiency is.as follows:
'n

nce
ri

0.95 x 0.443

0.421 or 42.1% 2

HOT WATER SYSTEMS

In solar energy systems, sunlight is collected by being absorbed at some
surface.

There is some fluid Contained within pipes or channels under the

surface.

The fluid is warmed by the sunlight; then it circulates to the place

whkere heat is needed, for example, for space heating or'hot-water heating.

Heat is extracted from the fluid, cooling it to a lower temperature; then the
fluid, is circulated back to the collector.

In this section of the module, systems are described in which-the working
fluid is water.
available.

Water has the advantages of being inexpensive and readily

It also has a relatively high value of specific heat, so a large

amount of thermal energy can-be stored in the water.

In practice, pure water

is almost.never used because water is subject to freezing:

In almost every

section of the United States, the temperature drops below freezingot night
sometime duriQg the.year.

This would cause water in the collector to freeze

and possibly rupture the pipes.

Therefore, a mixture of water and antifreeze

(usually ethylene glycol) is used.
as water systems.

However, these systems will betonsidered

In water systems, another factor to consider is corrosion.

The water must circulate thr;oug6pipes, pumps, and heat exchangers; and it
is important that no corrosion oe,ttese components occurs.

Thus, chemicals

that inhibit corrosion may also be added to the water.
4/n'some systems, heat transfer oils are used instead of water.

oils are more expensive than water.

These

But, with a proper.choice of oil for

a given geographical location, the freezing problem can be eliminated.

How-

ever, the viscosity of the oil may change with temperature,, causing the oil
to flow more slow y through the pipes at low temperatures.
viscosity someti

s causes problems.

The change in

The basic design of systems that use

Page 14/EP-03
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heat transfer oils is similar to that of water systems; therefore, the discussion of water-filled systems will also be adequate for oil-filled systems,
The following paragraphs describe the basic components used in water' -

filled systems.

The types of collectors are emphaslzed, including flat-plate

- collectors and concentrating collectors.

discussed.

The design oran entire system is

Alternate design's are possible, but the description leads to an

understanding of important components that are commonly used.

FLAT-PLATE COLLECTORS

The use of solar energy begins with an absorbing surface upon which sunlight falls and is absorbed.
collector.

The simplest type of collector. is a flat-plate

An contact With the flat-plate collector's surface are tubes, pipes,

fins, through which the water moves_ A typical design is shown in Figure
10.

At the front
SUNLIGHT

SURFACE

of the flat -plate
'colleCtor is a

transparent mile-

0000000000000000

rial that allows

INSULATION

TRANSPARENT COVER

WATER TUBES

,sunligfit,in but

reduces heat loss.

The transparent

Figure 10.

material is usually
gl ts.or plastic.

a Basic,-

Plastic is less expensive than glass, butmit is less durable

a d weathers less well than glass.
commercial systems.

Schematic Diagram o
Flat-Plate Collector.

Glass is usually used in well-developed'

OftRn, two layers of the transparent material will be

used to provide protection from heat loss.

The absorbing surface must have high absorption,for the wavelength region
in which the sunlight falls.
(ectors.

Black paint is sometim411, used in homemade col -

The mere sophisticated coatings (such as oxide-coated metals) :are

:used in commercial systems.

Such coatings proyide better performance, but

at increased cost.

The backing layer of insulation is needed to reduce heat loss.

is lost and will result in

conducted out through the back of the

reducon qg the collector efficiency.

s

91

4,

Any heat
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Tubing can take a variety of forms.

For relatively inexpensive systems,

aluminum plates bent into V-grooves have been used.

The water channels are

i

simply the spaces in the Vs between the aluminum end the insulation.

more

Ii

sophisticated systems2 metallic tubing is bonded directly.6 the 4bsorbing
o

.

.

surfaces.

There are several possible designs, construction methods, and materials
for flat-plate collectors.

Currently there is much experimentation un4erWay

to provide a good compromise between cost and performanCe.

--1

For instance,-----

many enterprising amateurs have devised flat-plate collectors that can be
constructed from inexpensive materials by e reasonably handy-homeowner.

At

the other extreme, packaged collectorS are being offered by a number of com-

A

.

panies.

The development of flat-plate solar collectors is far front complete,

with many experimental designs still being evaluated.

Table 1presents a,summary of some of the materials that have been used
in flat-plate collectors.

There is no one standard way of constructing flat-

plate solar collectors; therefore, a variety of materials are being used.:.
TABLE 1.

MATERIALS USED IN FLAT-PLATE COLLECTORS,

*

.

Transparent
materials

I.

2.
3.

.?

ty.

Absorbing
materials

I.

2.

O

.3.
4;
5.

6.
7.

Coatings on

I.

absorbing '
materiels

2.-

- 3.
1

Flui'd

4.
I.

.-2.

3.

Metal surfaces
Plastics
Metal screening
Cloth gauze
Porous foam
Dark liquids
Dark glass

.

-_____,_

.

.

.

..

,..,

.

.

\

..

.
0

Flat black paints
Oxide coatings
Electrolytic coatings
Roughened surfaces

'O
...

.

,....,.
-

.

Tubes welded, soldered, or roll-bonded to Metal
.
absorhers
Channels in absorbing surfaces
Fins in absorbing surfaces
''.
.

.

I.

2.
3.

4.

Page 16/EP-03
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,

..

containers

Insulation

Glass (single layer or multilayer)
°.
Plegtic (single layer or multilayer.)
Combinations of glass and plastic
Transparent honeycombs of glass orplastic

i

:y

Fiber mat
1
4
Plastic or glass foam
1
Reflective layers in combination with above materials
Vacuum in glass tube)
_

92'

.

The flat-plate'collector has a maximum temperature for the water in the
system: .Thus, accordjng to Equation 3, the cycle efficiency is also liMlted.

,C*le efficiencies of appro'ximately 30% are possible with current flat-Oat,e
collector technology.

.

y,temperatures up to 400 to 450 K can be produced t

With current technol

with flat-plate collectors.

These temperatures are above the boiling point

of water (373 K), so the tubes must be'lpressurgzed to prevent boiling.

re adequates

temperatures that can'be produceb will flat-plate collectors
for many applications,
Space heating in
Hot-water heati

The

luding the followin9:

i

sidences

in residences

Air conditioning in_residences

.

-Space heating, hot-Water heating, and air cohditioning in smell

buildings (such as schools, medium-sized office buildings, and
factories)

Industrial process heat and industrial process steam at reasonably
,

low temperatures
Because the maximum water tern

is liMited, flat-plate collectors

are not suitable for some applications, including the following:
Generation of electricity
Generdtion of industrial process heat and industrial process
steam at high temperature
Cooking

r

Heating and air conditioning'of large buildings, especially multi:-

story buildings that have relatively small roof areas.in.comparison
to the volume of the buildings

tONCENTRATING- COLLECTORS

The maximum temperature and, hence, the maximum cycle efficiency that
can be achieved with flat -plate collectors are relatively low.
collectors are used' when higher tempei-atu?es are required.

Concentrating

Such collectors.

..use mirrors of various shapes to focus:Solar radiation onto an absorbing stir:
face:

jhe 'area of the absorber is much smaller than 'the drea.of the reflect_

ing surface; thus, energy from 14arge area is moved to a small area. 'This'
1-.-

EP-037t?.ab'e',"1,7-

4 :-..-

b.

ra

allows production of much higher temperatures than those that are possible
with simple flat-plate collectors.

One possible design of a concentrating collector
tor

is shown in Figure 11.

the focusing collec-

This figure shows a cylindrical reflecting mir.-

ror with a parabolic cross 'section.

The sunlight is focused on the pipe,
which has an absorbing surface.

COLLECTING TUBE

The pipe is filled with fluid
(Usually not water because of
the high'temperatures that can
be achieved).

Molten salts or

liquid metals such as sodium

and potassium are umeimes_used
as the fluid.

The pipe may be

surrounded with a glass tube
o

to help reduce heat loss.

The temperatures that can.
PARABOUC MIRROR

be reached in the working fluid'
,

can be as high as 550 K for a
Figured)).' Example of Focusing
Collectjr.

'

simple, cylindrical collector
(Figure 11).

However, 'cYlindricak

collectors with moN/nphisticated absorbers that utilize selectively-coated

,

evacuated glasi tubes around the absorbing pipe have produced temperatures
In some resitarch-designs of concentrating collectors, tem4 .
%
peratures up to a few-thousand degrees Kelvin have been attained.

as high as 850 K.

Table 2 presents,a summary of some designs that have "been used fon f-et

flectors.in concentrating collectors.

Although'this list is not complete,

it gives an idea qf the variety of shapes that are prasiible. Figurj 12 ilk us.

'trates a few of the designs mentioned in Table 2.
,

`,

,

A

A.
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SELECTED DESIGNS FOR.CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS.

TABLE 2.

Flat side boosters
V-trough
Array of sun-following flats

Desigh"d with multiple

flat reflectors

,
.

.
.

,

,

CirculSr'cylinder6
Parabolic cylinders

Cylindrical reflectors

,

.

.

,

.

Paraboloids

Double-curvature
reflectors

,

.
.

-Spheres

_

Array focused on a receiver

\

.

Cylindrical
Circular

Lenses
,.

.
..-

I

.

Fresne-1,

.

.

.

Others
_

Fresnel reflectors
3
k
Truneated cones
Sun-following flats with fixed parabeCid

,

6

.

.

e

:4

.

Y9
.

-

.

.
.

.

,

t
,

.

I!

,

.

,

a.

c.

b.

,

)

.

.

Multiple Paraboloids with
inalvidu;I Absorbers
b. Paraboloid with Cavity
Absorber ,
t
a. Fresno' Loris
d. Single Paraboloid with
-Fixed Absoiber

.

a.

P
,

F21
rrr

IV

.

fl
._

.

d.

°

a

,,

.

.
._

e.

,

...

,

.
,

Figure T2'.

,

.

,

Cylindrical Fresno!
Reflector

,e.

.

1

,.

.

Examples of Concentrating Collectors.'
7
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-

An important parameter for concentrating gollegtors9is" the concentration
The concentration ratio is defined, as "the'ratio-of the area ofthe

ratio.

eflector to the 'area of ,the absorber." 'For cylindrical gollectors, concen-

tration, ratios

For large par'"bblbids,

in the rane frdd10 to'50,-*are possible.

Concentration, ratios 'up to a few thouSand are, possible.
300

,.

-The concentratIon ratio defines '

4

s,

F

'the maximum temperature that' can be

kfom

reached by the working'!fluid. ,Figure

2

13 shows, the temperature that ean be

produted`by concentiating collectors

1000

asa function bf the concentration
,

ratio.
5' 10

;1000

1000

50 100

insolation. of 1000watts aer,,square

NTRAnoN-RAno

-meter.-' The condentrattop,,,,,ratifor,

Figure 13. Fluid, TedOeraure
Vs. COncentratioll Ratio for
Concentrating Collectors,; for

a flat-plate collectgr is14, and
he maximum tempersaTtre

Insolation of 1000 M/e.

or so.
O

The figure is rele'vant,to

'

s-only 1001t

gentration ratio

But,-ai'the c

rises, thvfluid temperaturevrisesTAPidlr-:
for a system with

Becaje of the higher temperatures, cycle efficient
a concentrating collector canilso be higher'..
.
up to 76%; therefore, for a

0

Cycle effic.iency'ean range

ller

Ow requtied'odtputa

.

can be used if the collector= is of the concentrating type.

,

,

,.

* ,-

s.

A disadvantage of Concentrating" collectors is -that an image othe;sun

must'be imaged accurately by thereflector Aga the absorbed:

Thus, concen

I

A

,trating,dollectors must track the'surG

to dotiiiS, they are supported'on

sensors ;to track the sunraci4Oss the sliy.
movable moUntS1With solar position
.
:-

rs

This, 'of-course, correctly IdOlies- that systems with concentrating collec

are more complicated-and-`costly than systems
44.

.

,with

flat-plait

Collector's

5.

*

.

Concentrating collecl4rs need a.,well-defined.solar ima

.°

-

i,tefo

-

:,

_

,

.

1

tier,0

on a Cloudy on hazy day they will be almost'complelinefedtve.. H

;

flataplate.collectors will'r'eceiv&the dif se rgliation from the cloudy_ s0._,,,,
:.

.

and will deliVeF some output:
,

concenIn order. to compare the properties of flat-plate 'co. lectors and
..
.,

.'..

.

\''1:.:-.

llectdrs; Table 3.suMmarizes-the relative advantages'and'Otadvan=

-trating
ij

gth types. I

to es of
r

1 ?

.

.

r

,
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.5

.

'

,

e

..,'..,

.961.

.

fr 5,

I

...

A

A

.

.'
$

.

9

.

..

.

:

.
.

D
45.

..

TABLE 3.

COMPARISON OF FLAT-PLATE COLLECTORS
AND CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS..
r

Advantages
Flat-Plate

.

.

Concentrating

.

.

Ifi'gher efficiepcy

Simple construction and`gow cost
No tracking, systems

Uses diffused sky radidtion, hence
giving some output on cloudy days

.

Higher water temperatureS
-Smaller areas needed

.

....

.

1

Disadvantages
Concentrating,

Flat-Plate

*

Lower efficienc'i,es

Lower water-temperatures
Larger area needed'

;

,

Higher cost and more complicated
construction
Almost no output on cloudy days

-

Because of their higher cost and complexity, concentrating collectors
are not used for space-and hot-water heating for homes.

Their highe.r tempera-

tures and efficiencies render them useful for applications such as the followLA.

ing:

..Generation'of electricity (to be

scribed later "

1

Generatidh of industrial proce s heat and steam at'hgh temperature
Cooking

%ft

Hot water and hot air for large buildings, especially multistory
buildings where smaller area

q'f collectors may betimportant

Drying i.industry and agriculture,
.

Solar cooking is accomplished with A metallized, parabolic concentratlng
.

'collector. .Cookiplg_vessels are placed In ;the focal' area of the paraboloid.

Solar cooking is used in North Africa,"Israel, and Other sunny'areas, but.
..

it hat not been popular in the United States.

EFFECT OF ADJUSTING ORIENTATION OF COLLECTOR
FOR MAXIMUM COLLECTION EFFICIENCY.
P

0

t,

A solcollector, either flat-plate or concentrating, operates best
when it is aimed directly at the,sun.

Concentrating collectors need the'well.

defined focused image of thp sun on the absorber.
\.
f

Both types collect solar

radiation more efficiently when they are pointed at the sun.

Table 4 shows

Ore average total amount of solar radiation that arrives in June and

in
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December for both a fixed surface and a tracking surface.

The tracking sur-

._

face.is driven so that it always faces the sun directly.

The fixed surface

is oriented so that, it .is south-facing and tilted at 45° from the horizontal.

For.a fixed surface, the orientation is close'to optimum forApch of, the United
States.

Values are shown for a number of selected cities.

In each case the tracking collector receives more total energy each day.

This is true even though the fixed surface is oriented near the optimum posit
tion.

For example in Albuquerque, in DeceMber, a tracking surface receives

about 20% more energy ekch day than a fixed surface.
The tracking surface6is more complicated and expensive than the fixed
surface; but it reql.?.ts a detailed system analysis to decide whether its
improved energy collection,ju'stifies the cost.

TOTAL DAILY SOLAR RADIATION ON FIXED SURFACES AND
TRACKING SURFACES,IN JUNE AND DECEMBER FOR SEVERAL CITIES.
ruk lues are in Wh/M2/d.)
'
TABLE 4/.

Tracking Surface.Always Facing Sun

F4xe
Surface
Tilted
at 45° from 'Horizontal

City

.

and Facing South
'a

June

Albuquerque, NM

6.7

Boston, MA

December

June

December

6.1

10.8

7.3

5.0

3.3

7.3

3.8

Brownsville,
ll
TX

5.1

3.9

8.4

4.5

Columbia, MO

5.7

3.9

8.5

4.5

Madison, WI

6.2

4.0

9.3

4.8

7.6

3.9

6.5

a.6

,

1

.

NaOlvilje, TN

.5.1

New York, NY

4.7

3.2

Phoenix, AZ

6.1

5.6

9.9

6.6

Seattle, WA

5.9

1.8.

9.0

Ll

Washington, DC

5.2

3.8

7.5

4.5

'

3.4

,
'

TOTAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The colleCtor is an important component in a solar energy system, but
the system requires many other components to make it complete.

Pipes, valves,/

heat exchangers, sensors, thermostats, pumps, fans, and storage devices are
4
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also needed.

This section of the module discusses someof these components

and their uses in a total/system for solar energy.

Stoitage Vevice4

Storage-devices are needed in solar energy systems because the sun does
.)

notshine at night and because.a series df cold, cloudy days may cut off the
output of energy just when the need isgreatest.
Heat-storageunits may be incorporated in the system.

The heat-storage

tank of water, with a heat exchanger that extracts heat

unit is usually

from the water -after it is heated by the. solar collector.

Water is used be-

cause it is inexpensive, is easily stored and handled, and has a high heat
capac'ity_ Hot water froth the solar collector enters the heat exchangee'and*
warms the water in the storage tank.

Later, when the sun is not shining,

the thermal energy fron the storage.tank.may be used for heatin g.
tives for thermal storage include rocks that may be used

Other alt

inaddition to

Some systems using molten salts have also been developed.,

ater,

however, these a e more sophisticated and costly and are not well-suited for
residential heati
.

Figure 14 shows

solar collector could be used to provide both space

ow

and water heating for
a hOme.

The collector

/

is placed on the roof,

I

IficP

facing south and tilted

WA TER

//"

LINES

so that it faces the

COLLECTOR

sun as much of the
,-N
The

time as possible.

sp,,cg HEATER

water in the collector

WATER HEATER

is heated to a high
temperature and is

pumped to the hot-water
HEAT EXCHANGERS

heater and the storage,
tank.

STORAGE TANK

In both the hot-

.water ,tank,andthe

storage tank, the

Figure 14.
coif:

Sample System for Solar

Spy and Water Heating.

lector exchanges.

99
-
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lip

its energy to the water in these tanks.

Then,

drawn directly from the hot water tank.

The ho

is circulated through:radiators
5

ate

for.use in the home is

atk- in the storage unit

as it is needed

to provide space heating.

A conventional heating,system is usually installed parallel to the solar'

9

ystem.

This system is needed to provide heat when the sun is not shining

when there is not enough energy stored in the storage system.
Solar air conditioning has previously been mentioned as a possible use
.

of solar thermal energy.

.

The system is similar to a refrigerator.

A refrig-

erant fluid is vaporized; then the heat of vap44zation is extracted from
the space to be cooled.

The solar energy drives a compression cycle so the

fluid is retompressed to liquid.

The heat released in the recompression is

released to the Outdoors.

Conti o1 Con4iducation4

The syStem must be Under the control of temperature sensors and thermostats.

Figure 15 shows the flow 'through a system of valves under .the control

of a thermostat
TR4T.*T

set at temperature
CONVENTIONAL

FURNACE':

T,, with,temperature'
I

sensors to monitor
collector tempera-

TR'TT
cc

O

T Ft. TT

ture T

Ts4T

C'

storage

temperature Ts,

_Q

and room temPera-

SPACE

TO I3E

ture TR.
;

When the room

'

tawriNe COIL

needs heat (TR <
the heat from the

collectorjs delivered
,

Figure 15.

directly to the room.

.

room has, warmed to the desired teMperatUre (1'

When
t..

Control'Circuit.

>1-T), the flow from

A

the c i Ile

r goes through the storage Unit,and.thermal .energy.is .stored'
,

in th

collector.

.,

'

When the collector temperature drops (T
,

C

,

--:-

< TS)

as Sat night,

is extracted from the storage unit ,to heat the room.:

'energy'.

If there is insyfficient
,er

3
.
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enerigy in the storage unit. (T

< T
S

). ,

then the conventional furnace is switched

T

.

on.

Companioon (3,6 Eiiiiiciency Son. Vartiouz On6igunation4

Several considerations c1bncerning the different types of collectors are

Although sbme characteristics and components have been

summarized,below.

discussed earlier, a summarization is needed for explicit comparison.

.

Table 5 presents data on the Properties of flat-place collectors, 'concen-

trating collectors of medium concentration, and,coAcentrating collectors of
high concentration.

The table also presents'iypical values for the temperaThe actual temperature depends on the

ture of the fluid and theefficiency.

properties of the abso rbing surface, the reflectance of the reflectors in

a concentrating collector, and the accoratytf the solar tracking.

3

Efficiency'

depends on heat loss in the system and on the final temperature of the working
fluid after it has performed its fleeting functioi. L

TABLE 5." TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF SOME COLLECTOR+TYPES.

Collector

',

Construction

Type

Concentration
Ratio

Typical

Typical

Temperature

Efficiency

(K)

.

I
Flat-plate

'

ConCentrating
(medium)

Concentrating
(high)

Blackened
surface
Parabolic
cylinder
Paraboloid
..

350-450

-30%

500-250

-50%

1000-2000

-70%

1

I

10-50
.

Up to several
th,ousand.

ROT-AIR SYSTEMS
d

Systems using hot air (or another hot gas) as the working fluid are every

similar to Ntrwater systemi; they tend to use the same type of collectors,
and system designs are conceptually, similar.
4

TASSIVE SYSTEMS

A passive-solar energy system is a term that refers to ardhitect
features that use the natural transfer of
.

sgar energy

far heating.

al

In-this

-k
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,

.

.

context, it could be nothing more fhSn a south- facing window or windows.

A

passive sontr system generally means a deliberate architectural design that
will maximize the transfer of thermal energy.

Thera clan be some storage sys-

tem, but the transfer of energy into and'oUt of storage is by natural conduction or convection, rather than by, pumps and fans.

A simple example of a passive
solar design is the thermosyphoning
roof (Figure 16).

This design operates

on the principle that heated air,
1

rises.

Thermosyphoning circulates

and utilizes some of that heat that
collects in the air spaces of the
walls and roof.

Passive solar design can also
include careful. design of building
'

Figure 16.

Schematic Diagram
of a Thermsyphoning Roof.

shape and orientation,-window placement,

color, and trees to provide maximum
penetration of solar heat through

the- windows and the roof in the winter.

The design will also provide for

minimal heat gain during the summer.
of

COLLECTOS
ACtive systems are,systems in which air is pumped, heated in a collector,
then pumped through the other system components.

The types of collectors

used are the same astthose already described for hot-water systems.

They

include flat-plate,collectors and concentrating collectors.
The advantages of hot air-as the working fluid are more obvious for concentr"Ating.copectors.

The temperature ofthe gas cah be raised to very high

temperatures, higher than would be feasible fir water-based systems.

Thus,

hot-air systems can be used'for concentrating collectors intended to operate
at high-temperature.

The working fluid may be air or some other gas, such

as helium.

The use of air in flat-plate collector.; is less common thAn the use of

water as the working fluid; simply because of the difference in energy storage
between the two fluids.

fora given volume of fluid and a given temperature

..,Page 26/ER-03
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rise, water will store approximately 1,000 times as much energy as air.

Thus,

flat-plate collectors, with their limited maximum temperatures, -are limited

in the capacity to store and transfer energy if air is used'instead of water..

.The,flat-plate collectors that do use air tend to be those at thelow
Simple, inexpensive channels made

end of the cost-andLperforma9ce range.

from :corrugated metals are used .instead of bonded tubes in the collector,

and the fluid is transferred through metal ductwork rather than pipes.

Figure 17 shows an example ofa-design for a flat-plate-collector to
be used with air as the
working fluid.

This

Can be compared to Figure 10, which shows a
--typical

design for a

flat-plate collector to
be used with.water.

Typical Design for Flat-Plate
Figure '17.
Collector, using Air as the Working.Fluid.

STORAGE
o

Storage reservoirs
are needed with hot-air solar systems, just as with water-filled systems,

nd for the same reasons.

Hot air passes through the interstices between 'the rocks

Often heated rocks.

and-warms them.

The storage reservoirs for, hot -air systems are

Later, when heat is needed from the reservitrs, coo-Lair

_circulates through the warm rocks and is heated.

In contrast, hot-Water systems usually use water tanks for storage.

evy, hot air cannot exchange its heat as well with water.

How-

On the.other hand,

it is probable that water circulating through the small openings in a rock

pile soon wo ld lead to clogging and circulation problems, whereas hot air

ttrough
ell

can circulate

t

the rocks.

COMPARISON TO WAUR-BASED SYSTEMS
,

There are many applications where air is a better fluid for heat transfer
inla gdlar collector'.

Advantages are as follows:
.

Air does not freeze

-I.

-,

Air-based sysiems are less subject to.corrosfon and to blockage

than are water-based systems

:103
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1

Air leaks are less serious than water leaks in a system
Air-based systems can be used at higher operating temperatures than:
I

water systems.

However, the low-specific heat of air (and of Qther gases) is a'drawback
Not as much energy,can be stored in the ga's as in water; thus, the ducts that

carrythe heated air must be much larger than the pipes that carry water.
Nevertheless, both types are used in solar energy systems.

Becauseof

better heat storage of water, water-based systems are used most often in relatively low temperature systems, such as for residential space and water heating.

Air-based systems, with their capabilities of operating at very high'

temperatures and, therefore, at high efficiencies

are used in concentrat-

,

.

4

ing collectors with high concentration ratios.

Table 6 summarizes some of these considerations in a comparison of air based and water-based solar energy systems.
TABLE 6.

COMPARISON OF AIR-BASED AND WATER-BASED SYSTEMS.
Water=based

Air-based
Advantages

Larger heat capacity
Smaller piping needed

No freezing
Less corrosion
Higher temperatures and
efficiencies possible

0
pical Applications

Low cast flat-plate collectors
High- temperature concentrating
collectors

High capacityllat-plate
c--

collectors
Low temperature concentrating
collectors

SOLAR FURNACES FOR STEAM GENERATION
Concentrating collectors can be used to,superheat water and produce steam,

which in turn can be used to drive turbines an4 produce electricity: There
are two principal.approaches to steam generation:
parabolic concentrator.
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the axial tower and the

I

AXIAL TOWER
With the axial tower approach to steam generation, many flat mirrors
are placed Over

lr-ge land area (field):

11

Each flat mirror individually

reflects sunlight onto a boiler, which is at the top of a tower located in
the center of the field.

The large area involved means that a large amount
.,

of energy is delivered to the tower.
area is large enough.

i

Many megawatts can by collected if the

The high temperature steam that is produced in the

boiler can drive a turbine and produce electricity.

Thus, the axial tower

could provide a pollution - free,, central electrical-generating station that

Figure 18 shows a schematic diagram.

operates only on solar energy.

The individual mirror
elements, called heliostats,

are driven'bY electrical or
hydraulic servomechanisms
that are controlled individ,..

I

ually by solar-positioned

.

sensor%

Suitable sensors

are available in the ..f.orm of

four-element phototubes.

STEERABLE\ MIRRORS

When the image of the sun is
Figure 18. Tower Concept for
Solar. Power Generation.

.

off-center in the phototube,

one elemrtis illuminated
'''

more that the others._ This generates an electrical signa
.

reposition, the solar image.

that is used to

.

When the .solar image falls eq

llY on the foUr's-

\

_-__

elements; th=1 ereris no net output siga41, and the heliostat remains stationary.
.

Heliostats can be square mirrors, with approximate dimenslon40)etlueen
(

\

4 to ro meters.
.films.

.-,

The mirror surfaces can be silvered glass or thin, metallic

,

,

Helios ats are positioned over a field with a radius perhaps 2 to 3

times greater t an the height of the tower, which may be a few hundred meters.

This pasitioningliminates problems with shading on one heliostat by another.
The solar toWer.concept eliminates many Heat transfer problems because
all the energy i5 1;% ought to a central point 'n the form of light.

mirrors can be mass

roduced and, thus, be rely ively inexpensive.

mirrors NE less subj ct to damage by wind than

The separate
The smaller

single, large,collector
I

of comparab

size.
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The surface 'of the heliostats must be kept clean or Toss of efficiency
will result.

Accumulation of dust, sand, or other contaifiliants on the surface

would cre te problems. Two alternatives.for solving this problem include
automatically turniri,
to drive

e heliostats upside down- nd using electrostatic methods.

Off .st.

Of course: t

axial tower concept depends on a focus'ed image ofthe,

sun being ,reflected t

the boiler, so the output of-the axial tower would

be very low on a cloudy o

.

hazy day.

One prototype of an elec

icallpen4ating station based on the axial

tower concept is being constructs

on a site near Barstow, California,

This

is an area of high insolation and a Tocation where there are many clear days.
The entire site covers'72 acres and contains 1760 heliostats.
is located on a tower 250 feet above the ground.

The boiler

Cold water is pumped up

the tower and is .heated to produce steam at a tem erature of more than 500°C.
The steam, in turn, 'is used to generate electrical

pected to produce 10 megawatts of power.

.

ower.

This plant is ex-'

'N

PARABOLIC COLLECTORS
.

The parabolic collectOr (or paraboloid) has been_ discutsed briefly in

the section on concentration collectors (FigUre 12).

The paraboloid is an

impcirtant type of ,concentrating collector because of jtsCapability for produ5,ing very high temperatures.

The parabolic_ concentrator isthe most efficient of the concentrating
collectors.

It produces the nighest temperatures, and, therefb-m,iS suitable

.for generating steam, among other\applications.
...

e

A parabola is a mathematical curve that can be expressed in mathematical
form by the following equation:
y = ax2..

swhere:

Equation 4

x and y AL The spatial coordinateS.

a,= A constant.

T(e value of "s3" determines the exact shape of the parabola. 'Examples Of

several parabolas, with different values of "a," Ire shown in Figure 19.

Be-

cause of the-dependence on the square of x,. the parabola is symmetric about
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,

its axis (that is, the value of y isthe same for x equal to /31u.s', or minus

same
same

value).
t

r

If a parabola is rotated about itS axis, .itg6r4rates a three-dimensional.
surface called-a paraboloid.

The paraboloid

Is an extremely effl-

1111111111

11101111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111110111

cient col lector of .sun-

The paraboloid

14 111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

reflector has the fol-

12 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111M11111111111

light.

lowing characteristic: =

1111111111111111111101E111111 111111111111111111111111111110111111111111101

All light rays that

1111111111111111IIIIIIMINIII 11111111111111111111MilliWIPM11111111111

enter the paraboloid

01111111111111111111111EN1111111111111111011111111111111MIMI 11110

parallel to its axis pre

11111111111111111111111111Mt hil 11111111111111111M111111111111111111

reflectediso they pass,

11111111911EMPIIIIIIMMI1111111101111111IMPikallIll

through.a common point.

imillimimummilimiorismoviimsamilm Mom
2o
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Thus,

called the focus.

an absorber located at

Examples_of Parabolas.

Figure 19.

the focus will receive
all the solar energy incident on a paraboloid pointed at the sun
high.teiTerakires can be produced at the focus.

_Extremely

Figur-6'20 shows this focusing

characteristic of'a paraboloid.
'The paraboloid must be- used in a9

F

tracking system so the_unlight
1el-to the,a;cis of the paraboloid. -For

small systems, thesparaboloid itself can

be moulted on a movable platform that
tracks the sun.

For larger systems, it
'PARABOLIC SURFACE

becomes too difficult to move the paraboloid accurately.

A large paraboloid

will often be stationary., and will be

/

used with an array of smallerflat'mir-

Parabolic.
,Figure 20.
Collector.

.

rors, each of,which'tracks the sun and

v.

reflects the sunlight toward the Para-_
boloid along its axis..

107
de

;
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Because of the nature of the parabolic surface, it is more expensive than
other types of concentrating collectors.

It is more- difficult to form an

accurate paraboloidal surface than it is to form a flat or spherical surface.
A paraboloid is difficult to machine or to polish as a single piece; therefore, large paraboloids are constructed of many smaller mirror elements that
.are positioned to approximate the desired paraboloidal surface.
Paraboloidal concentrating collectors have been designed with concentra-..
tion ratios:above 10,000 and with operating temperatures of several thousand
,degrees Celsius.

Bdcause of.the high operating temperature, the cyc14 effi-

ciency can also be high, Total thermal efficiencies up to approximately 7&
have been demonstrated.

,

One'of the largest paraboloidal solar collectors, is located In the Pyrenees
mountains in southern Fra,ce at an altitude of 5900 feet.

amount of solar radiation at this location.
and 175 feet wide.

There is a large

The parabbloid is 130 feet high

It is constructed of 9500 mirrors, each 17.7 inches square.

The paraboloid is capable of producing temperatures above 3800°C at its focus.
RadiatiOn I'S delivered to the stationary paraboloid by 63 heliostats, each

of which measures approximately 25 x'20 feet in dimension and tracks the sun.
The system is capable of delivering 1000 kilowatts of power.

This precedinfaecription shoWs that large paraboloidal solar collectors
are complex, expensive systems that are still primarily in a research stage.
Sincethey'are capable'of producing very high temperatures, 'metals and high

temperAyre ceramic materials have melted at the focus of a paraboloidal col.
t.

lector.

,

In addition to research that is performed with larger parabolic concentrators, some smaller parabolic systems have been used for industrial processing

such a§ for melting high temperature materials (such as alumina and

zircOn'ia).and for providing heat for drying in industrial and agricultural
processes.

The role of paraboloidal concentrators for producing steafn is still being
evaluated.

It is uncertain whether using high temperature steam from'uch

collectors for electric power generation will be economical.

Further develop-

ment work to'optimize the design Of heliostats, concentrator, and boiler is
in progress.
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SYSTEMS
The next few paragraphs describe some of the practical factors relativt
'to location, reduction of heat loss, and maintenance of solar energy systems.

-

e'

The maximum cpllectidn of solar energy occurs with tracking sy-stems th-a17
move

he collector during the course of the dayoo it is always facing the

sun directly.

A tracking system is much more expensive than'a fixed system,

and a fixed system can collect a considerable fraction of the available energy.
As Table 4 shows, a fixed collector that is facing south Std tilted at 45°
can receive 70-80% as'much radiation per area (for many cities in the United
States) as a tracking collector.

Thus, an optimally placed, ffted Collector,

with an area approximately 20-30% larger than a tracking collector can collect
ing collector. Moreover4 the fixed collector
as much energy as the tr
would probably be less
The optimum
angle of tilt -,(

pensive ,to install.

rientation of the fixed collector can be
sure'd from the horizontal) and by the

ecified'by :its

direction

that it

faces.. The following rtes summarize the optimum tilt an4b e:
In the winter, the tilt angle should be equal in degrees
to the latitude + 15°.
in degrees
In the summer,,the tilt angle should be equal
o,
to the latitude - 15°.

O

Because of the summer-winter difference, some solar collectors are designed
so the tilt can be adjusted several times a year.
makes relatively little difference.

However, this adjustment,

The use of a tint angle, which varies

\

from the optimum by 10-15°, has only a slight effect on the amount of solar
_

'energy that can be collected.

The optimum direction for the collector surface to be facing is toward
much if the surface
the south. However, the performan4 is not degraded as
faces in a directio/n within 15 degrees'east or west of dirett south.
_//

kEDUCTION OF HEAT LOSS

v.

Heat loss from any part of the4system will "reduce the amount of -energy.
available and will reduce the efficiency of a solar energy'system. Already

10,9
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I
mentionc1,...L.s....tWe fact that the.back side of the collector shoitld be adequately
:

insulated to'reduce heat loss from the collector.

Two other.sources of heat loss arg,the storage tanks and the pipes that
carry the heated fluid.

The storage tank's must.be adequately insulated since

this insulation can make the difference between a system that performs poorly
and one that performs. well.

Koreover, all hot-water and hot-air piping sho

d

-

be insulated, including the pipes/leading to and from the collectors.
Another source of.heat loss i s reradiation o f t heallected
surface of the collector should have high absorption in the
in which the solar energy occurs (approximately 1

ergy The

avelength region

um), and it should have

,

low emission at the wavelength region in which reradiation of heat energyoccurs (approximately 10 um).

The selectivLcop4ings described in the section
..,

entitled "Absorption by Various Materials" have the desired properties to.

reduce heat Toss de to reradiation; although they will increase the cost
of-the_system.

The reflection of_War energy at the*surfaces of the glass cover plate
can amount to 8% of the incident energy.
able for glass

ates.
,

-6on loss

Anti-reflection coatings are avail-

However, although such coatings can reduce the reflec-

hey also will add to the cost.
A

INTENANCE

Tril most sensitive part of the solar energy system is the surface of
the absorber.

This surface must absorb the incident energy efficiently and
A

'must maintain this high absorption over a period of years.

The surface is

exposed to an environment of high solar-radiation flux and will tend to bleach

and lose its absorption over a perioof time.
:.The absorptionsof the surface must be .checked periodically.. Whenhe
Na

surface absorptivity has degraded, the absorber will have to be recoated or
repainted.
'fry

In syttems with reflecting heliostats, such as the axial tower, the red,

flectivity of the mirror surfaces must remain high.

In the environment of

intense sunlight, these reflectors can also become degraded.

Repolishing

or recoating of the reflecting surfaces may be necessary., For example, in
the. large paraboloid, in France, the mirror surfaces are recoated with aluminum.

once a year.
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Of course, any coating of dust or dirt on the collector will reduce its
efficiency.

For a homeowner, simply washing off the collectors outer surface

with a hose will help keep them clean.

However, the absorbing surfaces of

some solar collectors require cleaning with a solvent such as turpentine.
Finally, solar energy systems often depend on fluids circulating through
pipes.

Over a period of time, corrosion can.partially block circulation

and reduce the system's efficiency.

Periodic checking to make sure the fluid

is circulating freely is important.

,

FACTORS AFFECTING SYSTEM OPERATION'
Effect-hie operation of a solar-energy system is dependent upon several

factors, including the architectural aspects-of the building, the size of
'T

the systft installed, and the initial

i
investment.

A

ARCHITECTURAL FACTORS
nstal'lation of a solar energy system can be

The questions involving

ether the b.uilding'is new or old.

very different, depending on

just being constructed, the enti

building design can be adjusted to take
Factors that can be changed include',choice

advantage of the incident sunli. t.

uilding on the site, number and placement

of materials, pladement of th
of windows, ratio of surfac
and roof surfaces.

These

tage of the available sola

On a buildtng

-

area to floor space, and orientation of walls
actors can be included in the design to take advanenergy.

.

On existing buildings, the feasibility of solar energy systems has to
be evaluated on an individual basis since the building was designed without
considering any of the-needs of a solar energy system.
The tilt angle and orientatfoti bf the collectors are important.

A

factors were considered in the section entitled "Location.")
briefly:

(These

To 'summarize

The collector should be oriented approximately toward the south.

Furthermore, it should be tilted from the horizontal at an angle approximately

1

equal to.the latitude.

For -solar space heating, an -angle equal to the latitude,

plus 10°, is about optimum.

For water heating alone, a tilt angle equal to

the latitude is best.

'The collectors should be placed where they will not be shaded by trees,

othe`buildings, and so on.

It must be remembered that in winter the sun

in
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may be very low.on the horizon.

This fact may lead to unexpected problems in

shading of the collectors.

Collectors can often be placed effectively on the fl
offiCes, and commercial buildings or on south-facing s

roofs of factOries,,

ing roofs of homes.

The question of "sun rights" may become important.

f someone' installs -

a solar collector, and then the owner of the adjacent property builds a tall
structitre.that shades the collector, the value of the collector will bd reduced
considerably.

Laws are being passed in some states to govern the rights of
a very

access to sunlight; however, the development of such laws is

early stage. f
O

SYSTEM SIZE
Before a solar energy system is installed, it is important to estimate
Many factors affect the required

the size of the system that is required.
size, including the following:

The climate at the particular location
The design and amount of insulation in the building
The amount of solar energy available
The efficiency of the chosen solar energy system,

-The percentage of the heat load that must be provided

.

The amount of solar energy required will vary from place to place acCord,

i'ng 6...the climate.

A building in San Diego will need-less'heating than the

same building in Boston .4

The climatic effects can be estimated with reference to the number of

.

.1

degree-days,41a heating season at the particUlar location.

The number of

degree-days is defined as "the difference between the average temperature
t.

0

during the day (midnight to midnight) and 65°F."

Thus, if the average tempera-

ture for the day As 40°F, there will be 25 degree-days.

In a'heating season

in Minneapolis, there will be a total of more than 8000 degree-days.
The number of degree-days for a given location may be obtained from weather
records.

In some places, it,isjublished inthe daily.newspaper.

4.

In a given climate, the heat lOad of d fferent buildings varies according
mount of insulation.

to size, design, type of construction, and

Perhaps

the bestmethod for estimating the requiremTts of a particular building is
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to refer to the utility records.
be answered:

for instance,.the following question can

How many kilowatt-hours (or Btus) of,energy were used in'previdus

hearng seasons?

It shotild also be determined that the heating season is

typical -..not unusually mild, for example.

Again, reference to the weather

retondsjs required.
Next, what fraction of the heat load is to be supplied by solar energy?
In most cases, it is not practical to supply 100% because the size and cost
-of-the collecting system and storage systems become unreasonable.

A more

practical range is perhaps 50-70%.
Analysis of the preceding factors should give the tot4,1 solar, energy
4

that must be supplied.

Next, one must determine how much solar energy is

availatile,at the particular location.

This was presented earlier in the module

in the discussion' concerning insolation at various places in the United State

Of course, not all the energy can be used.

The system efficiency must

The following example shows how all the factors discussed

be considered.

can be combined to yield an estimate of the total collector area needed.
%EXAMPLE C:

Giver;
.

DETERMINATI,ON\F COLLECTOR AREA,

Determine from old utility bills that a home use'
'. 0§,heat energy in January.

24,000,000 Btus

Suppose that 50% of this energy is

supplied with a 'solar collector in a location wheee_the.....sun-delivers

30,000 Btus/ft2 of solar energy in January.

A system will be used

with a total system efficiency of 25%.
How large the collector should be.

cFind:

Solution:

N,

.

Needed is a total of 24,000,000 x 0.5 = 12:000 Btus. .Each square
foot of eollector area will yield 30,000 x 0.25 = 7,500 Btus.

1

Thus, the Collector,area should be 12,000,000/7,500 = 1600 ft2.
$

As rough rules of thumb that are applicable for axeasonaple range of
climatic. conditions, the following estimates are presented:

For a well- insulated home, the collector area needed to supply.
approximately 70% of the'heafling requirements will be approximately 17-25% of the floor space in the home.

For the storage system,.there should be approximately 1.5-2.5 gallons
of water for each square foot of collector area in a water-based system.
In an air-based system, there should be approximately 40-70 pounds of
rock'per square foot of collector art*.
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CONOMIC FACTORS
The economics of solar energy systems are strongly affected by two factors:
Initial Costs tend to be, high, andilit takes

/

rather long time to

recover the initial investment.

In almost all cases, the solar system must b

backed up by a

conventional heating system.

The costs of materials and installation for a solar energysystem represent an initial investment that is recovered gradually through reduced costs
for conventional fuels.

Although sunlight is essOltially free, and)operating

costs for a-solar system are relatively low, the ir\itial costs may make the
system of sloubtful economic value.

The time thrat ist takes to'recoverthe

initial investment (the paybadk period) may be unacceptably long
longer than the expected l i C3. of thesystem:

perhaps

Even for relatively inexpensive

systems installed 1iiy'a,dosi 2yourself homeowner, payback periods may be 10

years or more at 1979 fuel prices.

-

Because the sun does not shine all the time, a donVentional back-up heatirg ty.stIM is reqUired.

The alternative wo4d Die an Unreasonably large and

expensive sto=rage system.

AlthbLigh it js practical to provide storage large

enough to cover a 'period of two 'consecutive cloudy days,'6eyont this, storage
..,size and heat loss 'from the storage tank would. probably be excessive.
.'

In

most areas of the United States,, it is not unusual. to have cloudy peribds
,

lasting much longed than twodays.
Because a conventional heating system is, still needed, the entire cost

of the solar system must be regarded as an extra cost and not as being partiali
offset.by replacing other equipment.

4

cli4solar space and hot-water heating system

(or

a typical home in a4tYpical.

can cost somewhere in the range of, $4,000 to $6,000'.

Pits range is

based on use of commercial components and commerical installation.

The costs

could be reduced Considerably bytuse of designs,that can be constructed and
installed by the homeowner.

Some designs for flat-plate collectors are avail-

table at costs of less:Out $1 per square foot, for materials only, with all
/construction done by the do-it-yourself homeowner:
/

ThiS cost compares well

to the cost of commercially installed flat-plate collectors
the range of $15-$20 per square foot, as of 1979.

However, the inexpensive,
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which Is in

/
do-it-yourself designs will probably be less efficient and require more square
footage.

The materials cost for a dd-it-yourself solar energy project is
the $2,000 range.

still likely to be i

It takes a long time to recover this amount of investment on fuel; savings

at 1979 fuel-prices,:espeWally when the conventional furnace and

4 water
c)

heat must still be used part of the time.

As of 1979, the best economic case can be made forsolar water heating
since hot water is needed all year and space heating is only needed a few months
out of the year.

The cost analysis for

solar energy system becomes complicated because

it includes the cost of money (the interest rate on the money needed for installation), tax considerations,',,nd estimates on possible future costs of
conventional fuels.

The best egimate

as of 1979

appears to be that solar

space heating can be compared economically to electric heating.
it is not economical when compared to natural gas or fuel oil.

However,

One advantage

is that the federal government and some -state governments offer tax credits

for instcllation of solar systems; so the initial investment can be partially
"offset by tax rebates.

These tax considerStions, can change the economic con-

siderations considerably.

Furthermore, the cost of conventional fuels almost certainly will escalate
rapidly in the future.

If solar systems are still of marginal economic attrac-

tiveness inthe next year or two, the increasedprices of other fuels will
'make solar systems increasingly more - attractive in the future.
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INTRODUCTION,
This module discusses the generation of steam and hot water, using thermal
energy from nuclear reactors.

the various.types of ucleer reactors are

scribed, as well as experimenteCenergy sgurces. which include nuclear fusion

Included

devices, geothermal energy supplies,-and ocean thermal supplies.

scussion of the principles pf-operation.of these energy sources are

in the

,d'

he types of. equipment employed; the variations in system

the fo

the relative advantages, and the precAlcal uses.

design

,"'

PREREQUISITES
The student should have completed Fundamentals of Energy Technology and
o

'Module CH-11, "Nuc3ear Chemistry," of the course Chemistry for Energy Technology:II.

.

e

OBJECTIVES
.

.

Upon completion of this. module, the-student should be able to:
Define the ,following terms':

1.

A

rod

a.

Fuel

b.

Fuel assembly

c.

Reactor core

d.

Reactor vessel

4
,5
.3..

%

7.

.

,

e.

Moderator

f.

Control rod

'

,.

,

,'-

Ilection systemS tltht were discusselo%

2.

Describe the heat generation and

3.

Describe the basic principles of-oPeration for each system.

4.

.

Describe the status of practical usage for each system.
-

5.

..

6 .,,

.

Discuss the relative advantages, disadvantages, and applications-of
,

a

,
.

each sy'stem.
6.

C

e

..

.,

.

,

.
.

Describe the different types of nuclear reactors that were described,
,..

including the types of material's used in theirdonstruction: the advan.

tages, the disadvantages, andthe degree.of usage Of each type.'
.0.
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SUBJECT MATTER
NUCLEAR REA TORS (FISS ON)
Nuclear reactors based on nuclear fission fo
The principles of nuclear fission.descri ed in Modul
of the course Chemistr

for'Ener

.generate . steam i9 a nuclear reactor.

CH-11, "Nuclear,Chemistry,"

II should be reviewed by

Techno'os

stUdegt, since this module emphasizes how

an important energy sourcc.

hose principles are employed t

The d sign features of nuclear reactors

are discussed, and the yariouS'types of nuclear reactors are described.
NuClear reactors are large structures that are suitable for the generation

of steam for a large, central electrical generating station or for the propulsion
of large ships.

Thus, nuclear reactors are used almost exclusively for the

generation of steam' which Is in contrast to sop of -the other fuels described
earlier. Fue] oil, for example, is widely used for space heating

in addition

to .steam generation., -

Although public debate continues concerning the questionof whether or not
the use of nuclear power' is wise, this module does not discuss the social impli--cations of the use of_nuclear, power.

Instead, the discussion involves the design.

and applications of available nuclear reactor technology.

It also includes a

description of the various types of reactors, with the main emphasis on the socalled "light water reactor,: the type most widely used in the United States.
In the terminology of nuclear reactors, "light water" refers to ordinary
water (H20), where the hydrogeo is-the isotope 'H, with an atomic weight of one.
"Heavy weter,". in contrast, means water in which the hydrogen is the isotope
'

2H, with an atomic weight of NO.

The isotope 2H, called deuterium, is sometimes

represented by the symbol D; therefore, heavy water is D20.

Deuterium is'not

really a separate chemical blement, but simply a heavy isotope of hydrogen.
In order for nuclear fission to proceed in a'chain reaction, it is necessary

.that more neutrons be'produced in the fission process-than are absorbed by fhe
nucleus in other nuclear reactions.
235U, 233"u

and 2390U.

Only thy'ee-isotopes_satisfy this..-condition:

/Of these:three'isofopes, only 235U occuPs in nature.

It

comprises about 0.7% of the, uranium 'in natural uranium, with the rest being the

nonfissionabfe isotope 238U.

The other two isotopes do, not occur nature*, but

-they can be produced-by the following two reactions:

.

.

9
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232Th +
238u 4.

233U +

Reaction 1

239pu

Reaction 2-

Thus,4

Reaction 2 occurs'in'the 238U component of the nradiunr in a reactor.
1

fissionable plutonium can be ext acted from fuel rods that have been used in a

reactor and could-be usecAs a nuc ear fuel.

In praCtice, however, the use of

.39Pu as a nuclear\ fuel is still in the early stageS' of development.

The

nuclear fuel presently iTuse in electrical 'generating plants in the UniteN
States is the isotope 235U.

NuClear reactors are considered to be either "thermal" reactors or "fast"
In the nuclear fissidn reaction, neutrons are emitted with relatively

areactors.

high energy
(eV -)

a

'

approximately 2 million electr;on volts (2 MeV).

One electron volt

is the kinetic energy gained by an electron when it is accelerated through

applied voltage of one volt.

Numerically, 1 eV is equal to 1.6 x 10-12 ergs.

The energies of the atomic partAles involved in nuclear reactions are commonly
expre sed jn electron volts.

The 2 MeV neutrons produced in nuclear hssion are considered to be "fast"
neutrons.

If they are allowed to react at-this energy, the reactor is called

a fast reactor.

in m St reactors, the neutrons are allowed fb'slow down by

collisions with atoms

f some material called a'moderator.

have slowed down to a lbw energy

around 0.025 eV

When the neutrons

they have a much greater

probability of interacting with a-fissionable nucleus (such as 235U) to produce
a fission reaction. 'Neutrons.with energy around 0.025 eV are called thermal
neutrons:

A'nuclear reactor that employs a moderator to slow neutrons down to

thermal energies is called k,thermal reactor.

Most operatingrea4ors-f5T4Y

ro

use a moderator and, therefore, are in the thermal category.

TO moderating materials"should be materials of low atomic weight.

Neutrons

slow down moreNquickly when they collide with-atoms with low atomic weight.

ThuS,

moderators are materials that- contain light elements, such as hydrogen, carbon, or
beeyllium.

advantage

Water is a convenient hydrogen-containing material, and an additional
s that it can be used as a coolant.

The energy from slowing gown the

neutrons is transferred directly to heat-in the water.
then `be circulated and used to generate steam.

The heated water can

The water can be ordinary light

water, or it pan be'hgavy water.,.but reactors using light water have been emphasize

in th' United States.
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The following paragraphs contain information concerning several different
types ofireactors, with most,of the emphasis'on light water reactors. Other

reactors included in the discussion are water reactors; gas cooledreactors,
fast reactor,
and bree er reactors. The breeder reactor is an example of a
whereas th

other three types are thermal reactors.

LIGHT WATER REACTORS
.

Most of the nuclear reactors currently in use for steam generation in the
They use ordinary water both as the

United States are light water reactors.

moderator to sloW down neutrons and as the coolant for the reactor,
4s heated and then used to generate steam.

oot

The reasons for using light water.involve three advantages:
economy, and availability.

This water

Heavy water, in contrast,

convenience,
'Water, both

heavy and light, has good thermal_ characteristics for cooling purposes.
.

The uranium used in light w ater reactors must be enriched so that the 235U
The
component is increased above'its naturally occurring concentration of 0.7%.
uranium must be enriched so that it contains 2-3% of 235U.
Th4 enrichment is accomplished by gaseous diffusion of a uranium compound,
uranium hexafluoride, which has the chemical formifla UF6. Molecules of 2351.1F6
faster. 'This fact
are slightly lighter than those of 23,8UF6 andcdiffuse slightly
allows partial separation of 235U from 238U. The process consumes a large amount
of energy; therefore, it requires the use of very large and expensive separation
facilities.

In summary,.light water reactors allow use of an i expdnsive and convenient'
moderator and coolant, but it requires,extra expense and loss of energy for
processing the fuel.
4

Reason Duign
The heart of the reactor, where the nuclear fuel is present and the Puclqar
reactions occur, is ca lled the core.

The fdel is in the form of pellets, or

uranium dioxide (UO2), which isa ceramic -like material.

enriched to contain about 2-3% of 235U.

The 'uranium has been

The pellets are contained in long; thin

fOr,a
rods called fuel rods. ,A schematic diagram showing the typical structure
fuel rod is presented in Figure 1:, The dintensions illustrated in the figure are

typical, but they vary among different reactors.

The pellets Are contained in
EP-04/Page 5'
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es.

it

a thin-walled metal tube made of the
END CAP

This is an alloy

alloy "zircaldy."

-thattontains'zireonium metal.

It is

chosen because it is relatively resisSPACER

tant to corrosion in the environment of

, t

the reactor and has. very low interaction
FUEL ?FILLETS
.325" DIAMETER

with the neutrons.

.390" HIGH

144"

-

A number of fuel rods are grouped

together into what is called a fuel

THIN WALL ZIRCALO`f
0.382"D1AMETER .

assembly.

Figure 2 shows a fuel assem-

bly consisting of a square array of
15 x 15 rods.

This is a typical type of

assembly with typical dimensions;. but

SPACER

the number and the dimensionsmay vary

END CAP

'for different reactors.

Schematic
Figure 1.
Diagram of a Typicaj
.Fuel Rod Structure.

The fuel rods,

with diameters of 0,382 inches

are held

About 0.124 inches apart by sp

ers.

This allows the flow of water-betwe n.
the rods.

Thus, the total width o

the

".16-rod-wide assembly is
TOPENO

about 7.5 inches.

FITTING

The total array of_
15 x 15 spaces would have
CROSS

,eSpACERGRID

SECTION

room for 225 fuel 'rods.

.TUBEFOR
INSTRUMENTATION
o

144'.

HoWever, only 208 spaces

are filled with fuel rods.
SIDE

VIEW

The central space has a
TUBE FOR

CONTROL ROD

tube into which instru-

mentation can be inserted
to measure conditions
inside the core. _The
other 16 spaces ,have tubes 1
1-0-7:5-

Schematic Diagram of
Fuel Assembly Composed of
l5 x 15 Array of Fuel Rods.

Figure 2.

into which control rods
can be inserted.
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The contr4-rods are made o. materials tkat.,;trongly absorb neutrons,

such as boron.

The 16 control rods that would fit intothis fuel assembly are
Therefore, the control rods move

all top-mounted together as ari assembly.

up and down together.

When they are moved into their down position, they pro.

When they are raised,

vide enough absorption ,to shut down the chain reaction.
the nuclear reaction is allowed to- prPc ee d.

*

The Roler output of the reactor is
Control rods also provide a

controlled by moving the control rods up and down,.

quick way of Shutting down the reactor.

The promft shutdown of the reactor

with the control rodsis called a scram.
A number of f6e1 assemblies are packed together to form the core of thee
The core is contained inside a reactor vessel, usually conical in

reactor.

shape with rounded ends.
core is shown in Figure 3.

A schemktic diagram of the reactor vessel with the

,

One fuel assembly and one control rod are shown.

The wall of the reactor vessel is steel,
with a.stainless steel lining to resist
CONTROL ROO OR1VE

corrosion.

radiation

The thermal shield abSorbs
771

order to reduce the amount

CON',
TROL ROO

of *ldiation neaching the reactor vessel

wall: The m4in function of the reactor
vessel is.ta,contain the coolant.

CONTROL ROD GUIDE

it

A cross section of a reactor

THERWAL WELD

vessel and the core is shown in Figure 4.

- FUEL ASSEWSLY

This particul(r core is made

up of 177 square fuel assemblies.

I

The

CORE

N-REACTOR

VESSEL WALL

diameter of tne structure is approxi-

mately10 feet.

Figure 3.

Schematic Diagram of
Reactor Vessel.

In the reactor vessel, the

cooling water flows upWard through
the core.

It flows through thespac s

between the fuel rods and,actsa
cools the, assembly.

the moderator to slow down neutrons.

Absorption of heat by*.the water generates steam.

It also
There

are two major approaches to the generation of steam in light water reactors:
the boiling water reactor and the pressurized water reactor.

Both will be

described in the next two subsections of the module.

a
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Schematic Diagram of
Figure 4.
Cross Section of Reactor Vessel
and Core Comprised of 177 Fuel Assemblies.

Bo.M.rig Ofectet ReactoAkt

In a boiling water reactor, the water heated by removal of heat energy
from the core is allowed to boil inside the reactor vessel.
-

The steam is piped

to the turbines, which are used to drig-the electric generators.

'After passing

through the turbines, the steam is condenSed, and the water is pumped back to
the reactor vessel.

A schematic diagram of a boAing water reactor system is shown in Figure
5.

The water flows through the core and is heated to about 550°F.

The water

(The piping shoWn in Figure 5

flqws through the piping to drive the, turbines.

is oversimplified; there are many pumps,75Valves, and so forth, in the circuit.tion system.)

The steam carries radioactivity because it has passed through

the reactor core.

The water in the condenser is cooled by .heat exchange with water from

the cooling towers that are located outside the reactor building.

These

)al-ge cooling towers, which have become familiar as a symbol of nuclear power,
,allow dissipation of waste heat from the reactor.

Most reactors are located'

1141
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1,

near a large body of water
a lake or river

to provide

COMMIX. ROMP

a gOod supply of coolant.
The cooling towers are used -

to avoid thermal pollution

of the bodyRf water.
Pte44u/tized Watet Reactors
ro coot No

cowmen

In pressurized water

reactors, the core coolant.

TOW,

,

water iscept under pressure
Diagram of a.
Figure 5.
Boiling Water Reactor System.

so that it does not boil.

The hot water is piped into

`i

a steam generator where it
exchanges heat with water
in the generator and

water to

causes

The steam is used

boil.

to drive turbines and to
generate electricity.

This pant of the system
is similar to the boiling,

CCM*00--/

-rwasaumi3 %%rot

water system.

A diagram

of a pressuriZed water
reactor system is shown
Diagram of a
Figure .6.
Pressurized Water Reactor System.

in Figure 6.

The steam generator
itself is',a large vessel that is several stories tall.

The pressurized water

flows through a meze of metal tubes, typically having diameters of around
seven - eights of an inch.

These metal tubes, heated,by the pressurized water

inside, b;1 the water from the steam part of the system.
water supplies in the steam generator:
boiled to make steam.

There are two separate

the core coolant and the water that is

These two water supplies do not mix.

Both boiling water reactors.and pressurized water reactors are used in
the United States, and neither type appears to have a clear advantage over the
other.
4
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Boiling water reactors require less equipment and less plumbing. They'
do not have a steam generator, for example.

ttain and fewer things to go wrong:

There are fewer components to main-

They also are somewhat more stable and easier

to control..

Pressurized ;later reactors produce somewhat more thermal energy per unit

of fuel, and the separation'of the core cooling water from the steam in the
steam generator means that radioactive steam does not reach the turbines
whfch makes maintenance of the turbines easier.
.4/

Status o

Light Watet Reactou

As_of,1979,there are 68 nuclear reactors in operation in the United States
that generate electrical power.

These reactors are capable of generating more

than 5 x 1010 watts of electrical power.
light water reactors.
States.

Of these 68 reactors, all but two are

Clearly, light water reactors are dominant in the United

Slightly more than one-third of these light water reactors are boiling

water reactors; almost two-thirdSare pressurized water reactors.

three addi-

1

tional reactors are in the process of start-up.
For the future, 121 reactors are under construction or on order.
construction cycle for a nuclear reactor can be quite lengthy.

The

Some of the

reactors that have been ordered are not expected to be in operation before 1994.
It is probable', too, that some of these planned reactors will be canceled.

These planned reactors are almost all light water reactors, with only a

fewexceptions.

More than 70% of the total number are pressurized water reactors.

The output of nuclear reactors can be rated in terms of the electrical
out i4.11 or the thermal energy output:

denoted as "MW(e):"

The electrical output (in megawatts) is

The thermal output (in megawwats)_is denoted as "MW(th)."

The thermal efficiency.is defined as "MW(e)/MW(th)."

For both pressurized light

water reactors and boiling light water reactors, the thermal efficiency is typically around 33%.

This is a relatively low value, lower than that available
It is low because the temper-

from fossil-fuel electrical generating
ature of the steam produced-4S-T6Wer than th-

for fossil-fuel plants.

Steam,

temperature in a light water reactor is only about 550°F, as compared to'temper-

I

atures up to 1050°F in fossil-fuel plants.
BecauSe of the relatively low thermal efficiency, large amounts of waste
heat are produced by reactors.

This heat must be dissipated without heating up.

1

I
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lakes or rivers.

Heat is detrimental to fish and plant life (thermal pollution)

Hence, large cooling towers are a familiar accessory to nuclear plants.

The cost of electrical power generation is dependent on many factors,
*Iodation, age and effisuch as price and availability of fuel atil particular
ci ency of the generating plant-,-and-oth-e-rs.--1Tius;--unly generalcomparisons-c-an
bemade between the cost of electrical power from nuclear facilities and that
fr'om fossil-fuel plants.

It apprears that in the late 1970s the rising costs

of fossil-fuels has made electrical power generation from nuclear sources more
facilities, indiOne 1977 estimate, relevant to newly constructed
economical.
,
.cated that the cost of electricity isrom a nuclear plant would e 0.86 /kWh.

The cost from a coal-fired plant Would be 0.941 /kWh.

Construction of the nuclear,

nuclear
plant would be more expensive, but the impact of fuel prices would make
power less expensive.
AS' of 1979, civilian reprocessing(of spent fuel elements is not being

carried out in the United States.

The fuel assemblies removed from reactors

operate the
'are being stored in pools of water by the utility companies that
Storage of these fuel assemblies is becoming a significant problem.
reactors.

At present, the United-Statts lacks a policy concerning the storage of
stored,
the spent fuel and its reprocessing. The fuel assemblies,are simply being
awaiting deci'sions by the*yernment about their disposal,

The Nuctetm Fuee Cycte
Uranium is obtained by mining ores that contain uranium.
chemically treated to remove the uranium.

The ores are

The uranium is converted to UF6,

which is used in the gaseous diffusion process to yield a material enriched in.
235U.
enriched material is then converted to uranium dioxide (UO2), which
The

is used in the fuel rods.

The fuel rods are incorporated in fuel assemblies

and used in an operation reactor.
After a fuel assembly has been used in an operation. reactor for about,
three years, it is replaced with a fresh fuel assembly.

In an average reactor,

approximately one-fourth to one-third of the fuel assemblies are replaced each
year.

de-.
Replacement is needed because either the fissionable 235U has bees

pleted or physical-and chemical changes have occurred in the fuel rods.
They also contain 239Pu,
The replaced fuel rods contain unused ?35U.
fuel.
a fissionable isotope that could also be used as a reactor
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produced by the following reaction:
.238

239pu

n

Reaction 3

Recovery ofi these isotopes can provide additional fuel.

reprocessed into fresh fuel.rods.

The 235U can'be

The 235PU could also be used as a reactor

fuel, although it has not been used in the United States.
The recovery of the fissionable isotopes can be performed by cutting up
the spent fUel elements, dissolving the fuel in a dilute solution of nitric
acid, and chemically separating the uranium.
the so-called Purex4process.

One suitable chemical process is

In the Purex$rocess, a mixture of organic chem-

icals (kerosine and tributyl pho4hate) is used to collect the uranium.

It is

estimated that ogle new fuel assembly can be produced by the reprocessing of

threeaspent assemblies which could increase the available supply of uranium
considerably.

Saiie4 o6 Nuctean ReactoA.6

Safety issues involving nuclear reactors-are complicated, and there are
no general agreements al:Out them.

Although it is not within the scope of this

to consider all facets of this complex subject, a few of the more significant ones will be discuss'ed.

First, a light water nuclear reactor cannot explode like a nuclear,bomb.
Nuclear bombs require highly enriched uranium with high content of 235U.
maximum 235U content in fuel for light water reactors is around 3%.

The

There is

no possibility bf a nuclear explosion in a light water reactor.
However, there are a number of other concerns about the safety of nuclear
reactors, including the following:
Possibility of a large accident involving release of
radioactivity into the environment
Release of small amounts of radioactivity into the
environment

Storage of the radioactive wastes from reactor

4operation for thousands of years
44**

*Possible diversion of nuclear fuel by saboteurs
or terr
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Disposal of nuclear power plants .at the end_of_their

useful life (assumed to be about 30 years)
In the event of a large-scale )oss'of coolant to the r actor core,
core could overheat and melt,

The very hot molten mass could melt through the
This would

containment vessel and begin to melt through the crust of the earth.
.

k......

involve the release oflarge amounts of radioactivity and could result in the
death of hundreds or thousands of people.

The radioactivity could contaminate

arge.areas, possibly including large cities or major fractions of a state so
that the areas could not be used for many years.

This event (or the possibility
It is so named because

of this event occurring) is called the China syndrome.

the molten. reactor core would begin melting through the earth, traveling in the

general direction of China.

In order to reduce the possibility of such an event, emergency core
cooling systems have been added to reactors.

These systems allow the core to be

flooded with large amounts of water in the event of a loss of coolant.

However,

no one is completely sure that the emergency core cooling system will prevent
the type of accident that could be caused by a loss of coolant and result in
the large release of radioactivity.

A risk analysis study of reactors was commissioned-by the Atomic Energy
Commission (which has, been superseded by the Department of Energy).

of this study was a report referred to as WASH-1400.

The result

This report forms the

basis for much of the discussion on nuclear safety.
The WASH-1400 report calculated the probability of various events that
could lead to loss of human life.

(The nuclear. reactor calculations were based

on the fact that 100 nuclear reactors would be in operation in th9/1980s.)
The repott concluded that the probability of deaths resulting from a large nuclear

reactor accAdent.is much smallell in fact, orders of magnitude-smaller

than

the' probability of the same number of deaths caused by many other types of events,

such as air erashes, dam failures, hurricanes, and earthAkes.
a

Advocates of

nuclear power hailed the report asan indication that nuclear power is relatively
safe compared to other types of risks.

Critics of nuclear power claimed that the statistical methods.,used to
obtain the results,of the WASH-1400 report were flawed.

',assess thexisk of an

It is difficult to

that is rather improbable but which could cause great

numbers of detths and great damage-if it did occur.
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.

Even without a major nuclear accident, the loWrleve.1 release of radio-

I

,

active materials into the environment could lead to cancer in people exposed
to the radioactivity.

I

l
i
electrical
l
t i
power
d
d
o
However, other methos
of producing,

aiT responsible for the release of radioactive substances into the atmosphere
Therefore, the relative social risks of

particularly-the burning of coal.

:1

.

nuclear power and coal generated power are hotly debated.
Storage of the radidactive wastes that build up,during reactor operation
is a continuing problem.
= 3

in water pools.

1

The spent fuel assemblies are currently being stored

The United States government has not developed a policy con-4.

cerning disposal of such waste.

Critics of nuclear power poin

u

that such

1

s.

wastes must be sto

d for thou ands of years

endure, and a long rr
r time than people in this

a longer time than sodial systems

eneratiOn can guarantee safe

.

storage. Advocates of nuclear power point out that there are undergroOnd salt
reservoirs into which radioactive wastes can b
Are encased in rock, are impervious to water,

deposited.

These salt reservoirs

nd have been stable for millions

of years.

As fluclear power becomes more widely used, there will be. more installations

where nuclear fuel or nuclear waste is stored and fabricated, and there will be
many more shipments of material made between such Pocations, making it virtually
impossible to prevent a determined
or from stealing a shipment of fuel.

and of terrorists from to ting over a plant

The problem would be particularly acute

-

for breeder reactors.(td be discussed later), for which the stolerl fuel could
possibly be. fashioned into nuclear bombs.

i

Nuclear reactors are expected4to have a maximum operating lifetime of
approximately 30 years.

After that time, the reactor would be taken out of

service, but the. site would still contain much radioactivity.

This radioactiv-

ity must either be disposed of or sealed off safely from human access and
environmental
contamination.
.

The dismantling of a reactor in.Elk River, Minne-

Iota, is. often pointed out as a significant test case.

ly disassembled and the pieces removed.

The reactor was complete,'

The, land is now being used for other

purposes.

In summary, there are many complex issues involving safety of nuclear
reactors.

Public doubts and fears have been sharpened because of the accident

at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania, early .4n 1979.

Although no one was killed,

the accident did show that accidents could occur in ways that had not been

Page 14/EP-04
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a

predicted And that human error could be an important factor in accidents.
This subsection has pointed out some of the concerns involving safety of
nuclear Power.

6

It has not provided definite answers to these concerns because

these concerns and their possible answers are currently beiWg debated.

The :

future of nuclear power in the United States will be determined by the manner

.

in which these issues ate resolved.

HEAVY WATER REACTORS

o.

,a.4

The usetf heavy water:as a Moderator and coolant

instead of'light

water leadi to significant changes in reactor design. Light water absorbs
some of_ the neutrons produced -in the fission reactions, representing a loss for
the system.

In order to prOvide enough neutrons to keep the chain reaction goilrg,

the uranium fuel must be enriched in '35U above the'natural percentage of 0.7%.
Heavynwater has much lower absorption for neutrons.

With their reduced losses

without enrichment,
for neutrons, heavy water-reactors can use natural uranium
e
4

making the fuel costs for a heavy Water reactor much lower And providing better
usage of the available uranium resources.
On the other hand, heavy water, which is present in natural water in a
very small percentage, must be separated from the natural water.

Heavy water

is'expensive;_therefore, a heavy water reactor is more expensive than a light
water reactor.

Moreover, heavy water is in short supply.

This lack of avail-

.

ability has limited the development df heavy water reactors.=
Heavy water reactors have been emphasized in Canada, and a number of

electrical generating stations based on heavy water reactors are currently in
operation there.' The reactors being used in Canada are sometimes calledCandu
reactors (which stands for Canadian and Aeuterium).

A schematic diagram of a hea/y water reactor is shown in Figure 7.

The

'approach has been td encase fuel rods in individual pressurized tubesmith the
cooling water flowing through them. ,)The tubes,' full rods, and coolant that

flows through the core are all horiTontal.

This arrangement contrasts with

.the light water reactor, in Ich the.fuel rods are in a single large vessel,
thruough which the water flows vertically.,

.

0,

there
The heavrwater core coolant flows through a-steam generator, and
tswater is
it transfers its heat to light water,in the generator. The ligh-

transformed to steam, which is used to drive turbines.
.

From that

oint on,

..-
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ti

7

the system iS.similar to.

a light water pressurized

water wactor.
In one variation of
the Candu",reactorS,-heavy

water is used only As the
.

moderator, and light water

is used as thd.corecbol--

.

Thisdesign requires

ant,

less heavy water, but the
/aoriation is less developed
Figure 7.

Diagram of a Heavy Water Reactor.
.

than the origindl design

.

q

.whieh.uses heavy water as

both moderator and core coolant.

The costs of electrical power generation with heavy water reacotrs appear
comparable to that of gelquation with light water reactors.

Decreased costs for
,

fuel are compensated by the high price of heavy water.

GAS COOLED 'REACTORS

Gas cooled reactors offer some advaniages'as compared to liquid cooled
.

reactors. ) In particular, the high temperature- gas cooled reactor (HIGR)"offers

higher efhiciency and better use of nucleWr fu61..

In additionthe HTGR uses

less water to carry away waite heat.
The ..thorium inter-

The fuel in a HTGR is a mixture of 'uraniuM and thorium.

acts with neutrons according to the following reaction:
232T

2330 I.

Reaction 4

This reaction produces the fissionable isotope 233U.

The fission of the 233U
The use of this

produced right,in the reactor contributes additional energy.,

fuel cycle in the HTGR'means that relatively abundant thorium can be used to
stretch the supply of fiSsidnable uranium fuel.

furthermore, the HTGR appears to'be immune to accidentt involving loss of
coolant of the type that have been worrisome in relation to liquid cooled
.1b,

reactors.

1
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The initial cost of the reactor is

The HTGR dips have some drawbacks.

higher than that of light water reactors, and the HTGR requires highly enriched
uranium.

The. uranium Must be enriched so that it contains about 93% of 235U.
.

The' development of the HTGR was pioneered in Great Britain, but is is now
being developed in

he United States.

It is not as widely used as liquid cooled
In 1979 only one HTGR was used

reactors because its development began later.

for electrical gener tion in the United StateS; howevef', a number of HTGRs are

The HTGR, with the attractive features mentioned above,

on order,or planned.

appears to have considerable promise for future use.
The fuel itself

onsists of small spheres containing a mixture of thorium

and enriched uranium, ,The spheres are coated with carbon compounds.

The carbon,

I

an element of low atomil,c weight, aCtsas the moderator.

The'use of carbon as a.

1

moderator material is another significant difference attributed to the HTGR.
.

The fuel, elements are graphite?block.s that have hexago nal cross sections.

The graphite blocks have holes for Asertion of the fuel and for coolant flOw.

The graphite (carbon) also a.s as a moderator.

Fuel elements are stacked to

form the reac tor core.
.

Figure 8 shows a schematic diagram of a HTGR.

Helium, which is,used as,

.

the gaseoug coolant, iS chemically,inert, .has,very good heat transfer properties,
and hag very low,absorption for neutrons.
,The steam is generated by the
heated helium flowing through the qteard
generator.

The helium reaches a temperThe steam.is used

ature around la66 °F.

to drive turbthes in a configuration

similar to that of the other reactor
/

systems that have been discussed.

Most HTGRs use steam generation,
as illustrated in Figure 8.

However,

ammumurrnun

.a few syStems are under derlopment,

that directly use the heated helium
to drive gas turbines.

Diagram of a
Figure 8.
High Temperature Gas Cooled
Reactor (HTGR) .
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.) BREEDER REACTORS

"A reactor using fission o "'235U in a fuel mixture that also contains 238U
can havesthe following reaction o cur:
238u

2

9

P

the 239PU is itself a fissibna

+ e

Reaction 5

e isotope:

In a-light water reactor, the

239Pu will build up in the core, under oing fission reactions-and contributing
some of the energy release.

After the fuel assembly is used up

the 2311,1.1 could be extracted during

the reprocessing and used to make fuel roes.

used as a fuel for reactors in the United

tates.

It is possible to design a reactor's°
more rapid than the depletion of 235U.

The isotope 239PU has not been

Such

hat the buildup.of 239Pu will be

reactor.will breed more fission-

able material than it consumes.Olence, it is 'ailed a breeder reacto r,
Breeder reactors are attractive because t ey can produce additional nuclear
fuel and, thus, stretch the aVailable
include the following:

atural su ply of uranium.

Drawbacks

(1) plutonium is extremely toxic,-(2) 239PU, if released
-

into the environment, would be an effective cancer-causing agent, and (3) the
reprocessing facilities to reclaim the plutonium would be an attractive target
for tercorists, particularly since plutonium could be used to make nuclear bombs.
For effective breeding of additional huclear fuel, the neutrons released
in the fission should not be slowed down.

e's

neutrons.

Reaction 5 occurs best with fast

Thus, breeder-reactors are fast reactors, using fast neutrons.

This

is in contrast to the other types of reactors that have be0n discussed, al1 of
:which are thermal reactors and use a Moderatbr to flow down.the neutrons.
Breeder reactors do not use a moderator materidl.

It

-

The coolant for.a.breeder'reactor, muSt'not interact with the, neutrons to
f°' ,
slow them down.' The*kt156aising materials .that appear us eful as coolants
are liquid metals.

The leading designs for breeder re ctors utilize liquid

metal coolants; therefore, these reactors art often called liquid -metal fast
breeder reactors (LMFBR).

The liquid metal that appears most favorable is sodium.
,
..

.

It has excellent

.

heat transfer; characteristics and goob nuclear properties, tncludiVg lo w absorp- /
--!-."

''tion for neutrons.

/

.

Sodium has a high,poiling point and relatively low vapor

Page -18/EP-04
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pressure.

Thus, it can be heated to very high temperatures withput generating

too much pressure.

\

Sodium -ft highly reactive when exposed to water or air.

However, if it

it shielded from oxygen,and water, it is neither excessively reactive nor carrosive.

It does become etaioactive in a reactor, yielding the isotope 24Na.

Fortunately, this isotope has.a short half-lift, and most of the radioaCtivity
decays in a few days.

Sodium, a solid at room temperature, must initially be

heated before it can act'as an effective coolant.
One design for a LMFBR is illustrated in Figure 9.

There are two separate

Sodium in the primary loop coolsthe core and

sodium loOps in this design.

heats the. sodium in the secondary loop!

The sodium in the secondary loop gives

up its heat in a heat exchanger
to produce steam.

The remainder

of the system is similar to what
has been described before.

*

The

purpose of. the tOo separate sodium

loops is to provide safety and
shielding for the radioactive

"..

sodium in the reactor core.
,

The fuel in a typical LMFBR

Diagram of Liquid-Metal'
Figure 9.
Fast Breeder keactor (LMFBR).

would consist gf a "core" region
t4

containing:the fissionable material,
surrounded by a "blanket" region Of 2380..

The core would be about 10-15% 239Pu,

0vAth the rest 238U. 'As,the reactor operates, the original 239Pu is used up.
'11oweVer: the 238U, both in the core and in the blanket, is converted :o 239PU.

4,breeder reactor can produce more239Pu than it started with:
can be. reproc3ssed and used to fuel other reactors.

This-material

The effect would-be to

gf\eatly increase the supply of nuclear fuel.

The technology of LMFBRs is being vigorously pursuded in Great Britain,
France, and'the Soviet Union.

The United States has proceeded more slowly

because of concerns about 'the hazards of plutonium and its possible misuse.

-Th&e is. one LMFBR project located in the United States'iin ClinchAiVer,
Tennessee): This reactor, intended

as a demonstration of breeder reactor tech-

nology while producing commercial electricity, is scheduled

operatiOn in 1986.

,
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NUCLEAR FUSION
In nuclear fission reactors
a heavy
nucleus
splits
t
h
l
lit a pert, yielding Tighter
T
fragments with a net release of energy.
'to produce

In nuclear fusion, two nuclei combine.

also with a net release of energy.

' heavier
nucleus
,

-

All the nu-

clei suitable for nuclear fusion reactions are light nuclei, including the
isotopes of hydrogen," lithium, andtpossibly boron.

,

Nuclegr fusion reactors are

still in an experimental stage:Put they represent.a potdritially abundant energy

I

,

source for the future.

PRINCIPLES

The most promising reactions involve the heavy isotopes of hydrogen, namely.
deuterium (2H) and tritium (3H).

Deuterium, a stable, naturally-occUrring isotope,

is present in water in small amounts.
half-life of,12.3 years.
in nature.

Tritium'is a radioactive isotope with a

f its short half-life, tritium is,not found

Bec

AnY-schemeeinvolving tr tium must provide for some way of generating

tritium within the'fuel
\\

There are many cycles of reactions among the light elements that yield a

net release of energy.

For example, the following set of reactions

2H + 2H,

3He + n + 3 .2 MeV.

2H + 2H

3H + 1H + 4.0 MeV

-

'He + n + 17.6 MeV

2H + 3H

Reaction
Reaction

+ n + 18.3 MeV

2H + 3He

t

Reaction

React

has the following reaction as its sum:

t

.

6 2H

-------,-10-

2

H

+ 2 p + 2 n + 43.1 MeV

:

Reaction 10
t*,

T he -3H needed in-Reaction eis generated in Reaction 7.- the energy release per

rI

gram of deuterium amounts to abopt
10' kWh....Thus, the deuterium present in
.,,..
the world's oceans ca

supply ahenormous amount of energy.

It is estimated

that, attoday's rate of energy consumption, the deuterium in the'oceans coul
supply the world's energy needs for,10 billion years.
An alternate fOel cycle could be dts.crilped,hy the following reactions:

Page-20/EP-04
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He + nNt 17.6 MeV

Reaction 11

'He.+ 9H + 4.8 MeV

Reaction 12

2H + 3H
n +

6Li

The net effect of the above two reactions is as follows:
2H

6Li

+ 22.4 NV

2

Reaction 13

The 3H needed for the firs.t reaction is provided by the second.

This set of

reactions is complicated by the need for lithium in addition to deuterium.

#

As an ulttMate source of energy, iys probably less desirable than that repreHowever, the, threshold ,conditions for

sented,by Reactions 6 through-10.

'Reactions 11 through 13 are easier to meet.

Thus, current research is empha-

sizing the fuel cycle of Reactions 11 through 13.

There is great interest in nuclear fusion because of the practically
inexhaustible supply of fuel it would afford.

In addition, the generation of

energy by nuclear fusion has the advantage of being relatively clean compared
to nuclear fission.

Other advantages are as follows:

(1)

the buildup of

radioisotopes and the problem of s orage of radioactive waste are much reduced,
(2) there is no plausible catastro hic release of radioactive elements into the
environment, (3)

the environmenta

negligible, and (4)

the problem o

impact of obtaining the deuterium fuelis
possible theft of nuclear materials for

weapons production is virtually eliminated.
fusion offers many

extlely

In summary, power from nuclear

attra tive features.

In ordp.mto make a set of nuClear fusion reactions proceed, certain
The conditions include high temperature and contain-

conditions must be met.
'

ment of.the reacting materials.

Because of the need for Yery high temperatures'

(106 to 109 K), the fusion process 'is often referred to as thermonuclear fusion.
In order to extract a net gain of energy, the fuel must be heated to the

required temperature; then it must be confined long enough for the energy output
to exceed the needed energy input.

At the required temperatures, the atomic

particles have high velocity, and the fuel tends to fly apart before the reaction proceeds very far.-'Thus, ther

it a need to confine the materials at high

density for a reasonable amount of
The quantitative expression of the threshold is given by the'Lawson criterion.

The Lawson criterion.is a greatly Simplified statement of the needs for
The Lawson criterion is stated in terms of a product

Ket energy production.
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nT, where n is the particle density (atoms per cubic centimet r) of the-fuel
and T is the time fork which the fuel must be confined aCthat

ensity.

The

product nT must exceed a valUe that depends, on the temperature and on the set
of reactions.

Figure 10 shows the Lawson criterion for. the two sets of reactions discuSsed above.

The'required value of nT is shown as a function of temperature.
L

1T

10

There is a' particular

each se

for

/

of reactions for which the con-

RIACT KM* IF,

equirements are easiest.
REACTIONS 1012

For

Reactionsll through 13, the minimum
occurs, for nT about 101' sec/cm' at a

temperature around 3 x 10' K.

Sometimes

the Lawson criterion is simply stated
by the following equation:
ma

ice

ion)

noNemium oo
4-

--Figure 10.' The Lawson'
Criterion.

nT > 10'' sec/cm'

Equation 1

where:

l

n = The particle density (atoms per cubic centimeter) of the fuel.
T = The time for whiCh the fuel must be confined at density n.
The assumption of the above

equation.is that the temperature is the value for

which the required nT is minimum:-

The set of Reactions 6 through 10 has more stringent requirements on the
required value of nT.

Thus, present research is concentrating on achieving

the easier goal of meeting theLawson criterion for Reactions 11 through 13.
The criterion, as expresses by Eqs. ion 1, card be satisfied by appropriate
combinations of n and T.

Thus, if the materl

an be confined for only one

nanosecond (109 seconds), the particle' density w 11 have to exceed )014/10-9 =
1023 atoms/cm3.

If'the fuel could be confined fir one microsecond, the re-

quired particle density would drop'to 1020 atom /cm3.

At'the temperatures of interest, the atoms a e completely stripped of
their electrons.

Thus, one has the fuel in the fo

is, a gas composed of positive ions and electrons.
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an ionized plasma, that

sP.

#

The quest for practical generation'of power from contryled thermonuclear
reactions is still in an experimental stage.

be decades before commer-

It

cial power is derived from thermonuclear fusion.

Because of its great poten-

tial, however, research programs are underway in many coUntriet, including the
United States; the Soviet Union, Great 6ritain, France, Germany, and Japan.
The maim thrust is to provide a method of confinement that satisfies the Lawson

Two main approaches are being pursued: magnetic confinement and

criterion.

inertial confinement.

These approaches will be described in the next sections

of-the module.

MAGNETIC CONFINEMENT FUSION
A charged atomic particle,( moving in a magnetic field, experiences a

force perpendicular to the direction of its motion.

The result of the force

is that the particle will spiral around-theimagnetic field line.
motion is illustrated in Figure 11.

'

The resultint

The loarticle is confined in one dimension,

the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field line.

It does travel alorig

the direction of9the magnetic field line.
Because the thermonuclear fuel is in the
form of a plasma of charged particles, magnetic
fields offer the possibility of containment of the
plasma.

Obviously; a simple linear magnetic,

field will not confine the plasma well.

Particles

would simply diffuse along the magnetiC,field
lines and escape.

Hence, closed loop magnetic

,

Yield configurations have been devised.

Allah
VOW.
411

MAGNETIC
FIELD
LINE

4

0111074

Research on magnetic field confinement of

4

plasmas for thermonuclear fusion began in the early
1950s.

Many ingenious configurations of magnetic

61..11111W

mum,/ -PARTICLE
- TRAJECTORY

fields have been designed. 'This module will not
,

describe all the configurations.

The experiments

hamecbeen plagued by instabilities in the interaction between the magnetic field and the plasma.

The plasma wouldbulge out in some direction,
carrying the magnetic field lines with it.

Figure 11. Trajectory
of Charged Particle in
a Magnetic Field.

These

instabilities have Made it much more difficult to

6
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achieve confinement than had been expected.
gress has been made.

Nevertheless, considerable pro-

In the late 1970s, the lower edges of the region of

interest for magnetic confinement fusion wel being reached.

Critical experi-

ments to define the potential of magnetic confinement fusion will be performed
40

in the near future.

The leading configu -ation of magnetic field for magnetic confinement

fusion is the "tokamak."

The' tokamak was odginelly developed in the Soviet

Union, but now it is also being used in the United States program on magnetic
confinement fusion!

The tokamak is a torus-shaped device., (A torus has the shape-of the
surface of a doughnut.)

A schematic diagram of a tokamak is shown in'Figure 12.
The plasma is contained within a
MAGNETIC

vacuum chamber, which is torms.shaped.

1111"

Because of the magnetic

confinement, the plasma is con-

ILIMIIIMMII%

fined in the center of the torus,
away from the walls.

ThT)prevents

cooling of.the plasma, by contact

4t510%

with the walls.

The plasma acts

as the secondary winding of a

pf-/

large external transform-

PLASMA,
VACUUM
CHAMBER

shown), causing a la

Cutaway Diagram
6f.a Tokamak.

.Figure,12,

to flow in the
a

i'n the

I

hea

(not

e current

asma (indicated,

figure).

The current

plasma tp the desired

hi hvi mperatures.,.

In a tokamak,L the magnetic field winds/around i
by H in Figure 12).

a helical

path (indicated

The magnetic field is. partly produced by the wedge-shaped

magnets surrounding. the torus and partly by the current in the plasma ttelf.
The magnetic field closes back on itself; therefore, the charged particles can-

not escape down the length of the field.

This,confiljuration of magnetic field

showt the ability to confine the plasma with good stability.
In a tokamak, the particle densities are expected to be around 10-1"/cm3.

-hus, to satisfy the Lawson criterion, confinement times would have to -be around
one second, at temperatures around 108 K.

In experiments in a tokamak at

-..

o
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A

Princeton University in 1979, plasma densities around 4.5'x 10" were produced
at a temperature around 5.5 x 108 K and were confined for about 0.02.seconds.

This represents a product nT of 9 x 1011 sec/cm',.or approximately a factor of
100 16wer than the Lawson criterion.

Still, the values of these parameters

are approaching the range that is of interest for thermonuclear fusion.

Im-

proved tokamaks are under construction; and it is expected that the Lawson
criterion can be exceeded in the early 1980s.
It is possible, that improved design will continue through the 1980s,abd
netic cohfine-

that, in the 1990s, the technology of power generation with
ment fusion could be tested on pilot plants.
could begin in the early 21st century.

Commercial generation of power
.0"

INERTIAL 'CONFINEMENT FUSION

There is,a competing approSbhfpr controlled thermonuclear fusion ,
In this approach, a tiny target is compressed and

inertial confinement fusion.

heated in a very short time, less than one billionth iifa second., The fusion

energy is produced very rapidly, before the fuel has a Chance to fly apart.
-The fuel is said to be "confined" by

forces.

method must be used for heating the fuel ,very rapidly.

One approach

is to use lasers, which are capable of producing very. hibh power pulses with
extremely short duration.

Laser-assisted thermonuclear fusion was first sug-

gested in the early 1960s, and large programs directed at laser fusion are
underway in the United States, the Soviet.Union, and several other countries.

The discussion of inertial confinement fusion in this section emphasizes
the use of lasers for heating the fuel.
investigation

Other. heating methodslere Vso under

such as the use_of electron beams or ion beams.

It should be

remembered that there are competingt approaches for inertial confinement fusion.

Because the confinement time is short 10-9 seconds), the particle den.

sity must be high (Z1023/cm3) in order to .satisfy the Lawson driterion.

Since

deuterium tritium (the fuel) is gaSeous, it must be compressed considerably to

achieve the required density (which is higher thah-te density in solid materials),

The approach to'heating and confinement is illustrated in Figure 13.

The gaseous fuel is contained in a spherical glass shell.

The spherical tar-

gets being used in,current experiments have diameters of approximately 0.01 cm.
A number of laser beams (or eleCtron beams or ion beams) strike the target from
.\

)
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several different directions, as shown.
ORIGINAL
TARGET

INCIDENT
BEAMS

The

beams vaporize the surface
of the target and produce
a hot, expanding plasma.

COMPRESSED

' FUEL

The expanding platma re-.
acts on *the fuel, com-

EXPANDING
PLASMA

pressing it and driving it
inward.

This process,

called an implosion, can
produce the required high

Diagram-of Processes in
Figure 13.
Inertial Confinement' Fusion.

temperatures and high

particles needed to satisfy the Lawson criterion.

The approach of inertial confinement fusion offers many simplifications,
as compared -toimagnetic co6inement fusion.

For instance, tt remo4s-the-need-----

'for,large magnets and it bypatses all the problems of plasma instabilities
which have troubled magnetic confinement fusion.

At the same time, inertial

confinement fusion creates many problems, one of the most significant being the development of suitable high power lasers.
Initial experiments on inertial confinement fusion involved using infrared
lasers,

particularly neodymium-glass lasers or carbon dioxide lasers.

These

lasers were chosen becapse they are the only ones that are well enough developed
to begin experiments.

However, many experts believe that these lasers can never

be developed to drive a thermonuclear-generator.

They feel that the required

laser must have an output'in the ultraviolet or in the blue part of the visible
spectrum.' There, are no suitable high power blue or ultraviolet lasers available

today, yet large progi.ams are underway to develop such lasers.

Some milestones-on the en

if_ release in laser-assisted thermonuclear

fusion are shown In Figure 14.. This figure shows the program at tfte Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory which uses neodymium-glass lasers.

The figure shows tfie

pellet gaini defined as "the ratio of thermonucledr energy output to the.laser
energy input."

The names (Janus, Cyclopt, and so on) refer to particular

lasers,*the powers of which are indicated.
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One terawatt (TW) is 1012 watts.,
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Figure 14.

Laser Fusion Energy Yield Projections.

In 1979, the SHIVA laser was in operation, delivering 10 to 15 kilojoules
of energy to a target in approximately one nanosecond and producing thermonuclear reactions that release about 3 x 1010 neutrons.
laser will produce significant thermonuclear burn

It is hoped that this

defined as "pellet gain

,

greater than"e0.01."

Construction of a larger laser, the SHIVA-NOVA, has begun.

This laser

should produce over 100 kilojoules of energy in a pulse 1 to 3 nanoseconds long.

It is hoped that this will demonstrate scjntific breakeven (pellet gain greater
than one) in the early 1980s.

FUSION REACTORS
I
ti,

Controlled thermonuclear fusion (either magnetic confinementtor inertial

will need a reaction chamber to contain the products of the reac-

confinement)

tion and to harness the energy released.
which will,be used to produce steam.

The energy will be converted to heat

The steam, in turn, can be used to drive

generators which will produce eldctrical power.
There ar

V

difficult

shock, and. debi.si and par

equiremnts for the reactor.

It must withstand the

cle bombardment from the small thermonuclear

.
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explosions.

It will be bombarded by neutrons, gamma rays, and. charged parti-

The reactor must also provide entry ports for laser beams entering from

cles.

many different directions and a method for collecting the energy release of
I/

the fusion reaction.

One concept concerning a suitable reactor involves using a layer of
liquid lithium on the inside wall of the chamber.

Lithium protects the wall

It also produces the tritium needed for the

from the particle bombardment.

fuel, according to Reaction 12, and serves as a heat transfer medium to drive
the steam generating system.

The development of a good reactor remains as one

of the requirements for successful exploitation of controlled thermonuclear
fusion:
4

PROJECTED TECHNOLOGY
The current status of controlled thermonuclear fusion is experimental.
Systems are now being constructed which should demonstrate scientific4fealsibility (that is, satisfying the Lawson criterion) in the early 1980s.
to both magnetic confinement and inertial confinement fusion.

This applies

The demonstration

of scientific feasibility-should be folldwed by some years of continued development of the various technologies to improve designs and to increase energy
yields.

By the late 1980s, decisions could be reached concerning the feasibil-

ity of one of the systems, but the decisions will haye to involve choices about
the driver for inertial ,confinement fusion (laser, electron, or ion 1beams) and

a choice between inertial and magnetic confinement fusion.
By the 1990s, the technology could be suff4ciently developed to construct
a pilot plant for production of electric power.

With the experience' gained from

operation of the pilot plant, it might be possible to construct commercial
electrical generating plants based on fusion in the early 21st century.
.

-

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY SUPPLY
The temperature inside the earth increases with depd below the surface.
The temperature rises aliout,2'0 -30 °C Rai kilometer of depth.

Because of the

temperature gradient, heat is conducted from the hot interior of the earth to
the surface'.

Most of the heat is too diffuse to be useful.

In some geologi-

cally active regions, the heat flow is much larger than the average value.
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In these areas, flows of steam or hot water can emerge from the surface of the
earth

for example, the hot springs and geysers of Yellowstone National Park.

'The extraction of useful energy from the stored heat energy of the earth
is called geothermal energy.
heating in some,areas.

Geothermal energy has long been used for space

The citiof Reykjavik, Iceland, supplies much of its

heating from geothermal energy.

In addition, geothermal energy is used to

produce electrical, power in a few locations.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY RESOURCES
Geothermal energy -has many attractive features.

Systems using geothermal

energy are simple because they do not require furnaces, boilers, and so forth.
The steam is delivered directly from the earth. - Once the capital installation

for generating power is in place, the operation is essentially free
sense that no fuel is required.

in the

The operation is clean and has very little

environmental_impact_ _In some raseshydrogen sulfide (H2S)an odorous gas,
may be released into the atmosphere.

However, because this occurs in areas

where hydrogen sulfide is already being released naturally, the release i
usually not significant.

Another a4mantage of using geothermal energy is that

it would conserve fosSil fuels.

The disadvantage of geothermal energ

as that it is available only in

certain areas.of the world, areas associated with movements of the earth's
crust, volcanic activity, and so forth:

A

Such areas are often located far, from

population centers.

Regions of intense geothermal activity include, the western portions of
4

the North and Sou

American'continents, the_western part of the Pactftc Ocean

basin, parts of central Asia (the Himalaya Mountain area), the basin'Of the
Mediterranean Sea, and Iceland.

The area covers parts of thirteen states in

the western United States, incl ping Hawaii and Alaska.
Current geothermal electric

eneraiing capacity provides only a small'

fraction of 1% of the electrical nee s_of the Unittd States. -\'eAhe capability
exists for much greater utilization.

Intense geothermal,activity is known to

be availablejnmany areas, and it is possible for geothermal energy to supply
up to 25% of the electri8a1 power: needed in the western United States.
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GeOthermal energy sources,are divided into two general types:

vapor

dominated and liquid dominated. The vapor dominated systems produce steam,
typically at temperatures around 250°C and pressures of several hundred pounds
The steamLis suitable for driving turbines and producing

per square inch.

4

electrical.power.

The liquid dominated systems produce either hot water,or a mixture of
steam and hot water.

Some liquid dominated systems are suitable for power

generation; however, for this appliatiaii, the steam must be separated from
the water.

Thus, vapor dominated systems are usually desired for power gengia,

tion, and many liquidAomtnated_systems are better-

d for space.heating

applications.

*ID

PRESENT GEOTHERMAL TECHNOLOGY

The generation. of electrical power from vapor dominated geothermal sources
is straightforward.

depths of the reservoirs can range from a 10w hundred to a few

the steam,
'e thousand feet.
,

Wells are drilled to the undergrognd reservoirs containing

Steam is piped oqt of the reservoir under its own pressure and

is delivered 'directly to steam turbines which drive electric generators.

TheeeXhausted steanfs condensed with cooling water; therefore, cooling
`towers may-be heeded.

It is posible for theistearil to contain corrosive gases,

such as h9drog& sulfide.

This possibility of corrosion makes it necessary for

stainless steel to'be used forethe turbine blades and, the pipes:

The only operating geothermal Venerating

lant in the United States ii

located at The Geysers, Califorlig,north of San Francisco.

At this, location,

wells Shave been drilled to depths u' to 9000 feet to.reach steam reservoirs.
Steam is delivered 4o-the turbi

q

a pressure tound'115:pounds pe

steam contains about 1%
sulfide.

sin

pipes up to three feet in diameter', at

square inch and a temperature of 348°F.

carbon dioxide, methane, and hydrogen

The gaset are released to the atmosphere, but it.is posible to

remove the hydrogen hIficle.,.A9P7drivi
4

The

by cooling water from a cooling tower.
the ground in a dispos.l well.

he turbines, the steam i; condensed

The condensed

eam is then'returned to

Because,of its simplicity'(that is, because it

requires no boiler, no boilerantrols;, and so forth), the installation does
not require continuous operatoi- attendance.
.
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The Geysers' geothermal plant

as been in operation since 1960.

In

Furthermore, it

1976 it was capable of generating 908 megawatts of power.

is estimated that it might ultimately be capable of producing up to 5000 Mega-.
watts of power.

Geothermal generating stations are in operation in a number of other
countries, including Italy, New Zealand, Japan, and Mexico.

Geothermal generating plants operate at relatively low thermal efficiency because the steam temperatures are low compared.to those in'fossil-fuel plants.

The efficiency of conversion of thermal energy in the steam-to/irectrical energy
is only'arourid 16%.

Costs of geothermar'energy include the costs of exploration, drilling,
A detailed cost com-

and installation Of the piping and generating equipment.
parison between geothermal energy and other energy sources

is difficult. at

appears that the cost of electrical power from geothermal sources should be
comparable to or lower thanxthat from other sources( except for hydroelectricity.
As

cost of fossil fuels continues to rise, more developmentIntheareaof

geothermal energy sources can be expected.

OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY
-----Greatamounts of thermal energy are stored in the oceans of the world.

This section ofthe modu4/aescribes attempts to harness some of this energy.
Although most of the emphasis contained in this module and in other'Modules of
this course has been placed on production of steam and hot water, this section
of'the module discusses ocean thermal energy systems, for which the working
fluid is usually something other than water.

PRINCIPLES

Large temperature differences exist

een the cold deep layers of the

ocean and the warm surface waters, especially in
ture difference cansbe used to run a4;:at engine

This tempera-.

ropic areas.

which is a concept known for

some time. .A primitive power piant'using this concept was demonstrated as early
as 1930, but the technology is still in an experimental state.
Basically, the operation of an ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC).

system involves extraction of heat from the warmer surface water at a tempera
ture perhaps around 25°C in order to vaporize some fluid, such as ammonia,
.

1

114,
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The vapor is used to drive a turbine, which, in

which has a low boiling point.

Cold water; at a temperature around°4°C, is

turn, can genpate electricity.

piped up from the ocean depths and is used to condense the fluid.

The use of

floating stations is usually envisioned.

In-a sense, this is also.a use of Solar energy, because the temperature
difference in the ocean is maintained by solar energy.
'Ocean thermal energy conversion systems require a suitable temperature

difference between the top surface and the deep waters

preferably, a temper-

..

'ature difference of around6,20°C.

And, since it m.p, be difficult to pump the

water from depths greater than about 2000 meters ;a temperature difference of
20°C in water that is not too deep is needed.

Only certein parts of the oceans

are suitable, and most are located in tropic or subtropic areas-.
.

The energy created in an ocean thermal energy system could be used

directly by transmitting it to the land via cable.

This use is'applicable main-

ly for areas that are reasonable close to suitable parts of the ocean:

Examples

could be Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and parts of the Gulf-COAWbf-the-Utited-StatesFor ocean thermal energy conversion systems located-in parts of. thr_
4[11,

ocean fat'. removed from land, direct transmission of electricity to the snore

maypot be feasible.

However, it might be possible to use the energy to prod-

uce a fuel, such as hydrogen, which could be transpotted to shore by barge.
Ocean thermal energy systems would require no fuel, would use a renewable energy resource, and would have very little environmental impact.

These

system are presently in a developmental stage because there are difficult problems to overcome.- for instance, in mooring of the conversion, stations, in

possible corrosion and fouling by seawater, and in transmission of the generated
power.

The costs of setting up an ocean thermal energy conversion system are

likely to be higher than those'of fossil-fuel or nuclear plants of similar
'capacity..

BASIC PLANT DESIGN

There area number of possible designs for ocean thermal energy conversion systems.

A schematic diagram of what is probably the most common type of

system is shown in Figure 15.

The long pipe extends to depths perhaps thou-

sands of feet below the ocean surface.

Cold water, which' is raised by pumps,

is used to cool condenser's; then the water Can be exhausted directly back into
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EVAPORATOR

WARM
the ocean.

Warm surface water

is.pumped into evaporators,

WATER'
OUT

WATER
IN

where it vaporizes a fluid
with-a low boiling point.,
PUMP

Ammonia has been used as the
fluid in mostNtests.

At a

.

pressure of one atmosphere,

ammonia is a gas at ordinary
temperatures; however, it can
be liquefied by pressure.

COLD WATER
OUT

CONDENSER

The

system is pressurized so that

LONG
PIPE

the change from vapor to
liquid -occurs at a tempera-

ture between that of the
COLD WATER IN

The

-warm_and-cold waters.
expanding

vapc;

Figure 15. Diagram of Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion.

from the

evaporator passes- through, a

turbine whicfi drives a generator:

The vapor is recondensed to a liquid in the

condenser:

Because the temperatire of the working fluid is low,. the thermal efficiency of the system is low.

The thermal efficiency is around 2.5% (that is,

only 2.5% of the available thermal energy is extracted)
much lower than th'at of other power plants.

which is an efficiency

Because there is such a large

reservoir of thermal energy in the oceans, useful power generation may be possible despite the low efficiency.

A number of possible platforms are under investigation,-including ships;
submarines; and tubular, roughly cylindrical structures, of which only a Small
portion shows aboveswater.

PRESENT TECHNOLOGY

.

Ocean thermal energy conversion systems are currently in a conceptual
phase; however, 'a number of detailed designs have been developed, and the United'

States government is funding severq programs.

:As-of the late 1970s, there

apparently were no operating systems fh existence.

A modified tanker being

prepared as an engineering test facility is expected to begin operation in ;.Q.80,
EP-04/Page 3
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O

Pits facility, which will generate one megawatt of electrical power, will pro.-'"\

vide data about,ocean thermal 'Orgy conversion systems that can be used. in the
design of other facillties.

.

.

A larger pilot pl6t, capable of generating about 10 megawatts, is
planned for the middle- 198 s.

It is possible that commercial electrical powe

could be generated by ocean
0\ thermal enerw,conversion in the late 20th century.
4
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INTRODUCTION
A combustion engine is a device that burns a fuel to produce heat energy
and converts a portion of that heat energy into, mechanical output energy.
Very little has changed the 'course of history at much as the combustion engine.

It has taken farmers out from behind the horse and placed them on farm machines
It has freed a'portion of the agri-

where their output has increased manyfold.

culture work:foi-ce to move to the urban areas and has giv n industry the capa-

bility to absorb the newcomers' talents.
Combuttion engines are the power sources for vehicles that transport fond,
raw material, finished products, and people.
used for the following purposes:

Stationary combustion engines are

(1) in production *machinery to drive pipeline

pumps and (2) for the production of electricity in power plants up to 10,000 kW.
This module presents all major types of combustion:engines
bines, which are described in Module-EP-06, "Turbines."

except tur-

Because of the impor-,

tance of reciprocating internal combustion engines that use gasolineor diesel
fuel, this engine type is discussed in detail.

PREREQUISITES
The student should have completed Fundamentals of Energy Technology.

OBJECTIVES
,Upon completion of this module, the student should'be able to:
Discuss the following classifications of combustion engines and give.

1.

examples of engines in subdivisions within each classification:
.

-a.

.

.

Place of combustion

.

b.

Means of energy conversion

c.

Type of mechanical cycle

d.

Type bf cooling system

e.

Arrangement of cylinders

1
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.

Describe the'operation of the following engines:

2.

a.

Two-stroke, compressing-ignition reciprocating engine (diesel)

b.

Four-stroke, spark-ignition reciprocating engine (gasoline)
Rotary internal combustion engine

'c.

3.

,

d.

Stirling-eng'ine

e.

Steam engine

Discuss the function and characteristics of the following major components
of an internal engine:
a.

Cylinder block

b.

Cylinder head

c.

Mainfolds

d.'

Valve train

e.

Piston and connecting rod assembly

.f.

4.

-

Cr ikshaft assembly

List fortypes of lubrication systems and briefly explain the function'
of each.

5.

Draw a diagram of a full-flow oil filter system and discuss the function
of each component.

6.

List and discuss four types of fuel injection systems.

7.

List the components of a carburetion fuel system.

8.

List and explain three types of air cleaners.

9.

Draw and label a diagram of a.simple carburetor and explain its functions.

.

10.

,

Identify and discuss the function of,each component in the following sub-°

systems of the electrical system of a spark-ignition engine:

11.

a.

Ignitioli system

b.

Starting system

c.

Charging system

Replace the breaker points,'rotor, and condenser of a spark- ignition engine
and time the engine.
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SUBJECT MATTER
CLASSIFICATION OF ENGINES
There are many ways to classify engines.. They can be classified by the
following engine parameters:

Place of combos ion (internal or external)
Means of, energy conversion (reciprocating or rotary)

Type of mechanical cycle (two-stroke or four-stroke)
Type of cooling system7(water or air)

,

Arrangement of cylinders (in-line, V-type, opposed, radial)

Each of these classificationS will be discussed in detail in the fol owih
sections of the module.

i

PLACE OF COMBUSTION
Every engine relies on heat to produce mechanical energy.
engines, heat:is provided by the burning of a fuel.
.a place of combustion must be provided.

In combustion

In order io burn the fuel,

Thus, the first classification of com-

bustion engines involves where the combustion takes place.

The burning of the

fuel can take place inside the engine, in which case the engine is classified
as an "internal combustion engine."

_remote_to the engine_

Or, the fuel can be ignited in a place

This typeof engine is classified as an "external com-

bustion engine."

Intennat Combu4tion Engineis

Internal combustion engines are divided into two groups according to the
type of ignition used:

spark-ignition or compression-ignition:

In a spark-ignition engine, a vaporized fuel-air mixture is compressed
with a piston in a cylinder inside the engine.

At or near the point of maximum

compression (called "top dead center"), a spark is introduced into the cylinder
and the fuel-air mixture is ignited.
pressure inside the cylinder.

The combustion causes heat and increased

The pressure pushes the piston downward. in the

cylinder, thus producing the force necessary to generate work.

By'attacking

the piston toa crankshaft., rotational energy is generated.
In a compression-ignition engine, air is highly compres'sed by a piston in
a cylinder.

This compression forces the molecules of the air closer together

and causes the air to heat to a higher temperature.

At or near the point of
EP-05/Page-3
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maximum compression and highest temperature, an atomized fuel is sprayed into
the cylinder.

The fuel ignites (because of the high temperature-in the combus-

tion chamber) and burns, driving the piston outward in the cylinder and produCing work.

Table 1 snows some of the applications for internal combustion engines.
As shown in the table, spark-ignition engines are used_ in_ situations where_

lightweight.and higher horsepower engine's are required.

_

Because compression -

ignition'(diesel) engines withstand higher temperatures and pressures, they are
bulkier and heavier.

These characteristics lithft diesel Application to,heavier

machinery and stationary usage.
TABLE 1.

.

APPLICATIONS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.
.

Class

Approx'mate
hp R ge
(one en ne)

Service

ti

Road vehicles
.

P

Motorcycles, scooters
Small passenger cars
Heavy passenger cars
/tight commercial
--- Heavy (long distante) commercial

Off-road vehicles, Light vehicles (factory, a
Agricultural
Earth moving
on
Military

1-SO
20-100
100-S00
SO-200
150-500

port, etc.)

2-20
4-200

Locomotives

Marine

Airborne
vehicles

Outboard
Inboard motorboats
Light naval craft
Ships
Ships' auxiliaries

Lawn mowers
Snow blowers
Light tractors.

Stationary

t

7

4

W

SI-D

4

D

4

W
w

SI

D
D

2,4
,
2,4

65-3500

/v

65 -2000

SI-D

SI

2

A-W
A-W
,W

A-W

W
W
W
W

SI-D

4

D
D

2,4
2,4

D

4

W.

SI
SI

4

A
A

SI
SI
SI

2,4

D
D
SI

2,4
2,4
2,4

1-4

3-6
3-10

4

2;4'
4

A
A

A

°

,

10-500
50-30,000
1000-5000

Vehicles and boats
7
,

A-W

200-500
500-4000

7/

Building service
Electric power,
Gas pipe line

Special for
racing

A

4

D,

.' 7r

.

Ing

2,4

D

1/2-100
5-1000
40-3000
S000-30,000
rI00-1000

Airplanes
Helicopters

'

Home use

SI

-

SI
SI
SI.

Cool,

50 -1000
50 -2500

,

Rail -cars

Cycle

SI

2,4
2,4
2,4
2,4

.

Railroad

Predominant Type
D or

100-2000

: W
W
W

.5

SI

.

Spaik-ignition D /Diesel.
.

,

Internal combustion engines have become important in this century because
-of,the automotive applicat'on.

Howeier, they are relatively ineffThient (35%

gener,a1 efficiency as compar d to turbini'efficiency of higher than 90%) and
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dependent on.petroleUm produCts'which are becoming scarce and costly.

Because of these facts, efforts are being made to fihdsubstitutes for the internal combirstion engines.

Two substitutes which havegained,recent attention

are the battery-powered engines and the Stirling engine.

The Stirling engine

is discussed below.

Extetnat Comination Engine4
One of the .substitutes fdr,internal combustion engines is the external combustion engine.

The primary advantage in using the external combustion engine

is Oat it can burn any type of fuel; not just gasoline or .diesel fuel as in
internal combustion engines.

In most cases, the combustion heats either air or

The two most importanftypes of external combustion engines are the

steam.

Stirling engine and the steam engine.

Stirling engines use hot air to heat the pistons that produce rotational
motion.

As,shown in Figure 1, air is heated and allowed to pass around the

outside of an expansion chamber.
sicTelhe chamber.

As the hot air passes,', itKeats the air in-

As the internal air heats, tt expands, causing the piston to

move downward in the cylin-,
der.

This piston is linked

to an cAltput shaft that

-makes the linear motion

EXPANSION

CHAMBER
,

PISTON

become rotational energy.

Once fthe pist n starts owing, then the Stirling enHEATED

gine is similar to an in-

MR

ternal combustion engine.

The Stirling engine has
three major characterisFUEL

tics:

-

*(1) air is heated

and passed around an expansion chamber, (2) this hot

Figure 1.

Early Stirling Engine.

air heats air that is in-

Sidethe chamber, and (3) heating the air inside the chamber causes the air to
expand and move a piston.
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Stirling engines have been used in the past as refrigerating machines,
heat pumps, and pressure generators; and they are presently being tested for
use in transpOrtation devices.

These engines have several advantages to offer,

such as running without noise or_vibration and having low air pollution rates
and high thermal efficiency.

But, the major advantage is that they use any

type of- combustible material as fuel.

However, despite these advantages they

are costly and complex, two fattors which have contributed to the major problem
concerning Stirling engines today

that they are relatively untested in many

applications.

.The steam engine, another type of external combustion engine, has a
"double-acting" piston (Figure 2).

A double-actingpiston uses the force of
the steam alternately applied
to each side of the piston,

CONNECTING ROD

d"-- FLYWHEEL

causing the piston to move,

Ng,

back'and °Forth acid generating

CYUMMR

rotational mechanical power

PISTON PISTON ROD CROSS-HEAD

The steam

.at the flywheel.

can be generated in a boiler
at any location and piped to
the steam engine.

gineS were used

i

Steam enarly rail.

road locomotives before diesel engines became popular.
Historically, external
Figure 2.

Schematic of a Steam Engine.

combustion engines have been.used on a limited basis. -How-

ever, due to increasing

etroleum fuel costs, they are becoming options to in

ternal combustion engines since

as stated previously

external combustion

engines can use any type of fuel for the heat gedbrating process.

MEANS OF ENERGY CONVERSION
Combustion engines can also be classified by means of energy conversion.
Engines operate by producing heat and pressure.

This pressure must be exerted

against some movable object in. order to produce mechanical motion.
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The

pressure must be contained in some sealed devite in order to keep the pressure
There are two stan-

from dissipating in erections other than the one desired.

dard methods used in engines for enclosing high pressure and for prbducing,rothe reciprocating engine and

tary motion and Mechanical work from pressure:
the rotary.engine.

J
Reap/Locating Engine
The recikrocating.engine encloses the high pressure gas in a cylinder in
which there is a movable piston (Figure 3).
top of the piston and forces it downward.
shaft with a connecting rod.

The pregsure pushes against toe
The piston is attached to a crank-

The connecting point on the crankshaft is offset

from the center line of,the shaft,
thus allowing the shaft to turn as
the piston goes up and down.

COMBUSTION
CHAMBER .

The

CvuodoeR

reciprocating engine converts ther:-

HEAD

WATER
JACX 673

TO 1'014710N LSYSTEM
CARBURETOR

mal energy into linear motion, which
_1111111fturia

is-then converted to rotary motion..
Reciprocating engines are the

arina41!

oldest of the two types of internal

EXHAUST

VALVE

combustion. engines; As such, a

1 if
I

INTAKE VALVE

large amount of time and money has
been s P

I

p

COMM:MO
ROO

in perfectingcthem and

VALVE TAPPET

mummArr

'n making them more sophisticated:

However, because linear motion has

to be-transformedto rotational
6

GEARS

motion in these types of engines,
they are fairly complicated, have
CRANKSHAFT

\.a large number of internal parts,
and depend heavily,bn theft lubrication and _cooling systems fdr

efficiency.

_

Figure 3. 'Schematic of a
Reciprocating Engine.

A more relent design

for internal combustion engines has.been made available by the, introduction of
the totary engine.

tt
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Rotaty Engine

r

The rotary engine omits the linear motion step in producing mechanical
energy from thermal energy.

The most common rotary engine Is the turbine; how-

ever, in recent years, the Wankel spark-ignition rotary engine was developed
far use in the automotive field.
ROTATING.*
PISTON
OYLINDER
WALL
EXHAUST
PORT

tary engine 'uses a "rotating" piston to pro.

duce rotary motion (Figure 4).

This piston

is connected directly to the output shaft
of the engine, thus eliminating the connecting rod.

The.piston has seals at itt three

corners that divide the combustion chamber
into three distinct settions.

WAKE

This ro-

Thus, the.

engine can simultaneously be taking in and

PORT

compressing a fuel-air miZture; burning a
-Figure 4.

Rotary Engine.

.

second,_already-comOessed mixture; and
exhausting a third, completely 'burned gas.

Since there are no oscillating pistons that require rapid-change of directidns,
the engine,can operate at higher speeds of rotation than reciprocating engines.

The major problems with rotary engines,in recent years i6olve their excessive
fuel consumption and exhaust pollution.

TYPE OF MECHANICAL CYCLE
Reciprocating internal combustion engines are classified according to
their mechanical cycles.

Mechanical cycle refers to-the entire prbcess ofpro-

ducing power from combustion.

This process.fs as follows:

(1) air, or a fuel-_

air mixture, is brought into the combustion chamber and compressed;-(2) combuStion occurs and power is transmitted to the, piston; and -(3) the spent gates are

exhausted from the cylinder.

These functions can be done either with one eevo-

,

lution of the crankshaft and tro strokes of the piiton(up and back down) or
with two revolutions of the crankshaft and four strokes of.the piston.

-

Each of

.these mechanical cycles is discussed in more detail inythe following paragraphs.
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Two-Stuke Cycte
The two-stroke cycle generates one power stroke fair ea h revolution of the
crankshaft (Figure 5).

Since diesel fuel is,frequently used with the type of

engine that uses this mechanical cycle, the two-strokediesel .engine will be
discussed.
used.

In a two-stroke diesel engine, intake and exhaust valves are not

Instead, the movement of air and exhaust gases occur through ports, or

openings, in the cylinder walls.

At the beginning of the first stroke, the

Figure 5. Two-Stroke Cycle: -One- -Power
Stroke Out of Each Revoltuion.

exhaust and transfer ports are open, allowing spent gases of the previous
stroke to exhaust on one side of the cylinder and fresh air to enter the cylid=
der from the crankcase thr4ough ti4 transfer port '(Figure'5ai.

In thetwo-

stroke engine, the piston head is designed to channel air,flow withIn.the cylinder to keep air and spent gases moving in,the proper direction. On the compression stroke (Figure 5b), the piston rises in the cylinder, compressing the
air and causing the rising piston to seal both the cylinder and the crankcase.
As the piston compresses the air in the cylinder, it also causes a partial vacuum in the crankcase.
injection starts.

Before the piston reaches top dead center (TDC),fuel-

The third, or expansion-stroke(Figure 5c), begins with fuel

,combustion already in progress.

With the piston at TDC, the crankCase inlet

With fuel
port is open, allowing outside air.to be sucked into-thecr.Snkcase.
combustion occurring,.the piston is'fcked downward, sealing the crankcase.,
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inlet port.
/1

As it moves further down toward bottom dead center (BDC), it opens

the exhaust p rt (Figure 5d), allowing the exhaust gases to be pushed from the

high pressure a ea jn the Cylinder to the lower pqssure outside the cylinder.
As the piston reaches BDC (Figure 5a), the transfer, port is opened and the
,cylc9 is complete.

All of these functions

air intake, compression; expansion,

and exhaust "are performed in one revolution of the crankshaft.
Although the two-stoke cycle engine is not as popular as the four-stroke
cycle engine, it is used where high power is needed in a smaller, engine.

Two-

stroke cycle die'sel engines are used in a variety of small generators and in

off-road vRhicles-sugh as earth moving equipment.

Two-stroke cycle gasolinb

(spark-ignition) engines are used in such items as lawn mowers, motorcycles,
and chain saws.
J

Fours-Suke Cycee
In the four-stroke cycle, the mechaniCal cye..is completed in feur
strokes of the piston or two revolutions 'Of the cranksh

Figure 6).

Since

the four-stroke gasoline engile is the one most often used, it` -will be the one

A

-Figure 6.

discussed.

Four-Stroke Cycle: Ohe Power Stroke
Out of Two Revolutions.

the first, or air intake stroke.(Figure 6a), the intake valve

is opened and the downward motion of the piston creates a low pressure area in
'

the cylinder, thus sucking ,the fuel-air mixture into the cylinder from the
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intake manifold.

At the end of the first stroke and the beginning of,the sec-.

and (compression stroke), the intake valve is closed and the piston ts at BDC.
During compression (Figure 6b), the piston moves upward, compressing t e
trapped fuel-aft= mixtut:e'insidethe cylinder.

This heats the ai

As the piston reaches

heated condition (approximately 3000°F).

stroke, a spark is introduced ''nto the cylinder.

1

into a super_end of the

At the end of the second

__.

stroke,'the crankshaft has made one complete revolution.
,

sion stroke (Figure 6c), starts wl

The third, Or4pan-

the piston at TDC and the combustion of
During this stroke, the burning gas

the fuel-air mixture already in progr ss.

expands, pushing the piston down and crating a turning force on the crankshaft
through the connecting rod.

ihg of stroke four, the exhaust

At the beg

stroke (Figure 6d), the piston'is again at SIC.

The exhaust valve is opened
the crankshaft.

and the piston moves upward, carried by the mome

the open exhaust

.movement forces the spent gases out of the cylinder
valve.

The stroke finishes'w4htht piston at TDC.

This

he four-stroke cycle is

completed after two complete revolutions of the crankshaft.
The four-stroke cycle is typically used in larger: multiple- cylinder engines.

Although these engines generally are more efficient'in fuel consumption

and smoother during operation,,they are more complicated and bulkier than their
two-stoke counterparts.

,r

Automotive vehicles use the four-stroke cycle almost

TYPE OF COOLING SYSTElt,i
Engi

eration,depends upon converting

thermal energy into mechanical energy.

If an

engine were 100% efficient, all of the thermal energy would be converted' into useful
power.

In'reality, however, only about one-

fourthof the thermal energy is used to produce power (Figure 7).

The rest is lost

through friction of engine parts,,heat in
exhaust gases, or heat.conduction to parts of
the engines.

The energy that is transmitted

to the engine parts must be removed or the;
Energy Utilization
-in an Engine.

Figure 7.

temperatures inside the engine could reach
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2000°F.

Temperatures in this range would break down lubricating oil and da age
ti

the engine.

Two major methods are used to cool internal combustion engines

water cooling and air cooling.

Watet Cootiyig Sy4stemo

-Water cooling systems for internal combustion engines are segregated into
open or closed systems.

In the open water cooling system, water passes through

the water jackets inside the engine and is returned to a river, lake, ocean;
central reservoir.

It can also be returned to a cooling tower or a spray p nd

where it is cooled for reuse.

Open water coolirg systems are mainly used to

cool stationary diesel power plants.)

In the closed water cooling_system, the same coolant is continuously recir-

,

culat d through the engine water jackets by a water pump.

The water jackets

surround the cylinders in the.-en-

gine block and are adjacent to
valves in the engine head (Figure

SURGE TANK

3).

'The coolant:continues to cir-

elate through the engine until it

WATER TUBES

reaches a cl.r.kain temperature, at

-which time a thermostat opens and

AIR IN

mmom

the,coolot circulates through a

40mMe(EXCHANGE

COOLED WATER
TO ENGINE

MEDKM4

radiator (Figure 8) where-ire-

.

leases heat energy to, the air.

BOTTOM TANK
The thermostat, located on the

Figure 8.

Radiator.

engine.block, cottrols the flow of
IP

the cooling liquid to the radiator.

When the engine is started, the thermostat blocks the flow to the radiator and

keeps the coolant qeulating_through the engine only.

'This rapidly raises the

temperature of the' coolant. _At some preset temperature, the thermostat opens

and allows flow to"the radiator, thus allowing cooling,to occur.
When an engine is started in cold temperatures, its thermal efficiency is
'low.

The reduced efficiency is caused by the following:

condensation of fuel

on'cold cylinder walls, excess heat transfer from the combustion chamber to the
cylinder walls, and increased viscosity of cold lubricating oil.

Thus, the
.
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The thermostat is designed to

thermostat is essential to incre

fficiency.

open and to allow cooling to take

e at some prescrited temperature, a U:en

perature which should be as c

ossible to the operating limits of the

fuel and oil.

s, which are generally'tighter due to ther-

Hotter runni g engi

mal expansion of internal pa
-Coolant_i

,

suffer less'courpression losses.

-

another critical part of_the_cooling_system____Soie liapid-caoled

engines use water; however, most engine manufacturers recommend using'some other
liquid, such as ethylene glycol (antifreeze), which heats up,more quickly,
allows the engine to reach its normal operating temperature faster, and stiij
provides ,protection from overheating,in hot weather.

AiA Coating Sotema
Air cooling is.-primarily used on small engines.

Air is used as.the heat

exchang medium and is routed around the outside of the cylinder watt by cool,

Size and spacing of the fins -are dependent on the amount of heat to

ing fins.

.

be disbursed, as are the material of which the fins are made, thespacihg or
pitch of the fins, the diameter of the cylinder, and

he speed anq-Iemperature

of the cooling air. 4Si'air,-cooled system reduces engi
and

ma'ke's

Wear rate on engine p

the vine mofe compact.

weight by about 10%

ti

s compares famorably

with that of water-Cool d.systems., and maintenance costs are somewhat-lessOue
to the fewer number of Moving pa;ts.

However, air-cooled engines arenormally

longer and noisier.than. their'. water-cooled counterparts.
r

../

..

_

.

.

ARUNGEMENT OF CYLINDERS \
y))

Reciprocating .internail,combustion engines usually have 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12,
or 16 cylinders.

The number of cylinders varies (with engine size, type, and
.i

application..

71

Just as there are engines of different cylinder numbers, there are also
a

various cylinder Configurations.

The overriding factor in choosing a cylinder

configuration is to design an engine to optimize or fit a'particular space.
The following cylinder arrangements are used in internal Combustion engines:
In-line
V-type

4

Opposed

it

f

Radial
EP -05/Pabegi3
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CytindeA Coqigunation
As many as 16 cylinders can be placed in line.

However, this number of

cylinders is an upper limit due to crankshaft stress and vibration of lOnger,
AdVantages of in-line design include mechanical simplicity

engine designs.

And ease of maintenance.

The in -line six-cylinder engine is very popular in

theautOmotive field, 'In-line enginesHin excess of six cylinders offer disadvantages such as (1) being excessively:long in 'comparison to their other, dimen-

sions and (2) experiencing excessive crankshaft vibration.

Yet, despite these

factors, in-line engines with as many as 12, cylinders are still used for large

ships,'primarjly becausertheir shape fits well into hull design.
111

V-Type° Cy,e,i,nde2A Co n6ig mat-ix n

Another popular cylinder arrangement in automotive engines is the V-type
engine (Figure 9).

(To classify as a V-type engine, the axes of the two banks
of cylinders must make an angle with each other

of less than 180°.)

Length in these engines is

reduced by almost half in comparison with inline engines.

V-type engines have advantages of

havilig excellent balance and reduced vibration.

Because the engine isshorter than the in-line
engine., ijt fits reasonably well in smaller auto-

.

motive engine spaces.

This cylinder corifigura-

tion was introduced in the 1930s With the popular
Figure 9.

V-Type Engine.

flath

V-8 engine.

However, the automotive

industry. has since produced V -6 and even V-4

engines in an effort to reduce fuel consumption and to make smaller engine
packages.

Oppo4ed Cytindet ConV.gmatio4
Cylinders can be.arranged so-that they are opposite from one another.
.

t

When they are arranged in this fashion, the engine is considered to be an
opposed cylinder engine (Figure lb).
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T is cylinder configiption lends itself

1.

we .1

to air cooling since there is space for

ny cooling fins around the cylinder. 'It

0

s generally used in smaller aircraft; howver, the automotive industry has also used

Figure 1-10.

t e opposed cylinder, air-co6led engine
(Vo

Opposed Cylinder
Engine.

swagen beetle).

Cytindek Con6iguAation
A lesser used, but still important, cylinder configuration is the radial

engine, in which all the cylinders are arranged radially around the axis of the
crankshaft.
servicing.

This type of engine is easily air cooled and is convenient for
Because it gives the lowest unit weight per cylinder displacement,

it is mainly used for larger aircraft.

COMPONENTS OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
The most common type of combustion engine is'the reciprocating internal
combustion engine, using either gasoline or die'sel fuel.

This type of engine

has the following major components:
Cylinder block
Cylinder .head

Manifolds (intake and exhaust)
Valve train

Piston and connecting rod assembly
Crankshaft assembly

ULMER BLOCK
The cylinder block is the basic framework of a combustion engine (Figure
11).

All other parts are,either assembled within it or attached to it.

block are holes, or cylinders, in which the pistons move.

In the

In addition, inside

the block are passages for cooling water (in water-cooled engines) or fins that
help-di5sipate heat (in airrcooled engines).

:The block is normally made from

cast iron, a cast iron alloy, or aluminum.
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I

.
1

I

1

I

V-6 Cylinder
Figure 11.
Block.

I
1

CYLINDER HEAD
',.

0

The cylinder head is another stationary part of the engine; it is bolted

(to the block to form a "cap' over the cylinder.
o

cylinders.

In-line cy

cylinder.

d

There is a head for each bank

nder configuration engines have only, one bank (since

all of the cylinders are grouped together) and, thus, have only one head.
4 V-type engine, there are two headt.

N

For

The head contains combustion chamb-

I

e a head for each cylinder.

valve ports, spark plug or fuel

,

nozzle holes, coolant passages, and pa sages'that connect the valves to the

,

Because it must withstan' the same heat and pressure as the block,
the same metal.

the cylinder head is normally'constructed
Before the head is bolted fo'the bloc
two parts to form a gastight seal.

I

Radial engines do not have cylinders

that are grouped together; therefore, they re

manifolds.

I

I

.

I

r a gasket is placed between these

This gasket, called the head gasket, is

made of tvneplated sheet steel which covers asbestos board or

heet steel.

the gasti§ht seal is broken, the engine loses compression and po rer.

If'

Fuel con-

I

1

sumption also'increases.

Normally, head gasket leaks make the engine exhaust
In.addition, oil drop-

"pop"because of the improper seal on the exhaustvalve.

lets can be'seen in the coolant in the radiator, and water droplets show up on
4,,

the oil.

Head gasket leiks can only be corrected by replacing the head gasket.

I

I
I
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MANIFOLDS
There are two types of engine Manifolds:

intake and exhaust.

Intake man-

ifolds bolt to the head of the engine and must route air or a fuel-air mixture
to the combustion chamber.

In a diesel engine, onlj,filtered air flows through

the intake manifold; in the spark-ignition engine, a fuel-air mixture must be.
routed.

In a spark-ignition engine, the carburetor is mounted on'top of the

The carburetor (discussed laterfn the module) meters the fuel so

manifold.

that the proper' fueT,airratio,iq provided to the engine.

The intake manifold

then delivers the mixture to the cylinders to produce combustion.

The exhaust manifold provides the means of removing the exhaust gases from
the engine.

It connects to the exhaust ports in the cylinder head and routes

the exhaust to the exhaust pipe.

One of the most important factors in exhaust

Manifold design is that, by minimizing back pressure, it increases engine efficiency.

A special method to increase the efficiency of exhaust manifolds is

called exhaust turning.

This method is ac ?omplished by selecting the proper

J'length.of exhaust pipe to reduce the back pressure in the exhaust system.

J

VALVE TRAIN

A valve train (Figure 12) is used to open and close the intake and exhaust,
valves a- t the proper-time in the mechanical cycle of internal combustion engines.

The valve train consists of the following
parts:

CaMshaft
Tappet (vl lve lifters)

Push rod

Rocker arm armbly,
Valve springs
Valves

There are two valves for each cylinders one
intake and one exhaust valve.

They work as

a pair and are tithed for maximum efficiency.
Figure 12.

Valve Train.
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s,

Camahait,

The camshaft (Figure 13) is used to force open the valves.

In conventional

1

combustion engines, the camshaft is 90upted in, the crankcase and is gear driven.

As the camshaft rotates, the cam lobes'turn:
By their shape, they apply force to the remaining parts of the valve train.

'&re usually, forgings, that is, machined out

.

'KEY

Camshafts

CAMLOBES

of "a metal bar; but in some cases they are

Figure 13.

castings, that
tt is, formed in the final shape

Camshaft of a V-8
Engine.

when the liquid metal, is poured.

To reduce

..car, the cam surface is hardened.

zy
Tappet (Vitme L4t611.)

4
Resting On-the cam lobe is the tappet, or valve lifter.

As the cam lobes

rotate, they forCe the valve lifter up, thus changing the rotary motion of the
camshaft into a reciprocating motion that opens the valves.

As the

cfin

contin-

ues to rotate past its raised surface, the valve spring forces the tippet down,
thus holding it against the cam surface.

Push Rod
In a conventional engine, the valve lifter, or tappet; is connected to
"push rod.. The functiOn of the push rod is to transmit the reciprocating motion
of the valve .lifter to one end of the rocker arm assembly.

Overhead cam engine?

eliminate the need for push rods.

Rocket Alm A6,6embZy

The rocker arm assembly (Flgu\

nges the direction of the motion

of the push rod and transmits it to the vales.

The rocker arms oscillate

through small angles about the rocker arm shaft., A rocker arm usually operates
only one valve, but it can operate two valves4by using a bridge, as shown in
Figure 14.

4
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1

ROCKER ARM SHAFT

ROCKER
ARM

BRIDGE

Figure 14.
Push Rod, Rocker
Arm, and Bridge for Actuating,
Two Valves.

VALVE
SPRINGS
PUS
ROO

VALVE

Vave SpAing4
lose the engine valves'after they are opened and to keep the

In order to

valve lifter ring on the camshaft, valve sprin:szare provided.
are made of a special alloy steel to withstand,

These springs

at, corrosion, and continued
a

flexing.
4

Vatvez

The last Parts of the v. ve train assembly are the valves (Figure 15).
3 Each cylinder has two v.
tions.

es:

intake and exhaust.

Valves perform two func-

First, they sen and allow gases in and out of the cylinder.

Second,

they form,,a gas .ght seal during the compression

and powers
assembl
la

okes.

MARGIN

Valves attach to the rocker arm

and ride in valve guides,'which limit their

al motion.,

Both intake and exhaust valves are

exposed to high temperatures-of combustion

which'

range from 1200° to 1500° inspark-ignition engines
and to 2000°F in diesel engines.

To withstand these

temperatures, they are normally constructed of steel
VALVE
GUIDE

alloy.

If valves do not ;form a gastight seal, the en.

gines losecompression
around the exhaust valv
emitted from the engine

nd, thus,'power.

Leaks

allow unburned fuel to be
Therefore, the valves

Figure 15.

Valve.

must be adjusted to seat properly.
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PISTON AND CONNECTING,ROD ASSEMBLY
The piston and connecting rod assembly (Figure 16), along with the crankshaft assembly, actually-converts the. thermal energy of combustion in the cyl-

inder to mechanical energy at the output shaft of the engine.

Piston

Pistons and their rin
COMPRESSION
RINGS

der and transmit gas pre

OIL CONTROL
RING

A piston norm

ing rod.

EXPANDER

seal the cylin-

ure to the connectly has three or four

rings mounted in groov s on the outside of
the piston.

The top two rings, called com-

pression rings, form,a gastight seal around

PISTON PIN
PISTON

the sides of the piston.

si.o7

One or two oil con-

trol rings are mounted below the compression

BUSHING

rings.

These rings scrape 67-controlled

amount of oil from the cylinder wall and re-

CONNECTING
ROO

turn it to the center of the piston or the
.

srankcase.

f

Piston rigps are normally con.

structed of gray cast iron.

BOLTS

,

Pistons convert thermal energy to reciprocating mechanical energy in the\cylinder..
BEARING

SHELLS

They are-subjected to severe heat Ad pressures, as well as extreme inertial' fprces, as

CAP

they are accelerated, and decelerated. in -the
cylinder.

NUTS

Pistons are normally constructed

of aluminum or alloyed cait'irob.

Aluminum

has several advantages over cast iron.
Exploded View of
Piston and Connecting Rod
AgSembly.

Figure 16..

First,

it has excellent heat conductivity, thus mak'

ing iteasier to cool.

Second, it is light-

weight, thus reducing the load of the bear=
ings and the crankshaft.

r'
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Connecting Rod
The connecting rod is attached to the piston with a piston pin.
O

At its

other end, it is connected to the crankst by a combination of a bearing
shell, bearing cap, nuts, and bolts.

The connecting rod converts the recipro-

cating motion of the'piston to the rotating motion of the crankshaft.

Thus,

the end of the connecting rod that attaches to the piston has an up-and-down
motion, whereas the end attached to the crankshaft has a circular motion.

It

is either being pushed or pulled at all times; therdfore, it is subjected to
alternating compression and tension loads.

To withstand these loads, connect-

ing rods are normally made of medium or alloy steel by the drop forge.method.

BecaiAg4
The bearing is the part of the connecting rod that is subjected to the
most wear.

Fors this reason, proper lubrication of the bearing -is important.

When bearings wear out, the engine is subject to excessive vibration and power
loss.

Replacing connecting rod bearings is a difficult procedure normally

accomplished by an experienced lechanic during a major engine overhaul.

CRANKSHAFT ASSEMBLY
A crankshaft assembly has two major parts:

the crankshaft itself and the

flywheel.

-Civanka ha6t

The crankshaft (Figure 17) is a rotating member of the engine proper and
is supported by main bearings.

On smaller engines, the main.bearings are

located on each end of the crankshaft.

On

larger engines, main bearings are also located at intermediate points along the
crankshaft.

MAIN
BEARINGS

The connecting rods 'connect

"I the offset points. on the crankshaft.

These points are called throws.

Thepnumber

t

Ik

'THROWS
A%)
C,OUNTERWIEGHTS

4.

and arrangement of the throws along the
crankshaft is determined, by the number of

Figure 17.

Crankshaft.
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.

cylinders and the desired firing order.

Figure 18 shows the different

configJ

Crankshafts are.balanced with counterweights

urations for different engines.

Crankshafts are

to more evenly distribute the forces operating on the shaft.
normally forged or cast out of medium carbon steel.

firs

10%

180.

p

.0

1

.

*

c

a. 4-eviindet EMMA,

b. S-Cyllncer V- typ. Engin*

ila

.

IC,.
012. 1.011V4s
ivio -

)

C.

8-Cy Nader Engin*

d. 8- Cylinder It Hine Engine

Figure 18.% Crankshaft Configurations for
Various Types of Engines.

Ftywheet
The flywheel is a' heavy disc att

h d to the rear of the crankshaft.

It

has two functions:
1.'

It controls the speed fluctuations of the crankshaft.

Without it, the

en§ine would run roughly.
2.

1

Using the Outside edge .of the flywheel (normally called the ring gear),
it gives, the starter the capability of rotating the crankshaft in order
to start the engine.

ENGINE LUBRICATION SYSTEMS

Thedob of an engine's lubrication system is to reduce friction, to aid
in cooling engine parts, and to keep engine parts clean.

Several systems have

been devised to perform the job of,llication, such as the following:
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Splash system
Barrel-type pump system
I

Oil slinger system
Pressure-feed system

SPLASH SYSTEM
The splash system (Figure 19) uses a dipper
..on the end of the connecting rod tsrscoop up oil'

from the crankcase and to sling t into the engine bearings and cylinder walls.

\\
o

Figure 19. Splash
Lubrication System.

BARREL-TYPE PUMP SYSTEM
The barrel-type lubrication system-(Figure
20)-is a second type of system.

It uses a pump-

driveh by the camshaft of the engine.

The pump

.

draws oil intp its central passage on its intake
stroke and discharges it onto engine-parts on
b. Compression Stroke

the compression stroke.

e. Cutaway View

N..

Figure 20. Barrel-Type
Lubrication Pump.

OIL SLINGER'SYSTEM
An oil'slinger is used on some Briggs and Stratton engines.
is partially submerged in the oil supply in the crankshaft.

The slinger

As the engine

operates, a cam Nah turns the slinger;-Werprovidindlubrication to engine
parts.
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,PRESSURE-FEED SYSTEM

The most effective lubrication system, the one used in most 11arger engines,
is the pressure-feed syttem.

System parts inclpde a pump for oil storage, a

pump to supply pressure, evil cooler'to remove excess heat from the oil, and
it conditioning equipment to remove impurities from the oil.

Each of these

parts will be d. cussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

xze Pan
The oil pan at the bottom of the crankcase performs two functions.
it acts as a pump, or reservoir, for the oil.
of a heat exchanger.

First,

Second, it performs the function.

Air that flows through the crankcase absorbs some of the

heat of the oil as the air flows over the oil supply_

The outer side ofthe
-.)

pan is exposed to the environment.

Heat 1p4ansfer occurs through the, pan into

the atmosphere.

e

_

,

.

-

o.i.,e Pump

The most important part of the lubrication, system is the oil pump.
automdtive

,

two types of pumps are used:

In

the gear-type and the rotor-

...,

type'(Figu es 21a and 21b).

The gear-type pump makes use of a pair ofmeshing

gears to farce oil out through the outlet.

The rotor-type pump has an inner

and %per rotor.

As

the lobes of the inner'
rotor Move into spaces in
in the outer rotor, oil

is squeezed through the
outlet.

L

.

These pumps

force oil through oil
b.

b. Rotor-Typo

Ober-Typ

Figof 21.

through oil .lines_to

various part of the engine.-

Oil Pumps.

As the oil moves through the engine, it picks up dirt, carbon, and small
.pidces of metal.

The Oil filter performs the function,pf removing these impu-

rities from the 'oil.

1

The following are the three types of filtration systems:
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By-pass filter
Shunt filter

44.

Full-flow filter
1

In a by-pass filter, only a portion of the oil supplied by the pump to the
engine bearings goes through the filter.
after filtration.

The oil is returned to the crankcase

In a shunt-type oil

filter-, only a portion of the oil is

FLTER

filtered, as in the by-pass system.

TO BEARINGS

.1"14ivl

HOwever, in a shunt system, the fil-

teredoiljs delivered to the engine
PRESSURE REGULATING
VALVE

bearings rather, than returned to the
crankcase.

In the full-flow oil fil-

RELIEF VALVE

PuIrP

ter system (Figure 22), the oil filter

I

cleans the entire volume of oil as it
passes from the pump to the bearings.

This latter system is the most effec-)
Figure 22.

tive Wtration system of the three

Full-Flow Oil Filter.

because it filters all of the oil
before it reaches the bearings.

It is

the'one used in most automotive engines.-

--At with codling systems, combustion engines are heavily de dendent on their
lubrication systems to operate properly.

If4ier7 is a malfunct

n in the sys-

tem, the engine wi]lioverheat and, possibly, will stop running completely.

In

addition, proper lubrication system operation can minimize engine wear by reducing friction.

Because oil pressure is important to engine operation, most engines have
,

gauges that monitor oil pressure inside the engine.
calibrated with just high and low readings.

These gauges are normally

If the gauge indicates a low read-

ing, the engine should be stopped immediately to prevent damage to the engine,
and the problem should be corrected before the engine is restarted.
Engine oil level should be checked periodlcally and/or during scheduled
maintenance acti1ities.

'In order.to prevent an incorrect reading of the oil

level, the engine should be stoSped.while the level is being checked.

Engine

oil and oil filters should be checked on a regular basis since extended -use of
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the same oil and filter can result_]ra
lubricating capability of the oti.

filter or a breakdown of the

The proper weight of oil should be used to

achieve maximum engine efficiency.

FUEL SYSTEMS '

Fuel systems for internarcombustion engines are divided into two groups:
(1) compression-ignition engines, which can only use fuel injection and (2)

spark-ignition engines, which can use eitherfuel injection or carburetion.
Both of these systems will be discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

FUEL INJECTION

The diesel fuel system
cylinder.

ploys fuel injection to introduce fuel into the

The fuel injection system must perform the following five essential

tasks:

J
Deliver fuel from storage to the fuel nozzle
Raise fuel pressure to the /level needed for atomization

Measure and control the amount of fuel injected during each cycle
Control the time of injection,

Spray fuel into the cylinder in an atomized form.for mixing and burning

Types of Injection Systems
Pumps and nozzles form the basic elements of every fuel injection system.
They monitor the fuel, raise the fuel's pressure, and spray the fuel into the
cylinder at the right time.

These elements are combined in many ways,,but most

diesel fuel systems fall into the following_four categories:
Common rail

Pump injection

Distributor
Unit injection
Common-rail, systems (Figure 23) feature a Lontrolled pressure pump that

takes the fuel from the
The fuel under pressur-

lines to each cylind

tor

and places it under a constant pressure.
.n accumulator which is joined with fuel

enters the fuel line, it goes to a pressure.
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s-

relief and timing valve which_measures and
controls the injection time.

SPRIMO LOADED
SPRAY VALVE

This opera-

tion is per.formed by means of a control

level that.rides on a'camshaft.

As the cam

PRESSURE RELIEF

S TO OTHER CYUNOERS

AHO TIMM
VALVE

1-

rotates, it d4presses the control level and
opens the pressure relief and timing va

6-allowthe right amount of fuel under
pressure to pass on through the system to'
the spray valve.

PUMP DRIVE

ssArr

FUEL FROM TANK
CONTROLLED PRESSURE PUN!'

The spray valve then

pushes the fUel through the nozzle and

Common-Rail Fuel
Figure 23.
Injection4System.

into the cylinder in an atomized form.
The common-rail system is not well

.--

adapted for small bore, ,high-speed engines, as it is difficult to accurately
However, it

control the small quantity of fuel injected at each power-stroki.

works well in large diesel engines such as thosTused

inittoyr

r gen -

eration plants.

Pump-injection systems (Figure 24)
depelid Reavilyslon a pump to carry out the

bulk of the controlling and metering job.
The pump is responsible for taking the,fuel

from the fuel tank, pressurizing it, and
then metering it out through the fuel.tiaes

1

HIGH PRESSURE
FUEL UNES

WITH

717401VIOUAL

to the nozzles where it is injected into

YUNDER FOR
EACH NOZZLE

CONTROL

ROCK-r'

the individual cylinders.

eJi.
ECT1ON
NOZZLES

Pump-injection systems must be capable

MAW
CAMSHAFT

of producing htgh, pressures and measuring

small quantities of fuel with a high degree

Figure 24.

Pump-InjectionTuel
System.,

of pr'ecision.

Most operate with a constant

stroke, although variable-stroke pumps are
avAilable°.
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Distributor pumps (Figure 25) meter
NOZZLES

fuel at a central point and then direct

it totpe cylinders in the proper order.

METERING ANO
,PRESSURE PUArt

This-process is accomplished by using a
metering and pressure
pump, which meaures
.

OiSTRoUTOR

KOCX
,

acid pressurizes the'fuel and,sends the

metered fuel to a distribQ'tor.

4

The dis-

,

CAM

tributor

MUMMY PUMP

usually cam-actuated

then

sends the fuel to the php'er cylinder for

: Figure 25.

Distributor Fupl
Injection System.

injection.

The metering pump is designed

so that the quantity of fuel sent to

A/

distributor can- be adjusted by the engine
governor.

Although this type of fuel in-

jection system is still in use, it has
_7-ROCKEA" 4111Wi.:,-;

..

i

--''

largely been superseded on newer engines.
,..-_;e7::::fj,--4',-.:?,

t7"/

....

R,141-1fiA

:26)'combine pump, fuel valve, and nozzle

ALTEft

7

4 ..4

The unit-injection systems (Figure

"."''s-

iii a single housing, thiut eliminating the

,

use of high pressure fuel lines.

°

CCAOCRK.s

PLUNGER

fuel enters the.injector through the fuel

CAMSHAFT

line, it enters into a supply chamber in

./til\

thelcenier of the unit.

it

AS the

FigurF 26. ''.Unit - Injection Fuel

The motion of

the injector rockerarm moves a plunger

,

,.

: 'doeward at one end of the Supplychamber.

!

The pregsure of the plunger moving down througt the supply.chamber meters the
.

fuel and pressurizes it.
.

The :pressWe activates alneedle valve, allowing the

.

fuel to be,forced through an orifice and into the cylinder as atomizedfuel.
..t

..

Unit- infection systems greatly reduce the distance between the pump and the
{ nozzle; making.them uteiiil .in small

,,

high -speed engines.

1&fk266-four fuel systems has a number ofolialves and one nozzle per
-dyTinderl:'

i.valves and nozzles open and close-passage to cylinder.' space' and
,

.

pYessure diesel fudjinto a spray with a desired .pattern.

Typical
t

.-comon:-ralri,,injection systems .are mechanically-operated needle valves.

iprinlilhOTdsth0 valve closed.i§aingt

pressUreormiikly 5000

A

to 8000' psi.)
.

,

.

I.
3

Page.
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,

until the rocker,. actuated by push rods from the camshaft, lifts the valve in

proportion to the amount and duration of the injection needed.

Nozzte4

Most fuel valies,consist of a nozzle holder, or body, that contains the
t.

valve mechanism and a nozzle tip that atomizes the fuel.

The nozzle and holder

are designed to carry the high pressure fuel from the fuel line through the
cylinder heat into the combustion chamber. ;,The fUel is delivered as a fine
spray by the nozzle tip.

Nozzle tips can be.,divided into the following three

,categories:

Single-hole nozzles

Multiple-hole nozzles
Pintle nozzles
Single-hole nozzles (Figure 27) offer the advantages of a fai't.ly large

which usually means fewer clogging

opening, even iOsmall, highspeed engines
problems.

Efficient fuel

0

.1;

filtration is less ofa
GAS PRESSURE
SEAL

CONCENTRIC

FUEL PASSAGE

problem with this type of
nozzle.

Multiple-hole noz-

zles are designed to disSIN c

tribute fuel spray to all

parts of a wide, shallow
chamber.

The more spray

OR

MULTINOLE
TIP

BOGY'
LENGTH
VARIABLE

ek.

OPENING PRESSURE
AND UFT ADJUSTMENT

v INLET
CONFIGURAT 10

SIMPUFIED RETURN
OIL CONNECTION

VARIABLE

openings built into the de-.
sign,* the smaller each opening becomes --ta fact which

makes keeping the fuel clean
"1

Figure 27.

Single-or Multiple-Hole Nozzles.

Either

a critical factor.

type of-nozzle is used 0
produce,a spray of uniform

4

and compatt pattern:

Pintle nozzles ar& fitted with.tips that are shaped to fOrm the spra'9
pattern desired.

By shaping

A'

he tip, spray patterns can range from a hollow,.

cylittdrical jet of fuel to a (tapered spray with an angle up :to about 60°.
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CARBURETION .

Most spark-ignition engines introduce a fuel-air mxtdre into the cylinder
for combustion.

Thus, the fuel system on this type of engine-must bring the

fuel(from the fuel tank, and it must vaporize it, mix it with an air supply,
and move it into the intake manifold for delivery to the cylinder.

To.accom-

plish these tasks; the spark-ignition engine fdel system has the following
44.

parts:,'
Fuel pump
Fuel filt

Air cleaner
Carburetor
Fuel tank
Fuel lines

Fue,e,Pump

The fuel OuTp (Figure 28) performs the function ofi ceeping a constant
supply of gasoline flowing to the carburetor.
pump is cam-actuated.

As shown in Figue 28, the fuel

As the cam turns, the pump arm moves up and down.

g

. Figure 28.

Typidal Gasoline Fuelo.Pop.

Is, q>

-1

1'
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The

arm, in turn, moves a diaphragm upand down in the bottom of°the pump.

Asthe

diaphragm moves down, a va.0e on the right side of the pump opens to allow fuel.
into the bottom c- hamber (Figure 28a)...

tion,.it.closes the-valve.

As the diaphragm returns to. the UP posi-

The movement ofilthe diaphagmialso fo.nces, the fuel

that is in the-bottom chamber to go through the center valve and into the outlet to the carburetor (Figure

Fuze Fate/E..

Most spark-ignition engineshave a: 45e1 filter between the fuel pump and
the carburetor.

These filters contain a

in the gasoline.
4

Some fuel systems

escreen to filter out impurities

lso use

more than a screen placed over the fuel outle

min-tank filter, which is nothing
of the tank.
.

kaCteaneA.
As the fuel is being fiitered and pumped to the carburetor (the other
a task which is

element of the combustible mixture), air is being cleaned,

accomplished by the air cleaner.

The three types of air cleaners are listed
.

below arid shown in Figure 29.

Oil-wetted
Oil -bath

Dry filter.

The oil- wetted cleaner (Figure 29a) has an element of metal fiber
with oil.

wet

that are

As the air from the atmophere passes through the cleaner,

411

04

A

Figure 29.
.

Three Types of Air Cleaners.

p
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the dust and small particles of dirt are caught by the oil.

The oil-bath

cleaner (Figure 29b) makes the incoming air turn a corner inside the cleaner.
ieavier-than-air particles fall out of the air and are trapped by the oi.l.

The

air then passes through a metal filter to extract the dust out of the air.

The'

dry-type air cleaner (Figure 29c) uses a porous paper that allows the air td
pass freely but filters out the dust and dirt.

After the air has.been cleaned,

%flows into the carburetor.

Cc:Abu/Le-tot
,

The carburetor receives clean air and gasoline, mixes it to the right proportion-, and supplies it to the engine.

:'tie principle of carburetion is,similar

to the prill3c4ple used in a common insecticide
spray gun '(Figure 30).
k

blown over

iggal

In the latter, air is

.

top of a small tube, the bottom

of which is immersed in a liquid.

This rapidly

moving air creates a partial vacuum in the tube,
Insecticide
Spray Gun

Figure' 30.

causing the liquid to rise in the tube.;

As the

liquid rises to the top,. it is drawn out into

the air stream and is atomized.

A simple carburetor (Figure 31) works A
the same way.

Air is drawn

into the air horn by the vac-

AIR HORN

uum created by the piston'llov-

VENTUR

NOZZLE

lng downward in the cylinder.
At the center of the" air horn

ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE

wrt

is an area of,t4tstricted space

called a venturi.

The venturi

speedleup the air just as the
CARBURETOR

air passes over the nozzle. i

BOWL

This rapid flow. of air allows
PRIMARY METERING JET

a partial vacuum to build up

%

_inside the nozzle., The gaso-

4

line is'sucked.out of the car-'
Figure 31.

.

buretor bowl and into the

Simplified Carburetor.
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nozzle;,then,, as it reaches the end of the nozzle, it is 'atomized.

The fuel-

air mixture then flows throughthe intake manifold and into the cylinder.

Fad Tank
The fuel tank is used to store the gasoline for the fuel system.
normally made of a material

such as galvanized steel

It is

which keeps the fuel

clean and which does not react with the organic compound& in, the fuel.

Fuze Lintz

Fuel lines connect the fuel tank, fuel pump, fuel filter, and carburetor
in the order listed.

These lines

like the fuel tank

f

must not react with

the fuel.

EFFICIENCY OF FUEL SYSTEM

The internal combustion engine will not operate without proper opeion
of the fuel system.

Therefore, monitoring instrumentation (other than a fUe,1

level gauge) is not required.

However, the carburetor or fuel nozzle can be

adjusted to change the amount of fuel that. is introduced _into the combustion
chamber.

\\

Gasoline or diesel
1

fuel needs about 15younds'oi

1

t-

MAMMUM
POWER

air to burn one pbund of fuel

I

I

This prOduges a.

efficiently.
,4

I

-

.

-

fuel -air ratio of 15:1.- If

i-- I

POWER

the ratio is 'increased to 16:1

.e,'"-

1

.

: 1

till

m 1
.

01

br 17:1, the mixture is said

o I

to be "lean"; if it is adjusted

d :

'below 15:1, it is said to'be,
!frith."

o2z
Za
0 -.

ui 0
4

-J9'

ECONOMY

;ii

;

Figure 32 shows how
.

0

changing the fuel-air ratio

i
I

affects both power and economy:

BEST

ECONOMY

0

I

FUEL- AIR RATIO

Figyre 32.
,4

LEAN-0,2

Economy Vs. Power in Internal'
Combustion' Engines.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The electridal system of'internal combustion engines has the three following primary functions:

I-

Igniting the fuel-air mixture

Starting the engine
Charging the battery
Each one of these functions has its own compbnents (which will be discussed in
detail).- However, there are two components of the electrical system that are
the battery and the ignition/starting switch.

in each subsystem:

Rather than

discuss these two components under each subsystem, this module will discuss

themin the following paragraphs.

Battvui
The battery is the, storage fatility for electrical power in internal c mbustion engines
nickel-cadmi

lost automotive batteries are the lead -acid type; however),

atteries are also widely used.

Lead-acid batteries use le

plates whiCh act as positive and negative cells.
positive and negative.

joined to separate poles:

In a bat
teri

The two groups of'plat s are
The number Of plates used

ry determine the voltage of the battery; howeve,most automotive bat-

are 12 volts.

Some 6-volt batteries are used in smaller internal com-

.

engines, 'Another component of lead-acid batteries is electrolyte, a

busti

combination of sulphuric.acid and water.

The acid reacts with the plates,, pro-

diking electrical. energy.

Nickel-cadmium batteries rely on chemical 'reactions that can be reversed,
that is,

reactant%can. be changed back to their original chemical state.

Because of this fact, there are no by-products of the reaction.

Nickel - cadmium

batteries have the advantage of a loft life (10=T5-years); however,9their
initial cost is, higher than lead -acid batteries.
.

TION/STARTING
IGNITION
/STARTING SWITCH

.

,

.

.

-.)
.

The ignition /starting switch is a simple electrical switch that has at

'1 least three, And sometimes four, positions.

electrical circuits on'the engine.
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The OFF position disengages all

Once the proper key is inserted into the

0.

the

1,gitch, it can be turned to the ON and START positions.

gine, the key is turned to the START position.

To start the en-

This position activates the

starting circuit,allowing tie starter to turn the engine flywheel and the ignigion circuit to allow the cylinders to fire.

.

Once the engine is started,

the switch is turned to the ON pbsition, allowing the starter circuit to be
.'The ignition circuit remains closed, allowing the spark plugs to
,

continue to fire. and the engine to operate.

A fourth position, an ACCESSORY

positidn, sIlloWs accessory switches to be activated when the engine is not
operating.

Thus, accessories such as the radio and windshield.wipers cap be

operated off of the battery power without draining the power of the battery by
activating the other circuits.

.

WFT1ON SYSTEM
Compression-ignition engines' fuel-air mixtures combust spontaneously due
to the,high heat of the larger compression ratios. -However, to operate spark,

ignition engines, some way must be found to ignite the compressed fUel-air mixtures.

systems.

Therefore, spark-ignition engines are provided with electrical ignition
These ignition systems (Figure 33)' consist of the following parts)
Coil

Distributor
Spark plugs.

SPARK PLUGS

r
Figure 33.

.

Schematic of a Typical -trition -System.

'NL_./r
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Caie
The action of the coil is'fhe same as that of a transformer.
takes the voltage that is produced by the battery

The coil

normally 12 volts

and

transforms it to a voltage that 'will produce a spark across the spark gap of

the spark plugs, approximately 24,000 volts.
quirement with tiro sets of internal windings:

The coil accomplishes this rethe 'primary and the secondary.

The primary winding usually has 200 turns of wire, whereas the secondary has
as many as 20,000 turns.

gidtAibutat
The)purposO's of, the distributor are to open and close the primary circuit

of the coil and to distribute the high voltage of the coil's secondary winding
to the spark plugs in the proper sequence.

Toopen and close the primary
circuit of the coil, the distributor
uses a cam and a set of breaker.
BR. EAKEIt

m

Poe

r

t

POINTS
\

BREAKER
POtNT S OPEN

points (Figure

4).

The cam is

geared to the engine camshaft and

turns'at the same speed as the crank,.

shaft.

OECTN
V
OF

BREAKER
POINTS

As the distributor cam ro-

tates, a set of breaker points is
opened and closed.

ROTATIIOON

With the points

closed, electrical energy gradually
builds in the ilrimary windings of
Figure 34. Distri utor Cam and
Breaker P nts.
C

the coil.

As the points are forced

open, the primary circuit is,broken
and the required high voltage is in-°
duced into the secondary windings..,

To distribute this high. voltage of the coil's secondary winding:to the
spark plug, the distribtitor uses a rotary switch 'consisting of a, rotor and a

cap (Figure 35).

The rotor is electrically attached to the secondary winding

of the coil and is also attached to the distributor camshaft.

It rotates'as

the engine operates; and as it turns, the iip,of the rotor touches the elec=
trikai. Contacts embedded in the. distributor.
cap.
-1
140,.
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As it touches each contact-

in turn, the rotor transmits

the

high voltage to a wire leading
to a spark plug.

A condenser, is placed be-

SPARK

01SiNISUTOCI CAP

PLUGS

SPARK

ANO Rau*

tween the coil and the breaker
points in the distributor to
prevent arcing acrossIthe points.

This arc would burn and pit the
points and would change the

Figure 35.

Schematit of High Voltage
Ignition Circvit.

clearance distance between them.
41.

Changing the clearance Affects
the timing and causes the engine to.operate less effi

Speuriz nugz

The function of the spark plug is to produce a spark in the combustion
chamber of the engine'to ignite the compressed fuel-air miiture.

The high

voltage pull from thedisty4butor produces an arc across the gap. between the
center electrode of the plug and the ground'electhde.

Normal plug gaps vary

from 0.12 to 0.135 inch; hoWger, electronic - ignition systems require a larger

gap of approximately 0.15 inch.

Repair. and Timing o6 the Ignition Sy4tem.

ti

The breaker points,, condenser, and rotor of the distributor are soften replaCed. when the engine is tuned.

By removing the distributor\Eap.carefully,'so

as not to dislodge the spark plug wires from the cap, one can observe these..
items inside the distributor and remove them.

The rotor is normallyiremoved by

.

simply lifting it otf of. the distributor shaft.. The points can then be removed
,
/by unscrewing thd retaining`screws. To remove the condenser, one must first

O
.Q1

.

'unsnap the lead coming from the'coil from the lead going to the condenser.

Then the screws holding thecondenser in place can be removed and the condenser
can be separated frOwthe distributor base.
Replacing

.;

the components is accomplished in a manner that is just the.

reverse of that described above.

Once the .points are-in/Place, they must be

gapped with a point gapper to the, opening prescribed by the manufacturer.

This.
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,

is normally accomplished by turni ng the engine over and inserting the gapper
se

Care61, attention should

'between the pointsas the.distributor cam rotates:

II

be made to ensure that the lead from tWcoil to the jtondenser is disonnected;
otherwise an electric ,hock will be s uffered by the mechanit.
are gapped, the rotor

Once the points

d distributor cap can be replaced.

.

Spark plugs .are abother component of the electrical system that is fre-

quently replaced due to corrovion o0electrodes.
they must.be gapped wi

Timing of the
distributor unti

a spark plug gapper (or "feeler ga ge") to the speciy the manufactuirer.

fication recommended

II

When spa k plugs are ..eplaced ,

1

,

ghitiOnssystem is normally accomplishe

by rotating the

tiMing marks on the block and on the harmonic balancer (front

end of the crankshaft). are aligffed.

Since engte rotatian OFEETUde

seelTig-the

mark on the harmonic balancer, a timing light (which is a simIple stroboscope)

is inserted between the distributor and the spark plug in the number one cylinInserting the timing light in the circuit causes the light to operate at

der.

a specified time.

By shining the light at the harmonic balancer, the timing

mark can be seen.

Rgtating the distrybutor causes this mark to move in rela-

tion to 'the mark on'the block.ifice the two lines are aligned, the engine is
timed.

STARTING' SY

EV

Small inter al combustion. engines are normally hand cranked; however,
larger engines requir

some type of electrital starting system.

In addi ion

to, a battery and

n

ignition/starting

OWIMMAND
STARTINGSWITCH

-

switch, tbese syst ms
(Figure 3'6) consist of

a solenoid and a st rt.

ing motor.

STARTING MOTOR

Figure 36.

:

.

chematic.of a Typlca'Otar;ing System:
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a

Sotenoid
The function of the solenoid is 41) to provide the magnetic force required
to engage the. starter'pinion gear with the flywheel ring gear and (2) to close

the electrical circuit between the battery and the starter motor (Figure 37).
\

0

PLUNGER

CURRENT

SOLENOID
ASSEMBLY

SHIFT LEVER

HOLD -IN COIL

FROM.BATTERY

SOLENOID
SWITCH
PINION

OVER-RUNNING CLUTCH
CH'

STARTING MOTOR
sOP
a

FLYWHEEL

b. Pinion Gear Engaged

'a. Pinion Gear Disengaged

;
Operation of the Solenoid.

Figure 37.

is activated, a small current flows frOm the battery to

Wheh the starter switc
the solenoid.

0

The magnetic field produced by this current pulls the solenoid k

plunger into the coil ,.engaging the Onion gear and closing the solenoid'switA.

.

Stattet Mbton.

The starter motor is a series- d.c. motor that- converts electrical energy
into mechanical energy to turn the -flywheel'.

It must produce high, torque-in

order tb,overcome inertial. forces of the engine and to withstand 4gh rp64Once
the engine is started and before the starter, is disengaged.

in order;to achieve

the high torquA e requirements, a high gear ratio of approximately 16:1 is used
between 'the starter pinion gear ,andtthe ring gear on .the flywheel. 'Normal en-

One starting rwarrni5proximatel
ratio,of '16:1

200;, therefore, ,1 starter motor with 1, gear

mist turn at 3200 rpm. to start a
.

engine. This speed represents
-!

,

pro probl em to the starter motor.

However, once the engine starts, 'it 'idles at

_

.

about 800 rpm:-- This speed drives the starter motor to 12,800, rpm unless the
_..
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pinion gear is quickly disengaged...4hus, the starter motor mush more'durable than the average electric motor in order to withstand the higher rpms.
Most starter motors require about 350 A.
.*

(

.

CHARGING SYSTEM
4

The function of the charging system on internal combustion engines is to
provide, the electrical power required to operate engine accessqries and to
-r

replenish the battery's electrical power.

To accomplish these functiens,'the

charging system has,the followri parts (Figure 38) in addition to'the ignition/
*starting switch and the battery discussed previously:

Alternator/generator
,Voltage regulator

Ammeter'
a

AMMETER

IGNITION SWITCH

AL

=

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

TOR

BATTERY
401'

Figure 38.

Schematic of. a Charging System.

AZitanaton/Genetatvic

The function'of the alternator,or generator is to prtduce electrical power

for operating accessories or charging the battOy.

Either unit is normally

mounted on the front of the engine and is belt driven by,the crankshaft.

A

venerator produces direct current; an alternator produces alternating current
which is rectified to produce d.c. current., Generators have largely been

I

01cedilky alternating systems because alternators produce more electrical power
at all'engine speeds.

This fact is especially important in the attomotive
4

A
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k's

field due to the incase in electrically powered accessories and to ,the re,.

quirements of powering these accessories while the engine fs idling Or runnitt
at a low rpm.

Vottage Rega2ato4

The output voltage of an alternator or generator varies with engine speed;
.

but a-constant voltage is required for operation of the engine electrical sys-

The voltage regulator is an electronic.Circuit that regulatesthe varying

tem.

alternator or6generator voltage to deliver a constant voltage to the engine
electrtral system.

AmmeteA

Theamm er is used to monitor the operation of the charging system, and

Often it is calibted

it meatures the current flowing through the system.

If the system is

only with charging, discharging, and neutral positions.
highly charging immediately after the en

ne is started, .then the ammeter indi.,.

Cates that

he. battery electrical power used to st@ rt the enginis being re-

plenished,

after the engine as been operating f

.

ammeter shou d show a
tinues to show

a.short period- of time, the

eading closer to the neutral point. ,Lf the ammet6_con-

laq charge being transmittedq6 the battery after the engine,
a considerable length of time, there4is some fault in'the,

has been running

After

charging circgit - either with the volta9eregfilator or with the battery.

r

the engine is warmed up and operational, the desired ammeter reading is one
that is slightly closer to the charging side of the neutral point., if, for
some ceason, the ammeter should show a,dischargerreading, there is some problem °
in the system.

Ather the voltage regulator or afternator/gerrator could ;be

f4ulty.

EX61C1
1>
,

.

c,

.

Explain the advntages 0:1 disadvantages
,

.

3.

,

.

Explain the advantages and di*vantages fStirlingmgines.
'v

2.

ES. V

olf 'the

Wan4e$Frotary.engine.
.

.

.

.

-.

,-

Explain the function, of the rings bn the piston bt a reciprocating engine.
,

.--

,

.

'

1
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4.

Explain the operation of the following electrical Intsystems in a sparkignition engine (include the function of each component):

5.

a.

Ignition system

b.

St-ting system -

c.

Charging system

Explaiff the operation of the valve train.of a reciprocating engine.
Explain 'the operation of the thermostat inn a water-coaled engine.

Why is

controlling engine temperature important?
'47
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'LABORATORY MATERIALS
Spark - ignition engine with at least four cyclinders.

.Set of breaker points that fits the engine.
Condenser that fits the engine.

Rotor that fits the engine,
Feeler gauge for breaker points.
Tiding light.
Set of wrenches.
Screwdriver set.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES
-4

1.

Remove the distributbrcip.

2.

Remove the rotor, condenser, and breaker point's from the distributbr.

3.

Replace old parts with new points, a condenser, and a rotor.

Donot con-

g

nect the coil wire to the condenser.
4.

Gap the points to prescribed measurement with the feeler gauge.

5.

Connect the coil Wire to the condenser.

6

Replace the distributor cap.

7

/

,

Insert the timing light between the number one cylinder'and the corresponding
spark plug wire.
r

8.

Time the engine.
('

:

,

.
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9.

In the Data Table, list the steps that were. performed in gapping the
Then, discuss any problems eficountereea-nd

points and timing the engine.
how they Were solved.

DATA TABLE
..

DATA TABLE.

Steps in Gapping the Points:

Steps,in Timing the Engine:

REFERENCES
Ansdale, R.F.
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Inc., 1968.
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New York:
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John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1930.
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Diesel Engines:
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TURBINES

.

0

R FOROCCUP8ATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

4,

INTRODUCtION,
A turbine is an energy converter that changes the kinetic energy of a moving
fluid to .the mechanical energy of a rotating shaft.

or water as\working fluids.
electrical generators.

Gas

Most turbines use steam, air,

Steam turbines are used to power ships and most large

turbt6s power jet aircraft and medium-sized generators.

The energy of falling 4er is converted to electrical

energy by hydraulic turbines.

This module discusses the design,,operaiion, and application of the above
types of turbines.

Major emphasis is placed on steam turbines because of their,
In the laboratory, the student,will

major role in electrical power production.
operate a small hydraulic'impulse turbine.

PREREQUISITES
The student should have completed Fundamentals of Energy Technology.

OBJECTIVES,
Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:
0

1. 1 List the three major components of a simple steam turbine and state
the purpose of each.

Sketch the shape'of the nozzle vanes and rotor buckets that are
components of the following types of steam turbines:

3.

a.

Impulse turbine

b.

Reaction turbine

Draw side views'of the nozzles and rotor and stator blades that are
4

components of the following types of turbines:
a.

Single-stage impulse turbine

b.

Velocity-stage impulse turbine 2'-

c.

Pressure-stage impulse turbine

d.

Combination pressUre- and velocity-stage impulse turbine

e.

Reaction turbine

f.

Combination impulse'reaotion turbine

.

OP,
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4

Explain the operation .of the.follOwing steam turbThe components:
a.

Diffuser nozzle

b.

Blade seals

c.

Carbon ring seal,

d.

Labyrinth seal

Steam chest
7.

f.
.

g.

EXtraction port

-Turning gear

5.

Explain the advantage of-a dobble-flow turbine over a single -flow turbine.

6.

Explain the differences is operatiod, efficiency, and application of
condensing turbines and non-condensing turbines.

7.

Explain the operation and application of the following turbine systems:
a.

Mixed pressure turbine

b.

ExItraction turbine

Reheat turbine
8.

Draw and label a diagram showing the basic components of a gas turbine
and explain the purpose of each component.

9.
10.

Explain the design and operation of the two common types of combustors.
Describe-characteristics of gas turbines,,that make them suited for the
following applicati\ons:

11.

a.

Jet aircraft power.frlants

b.

Stand-by electrical power for peak loads

c.

Rural voltage booster.stations

List four iype.s' of hydraulic turbines and state the approximate head

,height used with each type.
12.

List tht two major classes of wind turbines.
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SUBJECT. MATTER
STEAM TURBINES

A steam turbine is a form of heat engine in which thethermal energy of
high temperature, high\pressure steam is converted to kinetic energy by allowing
The steam jet is directed at blades con-

the steam to expand through a nozzle.

The forcerof the steam against the blades produces

nected to a rotating shaft.
torque that turns the shaft.,

Steam turbines are. the most efficient devices available for converting

thermal energy to mechanical energy on a large scale.

They are widely used in

.the production of electricity and as the power source for large ships.

The

turbines used in these systems are designed to extract thetmaximum energy from
the steam that passes through them.

They are called condensing turbines because

they condense the steam back into liquid water.
In many industrial power systems, steam is usel0 as a medium of heat transfer

.that is, the purpose of the power system is to deliver steam, not to-do mechanical
work.

Such systems require mechanical energy to drive pumps, fans, auxiliary

gelierators, arfd other support equipment.

7"

This energy is often supplied by non-

condensing steam turbines that convert a portion o'f the thermal energy of. the

steam to mechaniCal work.

The steam leaving such a turbine still contains

'sufficient heat energy to be used in heating processes.

..THE SIMPLE STEAM TURBINE

The three basic components of a simple steam turbine are as follOws:
A nozzle for expanding the steam and directing it.
toward the blades of.the turbine rotor.
A rotor with blades, that chabge the direction of the

ivsteari jet and,'thus, produce output torque.
A casing to conta-in the expanding steam and to direct'
it through the rotor blades'.
Figure 1 is a simple steam turbine called a solid-wheekIurbihe.

The rotor

of this turbine is a cast wheel with circular Cups' located around the rim.

A

nozzle directs expanding steam into one side of the circular cup.

The steam

swirls through the ,cup and the depressions ipthe turbine ,casing:

Only a portion

.

of the casing is shown in Figure 1.

The escaping steam:is actually contained

EP -06 /Page 3,
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inside the casing and is piped away to perform other work.

The solid-wheel,turbine converts only
a fraction of the input thermal energy into
mechanical work; but this fraction is converted efficiently, and the energy remain-

ing in the steam is used elsewhere.

The

solid-wheel turbine is one of the simplest
and most durable and dependable energy converters ever devised.

It has been widely

used to drive auxiliary equipment in steam
Figure 1.
Solid-Wheel
Turbine.

heating systems for much of this century. .

The rotor of a more efficient, mode*
steam turbine consists of a series of blades
or vanes connected radially to a central shaft.
commonly used.

Two shapes of rotor blades are

Modern turbines are classified, according to rotor blade shape,

as either impulse turbines orireaction turbines.

TOULSETURBINES
The shape of thenozzle vanes and rotor buckets of an impulse turbine are
0

shown in Figure 2.

a

The steam expands through the nozzle vanes, reducing.steam
pressure and increasing steam velocity.' The conk

cave surfaces of the'half-moon-shaped buckets
chaage-the direction of flow of the _steam and are
forced upward,.a,s_shown in Figu?e 2.

All impulse

steam turbines have this characteristic rotor blade
shape.

Pressure drops and velocity increases occur

.in impulse turbinessonly in the nozzles.

to.

Schematic -of
Figure 2.
Impulse Stage Blading.c-
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Singa.-Stage Imputoe TuAbine
Figure 3 shows top and side views of
the steam nozzles and, buckets of a single-

stage impulse turbine.

This non-condensing

turbine is used for the same applidations

as the solid-wheel turbine, but it converts
a greater precentgge of,the input thermal

energy to mechanical work.

Single-stage

impulse turbines can have efficiencies, as
high as 60%.

Forty percent of the original

thermal energy remains in the steam for

Top and Side Views
of Single-Stage Impulse
Turbine.

F gure 3.

Juture use.

Vetocity-Stage Imputie Tu./thine

Greater turbine efficiehcy can be

Tr

achieved by adding a sPtol fixed blades
,

and another set of moving blades to the
STEAM
NOZZLES

single-stage turbine to produce the

\rid

velocity-stage impulse turbine shown'

.

011.

) SLOE

VIEW

r--

TOP
VIEW

in-Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows the steam flow
through such a turbine.

Figure 4. Ton' and.Side.Views of
Velocity-Stage Impulse Turbine.

The fixed

blades,folloWing the first set of

moving,blides rdirect'the steam to
produce force on the second set of
moving blades.

.

.

4(

CMCIPAFERENTIAL VELOCITY
OF ROTOR

i

MOVING

!LADES

In the velocity-stage

turbiA, the steam pressure isconverted to velocity 'at a single nozV °Me

zle.

SYMMS

This constant velocity steam is

then Used to drive two or more

dp..ts of

turbine blades.

NOZZLE

111.

Double-Row Curtis TurFigure 5.
bine.(Velocity Staging).

.
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Pte64wAs:Stage impaze:TuAbine

.
. ,

v..

f_

Figure 6 shows a pressure-stage Ympulse turbine, which, essentially, is;_
.

wo.or more cdMplete single-stage tuxbines,connected in series in a single

casing.

The st4jes.are separated by

nozzles th4kt reduce the steam.,pressure in

steps, with a.lowe' pressure in each
succeeding stage.
STEAM

The volumd of each

stage is larger than the last.in ordtr
to allow .for steam expansion, and the
VI, IEW

rotor blades are larger in the lower
pressure stages in order to-maximize effi-

Top and_Side Views
of Pressure-Stage
Impulse Turbine.

Figure 6.

ciency.'

i; Ptuzune- arfd VeZouty-Stage TuAbine
Combinoon

Figure 7 shows a turbine that combines both,pressure.staging and velocity
staging in order to achieve maximum turbine efficiency.
:

Velocity-stage, pressurerstage, and combination-stage impulse turbines
are used in erecerical power production and marine power.

In most systems,

several turbines are connected on a-,single shaft and operate in principle

as a combination pressUre- and velocity=gtage turbine, even though individual
turbine units may have a different design.

.The high pressure sections Of

such systems operate as non-condensing
turbines, 'passing steam.on to the lower

pressure sections.

The last 'turbine

SIDS
VIEW

section is usually-w7condensing turbine.
The output from thi's stage consists of

STEAM
.

below atmospheric pressure. Such turbines

I,. sr

n
4

liquid water and water vapor'at.pressures

VAn

n

n

can be constructed with efficiencies of

1

Top and Side Views
of Combination Pressure- and
Velocity -Stage Turbine.

90%;

Figure 7.

4

.

,

.)
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REACTION TURBINES
turbine.

moving buckets of a reaction

Figure 8 shows the nozzle vanes and

I

The movfing bucrels'of this turbine have thgsame shape as the nozzle vanes._

A completed reaction turbine

coniists of'several alternating sets of fixed and
Each Set of vanes is larger and longer

moving vanes, as shownin Figure '9.
than the preceding set.

In impulse turbines, pressure drops and

,

velocity increases occur only at the nozzles.

In,
eo.

the reaction turbine, they occur at each set of,

blades,:both fixed'And moving.

Each set of venes'

acts as an expending nozzle for the next 'set.
Reaction turbines are the most efficient type,

with peak etfitiencies of slightly over 90%.

Figure 10shows a combination impulse-reaction
turbine.

Most of the thermal energy is converted

to mechanical energy.ip the impulse section of:the
turbine.

The remaining thermal energy :is con-

verted to mechanical energy by the highly .efficient_reaction turbine.

Schematic
of Readtion-Stage

Figure-8.

tlp this system,

Blading.

--ihe6reactiOn t6rbine usually acts as a
condensing turbine.
6

The *pulse reaction

turbine is the most popular4onfiguration for electrical power production,.
but multistage_jmpulse turbines are also used.

viiiAPr
rd 0

/-\,11//1/-\

.ezdreirix,
. id

014

y r #40#

1

n-n on.inonon

romnodnrin

T

Combination
Figure 10.
Impulse-Reaction Turbine:

Figure 9. Top and Side-View of
Reaction Turbine.'
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STEAM TURBINE DESIGN FEATURES

s.

4

Im)ulse and reaction turbines differ only in the shape of their rotor
The following descriptions of construction details apply to both types.

blades.

Mozzen
Figure 11 shows two nozzle designs used in steam turbines.

The converging

nozzle (Figure 11a) constricts the flow of steam to produce a jet steam at high
pressure.

The diffusing nozzle (Figure 11b) includes a diffuser sectidn that

results in more expansion of the steam, greater pressure drop, and higher steam'
velocity.

Figure 12-is a diagram showing the inlet, throat, and diffuser of
t

a typical nozzle.

Most nozzles are the diffuser type; since higher`steam velocity produces
Constricting nozzles are often used in the hfigh pressure stage

_greater torque.

of multistage sfeam turbines and in gas turbine jet 'engines.

P2 < 0.53 PI

STEAM

P2 > 0.53 P1

STEAM

0

STEAM JET

'STEAM JET'
PR

It

DIVERGING
NOZZLE

CONVERGING
NOZZLE

b.

a.

Figure 11.

Two Types of Nozzles Used in Steam Turbines.

Figure 12 shows the nozzletlock of a
The individual nozzles are

steam turbine.

arranged around the nozzle block in order
to distribute steam continually, to most of
the turbine blades.

Typical Nozzle
Figure 12.
'Block with Three Groups
of Converging Nozzles.

'\--1;:::8/E1),-06.
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Rotor.

Figure 13 shows a single

otor blade of a steam turbine.

fits into a slot in the rotor wh

1, as shown in Figure 14.

The blade root
The tenon on the

slot in a circular.

other end of the,blade fits

TENON

shroud around the blades.

The blades in the initial stages of a turbine come
BLADE

into contact with superheated steam and must withstand

hightemperatures without warping or deterioration; Jhese
blades are made of high strength steel alloys.:The blades
ROOT

in the condensing section of the turbine are in contact
with wet steam and water and are made of corrosion resistaht steel alloys.

ie

FParts
gur

The centers of the,rotor wheels are,keyed to the
turbine shaft.

13.

of a

'Rotor 810e.

Rotors are often constructed by simply

stacking the assembled rotor wheels and spacers,6n the shaft.
ra4ing
SHROUD

The turbine casing

NatZLE

encloses the rotor and holds

t

BUCKETS

the. nozzle blocks, stators

(stationary blade rings),

ROTAR WHEEL

bearings, and other stationary
parts.

High - pressure turbine

-.DIRECTION OF ROTATION

casings are constructed of
Figure T4.

specially alloyed steel to

Parts of-a Rotor.

withstand the high pressures and ,)
temperatures of the steam.

Low pressure turbine casings can be made of either

cast iron or low-carbon steel.

Caiings are constructed:in halves, with the

:

casing split horizontally which allows access to.the.interior of the turbIne,'
by lifting off the top easing half.

In larger turbines and some smaller ones,

the casing contains a separate cylinder that supports the stator rings and
nozzle blocks.

In these turbines, the cylinder is also split inhalf,.and the

top l)alf lifts off with the casing._

1
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Stade-Seas
Figure 15 shows the blade seals

between adjacent blade setsin a reaction
turbine or a velocity -stage turbine. ,The
0

sealing strips for the rotor blades extend from the cyliater walls almost to
the shrouds of the rotor.
for the

lator blades are located on

the rotor shaft.
`4

Positioning and
Mounting of Stator Blading.
Figure 15,

The strips

As shown in Figure-15,

there is some space between the shrouds
aid sealing strips that allows for uneven

,,expansion and contraction ofthe rotor
and cylinder during operation.

Shat Seatz
Two types of shaft seals are commonly
used on steam turbines.

Smaller models

employ the ring seals shown in Figure 16
The rings are usually made of carbgn,
but other materials can be used.

Each

ring is split into three equal segments,
Figure 16.

Carbon Rings

which are held against the turbine shaft
by garter springs.

In Figure 16, steam

is introduced,betKeen two of the rings
to prevent air from entering the turbine;
blit this is not always done.

Figure 17 shows the labyrinth seals

used on larger steam turbines.. The
labyrinth packing is made of soft white -

metal and fits the shaft flosely.

Steam

introduced between.the two labyrinth

sections prevents air from entering the
turbine.
Figure 17.

Labyrinth Gland.

Some labyrinth seals alto have

vacuum sections that keep steam from
escaping into the air.

Page 10/EP-06
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The turbine shaft is supported by bearings mounted on the casing external
td thelehaft seals.. All large turbineS use pressure-lubricated journal bearings

Packing in the bearings and shaft

of-either the plain or self-aligning type.

seas assures that no oil from the bearing can enter the turbine and contaminate
.

the steam.

Thrust bearing, are,designed to resist the shaft end thrust produced by
ta

the steam pressure differential a
types of thrust bearings,can-be us

oss the turbine blading.

Several common

.

Steam Che4t

The steam chest is the int4e manifold of the turbine which receives steam
Jromthe boiler and routes it to the appropriate nozzle block:

It contains

the throttling valve .fbr the turbine.

Eataction Pants
Many steam turb nes have extraction'ports (Figure 20) which are located
between stages and w ich can be used to extract steam at a desired temperature
and pressure for so e external purpose,.

In some cases, these pbrts are also

used to reintroduce steam from an external process into the tUrbine so its
\remaining energy ca

be extracted.

tutning Gaut
All large tur ines and many smaller ones are equipped. with a motor-driven
turning gear.
.

1.

Th s gear is used to bring the turb;inetup to'apout 60% of its

running speed before steam is applied.

When,an olSerating ti6A4rie is shut

down, the turning gear keeps. the rotor turning while the turbine cools.

Steam Haw Patfa.
f

Figure 18 shows four possible steam flow paths for multistage turbines.
Single-flow turbines (Figure 18a) have a single casing with all stages in line.
The steam enters one end and leaves the other.
Double-flow turbines (Figure 18b) split
:%

Cal paths.

he input-steam between two'identi-

Each of the identical turbine halves.has a high pressure section at

EP-06/Page 11.
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STEAM
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STEAM
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PATH
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4)
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tilDi
1

..

Omiling

a. OUTPUT
SHAFT

MEC

.

EXHAUST
STEAM
a.

Single-Flow Turbine

o.

1

EXHAUST
STEAM
Two-Casing Double-Flow Turbine
i

,

.

CATAPFUTT

°

STEAM PATH

STEAM
PATH

,.

+'

o

golo*._

11011101111111

__02UTPUT

III

1

SHAFT

OUTPUT
SHAFTS

11.111111111.111114
EXHAUST
STEAM
b.

Double-Flow Turbine

d.

EXHAUST STEAM
Two-Casing Double-Flow Turbine

Figure 18., Steam_Flow Paths for Multistage Turbines.

.

the outer end and a low pressure section in the center.

tfiost'of the Wgest

steam turbines (up to 1,000,000 kW) are designed in this manner because the
.

axial thruft of the

two turbine

halves offset each other,

Figures 18c and 18d show two possible configurations of two-casing,
double-flow turbine systems.

STEAM TURBINE SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS.
Steam turbines are commercially available in a large number of configurations irl_sizes from a few horsepower to a million horsepower.

Turbines are

classified according to their size (bbwer rating) and to the conditions of
their input and,output steam.

Most turbine systems fall into one or more of

the following cat

Page 12/EP-06
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Condensing Twthinez

A

4.?

Condensing turbines are designed to extract the maximum thermal energy

-from the input steam.
pressure water vapor.

The output.of such turbines is.liquid water and, low
The output port of the turbine is connected to'a

"condbn§er that maintains an exhaust pressure of less than atmospheric pressure
fq 'order to increase turbine efficiency.

Condensing turbines can be designed

to operate at high (more than 400 psig), intermediate (150-450 psig), or low
(less than 150 psig) input steam pressures.

Most electrical generating sta-

tions are powered by high pressure condensing turbines.

Most marine turbines

are intermediate "or low pressure condensing turbines.

Non-Co densing

Tuitbinez

The output of a non-condensing turbine is steam which contains sufficiept
-thermal energy for other uses.

Most auxiliary steam turbines are this type.

Large non-condensing turbines are used in applications requiring both electriThe output steam from the turbine can be used for
cal'energy and steam.
environmental or industrial heating.
.

/

Mixed PA,oune Tunbines
Fzigure 19 shows the steam flow in a mixed'pressureturbine.

This turbine

hes,a-high pressure inlet connected directly to a boiliFTgoiler steam is
als6 used f6r some other 'process which

lowers its temperature and pressure but
eaves recoverable energy in,the steam.
This used steam is introduced into a
lower pressure stage of the'turbine.
,

Exbutttion ILL/thine'

INLET

.

In the extraction turbine (Figure 20)

.all the input steam enters from the
boiler'and passes through the high
pressure section of the ti

A

ine.

FROM PROCE§S OR
EXISTING EQUIPMENT

EXHAUST
TO CONDENSER

Mixed
Figure 19.
Pressure Turbine.

portion of the cooler, lowerpressure steam is extracted for

.

i4

external use, and the remainder

EP-06/Page ¶3

STEAM
INLET

Figure 20. Single Automatic
Extraction Turbine..,

continues through the low pressure section of the turbine.
Both extraction and mixed pressure turbfhes are widely Used to achieve

maximum efficiency in steam driven power systems.

Most are the condensing

type.

Reheat Tukbines
o

Figure 21 shows a reheat turbine.

After the high pressure steam has

expanded through a high pressure turbine stage,-it is extracted, reheated to
0,

approximately its original temperature, and Wfoduced into,the next turbine
stage.

Reheat turbines provide the most efficient system of electrical power
productton..
,

.

t

REHEATER

-

Figure 21.

Single-Reheat Turbine.
4
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GAS TURSThJES

Gas_tur.pines are designed to produce shaft rotation by compressing and

The mechanism

heating air and, then, expanding the air through a turbine.

by which the shaft is turned is the same as that in thfl steam turbine, but
the working medium is air.

The major difference in the operationAf a gas
The steam turbine

turbine and a steam turbine is the source of heat energy.

receives heat energy in the form of steam from an external 'boiler.

The

as

turbine burns a liquid or gas fuel internally to produce the required heat

AIR

tb,

tEXHAUST
COMBUSTOR
FUE

EXHAUST

/SYSTEM

".-"'1
LOAD

.

IIINS
COUPLING

SHAFT

TURBINE

COMPRESSOR

Figure 22.

Schematic of a Simple Gas Turbine.

Figure 22 shows- the major components of a gas turbine.i Air enters the

intake sy$tem, is compressed by the compressor, and is forced into the combustor
where fuel is added and ignited.

The heated air expands through the turbine,

producing rotational motion; then it is exhausted through an exhaust system.

Tr rotational motion of the turbine drives the compressOr.'
Gas turbines used for electrical power production are-designed to convert
most of the thermal energy of the air to mechanical energy.
velocity air at atmospheric pressUre.

They exhaust low

Gas turbines used to power aircraft-

produce only enough mechanical energy to run the compressor.

Most of the energy

leaves the turbine in the form of high velocity exhaust which pushes the,aircraft forward.

EP-06/Page 15
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GAS.TURB1NE DES1 N FEATURES
As shown in Figure 22, the five major components of a gas turbine are

the following:
Air intake system
,Compressor

0

Combustor
Turbine

Exhaust system

Ain Intake Sotem
The air intake system of a gas turbine perfosms oneor more of the following functions:

Air filtration

Air cooling (for greater compressor efficiency)
Sound muffling (to protect personnel)

Anti-icing proteCtion and weather insulation
eompAeszoA
,

.

After environmental air, leaves the air intake system, it enters th8 com'

pressor.

The compressor increases the air pressure to approximately. 50 -75
0

Two types of Compressors are commonly used.

psig.

Figure 23a shows the rotor of a centrifugal compressor,, Air enters the
center of the jmpeller and is forced through the outside slots by centrifugal
action.

5,ince the outside area of the air passage is smaller, the air is.

compressed,

O

IL

.

a. Centrifugal
Figure 2'3.

b. Axial

'Rotors for Two Types of Compressors.
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figure 23b showp the rotor.of an axial comptessor.i. This is a reaction
turbine with the curA/e of its rotor blades reversed.

gas passing through it to expand and speed up,

Instead of allowing the

it reduces velocity and increases

pressure.

Axial compressars.are more efficient than centrifugal compressors, but
.they are also heavier and larger.

Both types...nave been used for aircraft

plants and electrical power production.

bComburtot

X

After thepressurized air leaves the compressor, it enters the combustor
where fuel is, added and burned., Normal combustion occurs.with 15 parts of air
(by weight) to one part of fuel.

Inga$ turbines:the mixture is closer to

70 or 80 parts of air to one part of fuel.

This mixture i$ required to cool

the air entering the turbine blades, but it is also difficult to ignite and
will not sustain eve/combustion.

The combustor solves this problem by mixing

he'fuel with only 'a portion of their before combustion.
bustors are in common use.

Two types of com-

.;...,-----,

Figure 24 shAis the flame -tube combustor commonly used on Stationary gas
turbines.

,

The combustor tube is filled ,with small holes that allow some air
.

.

to enter it and to mix with the.fuel inside.

.

,

.

The remainter of the xtr flows

..

atound,the tube and cools it.

Combustion-takes place continuously inside the

flame tube, and the gases mix before thevreach the turbine.

FUEL mANIFOLO

)

*,

FLAME-TUBE

CENTRIFUGAL

COMM4WKA
ISOMER

TUBULAR COMBUSTION CHAMBER

_Figure 24.

Cross SectioiYof Turbine with Tubular Combustor
and Centrifugal Compressor.
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4

Figure 25 shows the annular combustor after it is used in aircltft. gas
'

turbines.

The annual combustion chambers are rings around the outside -of

the compressor-to-turbine

4-2
'

air .passage.

The entire

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

AXIAL COMPRESSORBLADES

flow of air moves through
the combustion chamber, but
it is split so only a small
portion .of the air enters'.
.

Figure 25.
Cross Section ()Van
Annular Combustion Chamber.

the immediate area of combustion.

A

I

0
D.2

TuAbine

.7.

4

.

..,44

'36

The heated go (650-1700°F, depending on turbine design) Jeav s the
Several designs have b en used,

combustor and expands through theturbine.

'for gas turbi es, but most are reaction turbines with three or for rotor
wheels.
ro

Exhaust Sy4tem
The exhaust system 'returns the exhaust gases to the atmosphere or intro:duces them into anotherl.helting system.

Figure 26 shows a recuperative.ex-$
.

haust system thatuses exhaust gases to heat input air after it has been,
compressed.

Since:the exhaust gas still contains sp% of its original free

oxygen content, it can be used as, the air input 4 the furnace of a steam
,

.

,

boiler.

J

')

'
,a

EXHAUST QA5E8

MR LET

Figure 26. Schematic, of Gas Turbine with
Recuperaticie'Exhaust System..
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GAS TURBINE'CHARACTERISTICS ARV APPLICATIONS

The gas turbine delivers greater output power per pouhd of weight than

any othenconvertor.

It. is dependable, portable in small sizes, and requires

no elaborate cooling systems.

Gas turbines are simpler to operate and easier

They cahtebrought from

tb maintain than most-other power sources.

to full power in less than ,a minute, and they can be adapted to
.%

varietyt of fuels:

stand -

urn a,

For these reasons, gas turbines are the most widely used

powerAources for aircraftd(i nCludih turboprop), andi they have also been used
in marine vehicles and arge trucks. But, they are not used in automobiles
because they ark, less efficient:than reciprocating engines and more 'costly.
Gas_. turbines cannot be used for Marge scale electrical power generation,

but gal turbine generators are in common lisein the following applications:

The overall efficiency of a .idssil: -fuel fired generating station
-can be improved as'Itluch's 3% by using gSs turbine exhaust 'air

as furnace input air.
AtTeak.load periods,, stand - bygas turbine generators can be
.brought,into operation quickly tp meet rising electrical
Such generators can be used only for a few hours a
demande
dky or iuring extreme weather conditidns When electrical

demands are highest.

Low maintenance, high reliability, and'

rapid start-up make the gis turbine the ideal auxiliary power
source.

Gas turbine generating stations can be used to-increase line
voltage at the ezaremes of long distribution systems. They also
serve as auxiliWry local power in rural Areas when the power
Some systems of this type

distribution network is broken.

require no external cooling water and can be operated by
remote control,'

-

HYDRAULIC TURBINES'

A hydraulic turbine t.7?c_water as the working medium to turn a rotor,,
called a runner, which is attached to an electrical generator. several
turbine designs can be used, depending upon the height of the input water
above the turbine.
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INDRAULIC IMPULSE TURBINE
PEN$TOC

HYDRALIUO
BRAKE
NEEDLE

GATE
VALVE.

Figure 27 shows'a hydraulic

10!N

impulse turbine used when the
_ lex

eater depth is 1006.f#ht or more.

-z;.;1111.Lt.12

A jet nozzle directs wAter into

NOIZLk PIPE

'---ttirbucketson the rotor wheel.

rtfirn11211°64

sof-bicAPL'""

I

,

Only a few hydroelectric sites

have sufficient heOressure to
Impulse-Type
Figure 27.
Hydraulic Turbine.

allow the efficient use of hydrau,

lic impulse turbines.

TURBINES

HYDRAULIC -

-

Several types of hydraulic reaction turbines
feet to a few hundred feet in size.

al-e

used for heads of a few

Figure 28a shows a Francis-type reaction

turbine used for water depths of 100 to 1000 feet:

/

GUIDE BEARING

SIRVO-

MOTOR

COVER

KER
GATE

KER
GATE

FLOW
DIRECTION

ATarnnrT ER

KING
PEED

FLOW

FLOW

MOINE
DRAFT TUBE

\

b. proireter

a. Franc la-Type
Figure 28.

Hydraulic Reaction Turbines.

,Dams with low heads (100 to 400 feet) usually use propeller turbines
iimilat^ to the one-Shown in Figure 28b.. Fixed-blade propeller turbines have

blades which are set at a spetific angle of 16 to 20 degreesand cannot be
adjusted.

Kaplan turbines are propeller turbines.with blades that can be

adjusted from 10° to 32° to provide maximum efficiency with varying loads.-

,
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Figure 219 shows an axial-flow propeller turbine used for extremely low
heads.

4
MAX. T.W.

MAX. It

\ =V.

Atti:

MIN. TW.

111

FIXEO
VANES

OUX)E BEARING

WICKET

OATES

Figure 29.

RUNNER

DRAFT
-

TUBE

Axial-Flow Propeller Turbine.

WIND TURBINES'
Windmills have long been, used in many p

of the world to pump water.

The search for alternative energy sources has focused'renewed attention on
win d power.

Two types:of wind-driven electrical generating systems are now

being tested at several locations.
Figure 30a

shA

a vertical axis wind turbine under investigation at

Sandia Ldboratories and other sites-.

Figure 30b is'a °horizontal axis wind

Small models of this type are commercially avatlable.

turbine.
.

An experi-

mentalgenerating station using a horizontal axis turbine with'iwo 97i foot
blades is being built on a 4400 -foot mountain near Boon, NorthXarolina.

.While such systems will never produce a significant portion of ou r'national

energy needs, they may meet local- eeds in some areas.
-

*

A.

/

\.J

b.

VERTICAL AXIS

HORIZONTAL AXIS
WINO TURBINE

WINO 'TURBINE

Figure 30. .Wind- Turbines.-
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EXERCISES

4t,
..

1._

?

cExplain

.

where pressure drops and velocity increases' occur in the following

types of steam turbines,:
a.

VelOrity=ttaWimpulse turbines

b.

Pressures- stage, impulse turbines

c.

Reaction turbines

,

2.

explain the application and chief advantage of a solid-wheel turbine..

3.

Draw and label_a,diagram,showing the parts of a turbine'blade.
Explain the function of each part.

4..

Explain the advantages of gas turbines over steam turbines for emergency
electrical power.

5.

L.

-

Explain how a gasturbin= can increase overall steam plant efficiency.

ORATORY MATERI A LS

ImpulseLwater motor with pressure gauge and prony brake
(Sargent-Welch

o

equivalent).

Water scitur'ce.,.

Collect.Oon container calibrAted in ft3%.
Timer.

LABORATORY PROC4DUR6
1.

Set up the expeimental

apliaratus\,,

as shown in; the Figure, with the

'collection container removed;
2.

Turn on the water supply and ad,Nst the flow fo
the water motor.

low-speed .operation of

Record the difiereQce in the sp ng scale readings in

Trial l'of the Data Table (An pounds):

Next, record

he water'preiture

in lb/in' and convert this value to lb /ft2.
3.

Place the collection container,to catch the expelled water and simulta--

neoysTy start the timer and eevolutfon counter.

t
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r,

Laboratory Setup.

4.1

When a predetermined volume of water has passed through the turbine, read
and Jecord'the values of the revolution counter and timer; then record
the volume of water.

5:

Turn off the water supply.

6.

Record the circumference of the pulley (in feet).

7:

Calculate and record turbine input power from the following equation:

Input Power

8.

P.11_11)..]
s

Pressure (lb /ft2) x Volume (fe)
Time (s)

Calculate an4 record the turbine output power froM the follong
equation:
.

Output Power

[(ftlb)"
s

. Revolutions ,x Scale difference (lb)

Time (s),

/

x Pulley circumference (ft)
9. i, .Calculate and record turbine efficiency.

.

,.

10.

Repeat the steps for two higher water-flow rates and complete Trials 2
and 3 of the Data Table.

EP-06/Page 23
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DATA TABLE
DATA TABLE: Ar
_
Trial

1

Water
Pressure

Scale
Difference

oz

umber of-Revolution

.

lb/ft

/

Pulley circumference =

in =

lb,

lb/in2

.

1

Volume of
Water

ft'

s

Input
Power

-Output
Power

Efficiency

..

fts lb

fts lb,

%

2
3

ft
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FOROCCUPATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION
This module discusse

various methods for production of electricity and

describes coditentional generation of electrical power, electrochemical methods,

The discussion includes the principles,'prac6-

and photovoltaic generation.

cality, and degree of use for each method, as well as the major problems that
technologies.

must must be overcome by th

This module "haSizes systems for pro

ing electrical power.

cally; it describeetelectrical power plants 'usi

Specifi-

steam turbines that produce

commonly encountered alternating-electrical current.

It also discusses the gen,

eration of electrical power with -nternal combustion engines and the generation
of d.c. electrical power.

The discussion then covers el
ity

tro heroical methods of generating electric-

4-ncluding fuel cells and batte

(both conventional batteries; such as

automotive batteries, and experimental tteries).
scribes photovoltaic generation of elect

Finally, the module de-

city.

PREREQUISITES.
e

The student should have a basic understadding of physics, as it relates to

electric generators and photovoltaic materials, an

hould have completed ,

Fundamentals of Energy Technology.
/7

OBJECTIVES
Upon comp etion of this module, the student should be.able to:
f the methods describedior production of electricity.

1.

List eacb

2.

Descf-The.t e basic operation of each device or system described.

3.

Describe the degree 'to which each technology is used in practical usage.

II:

Describe the relative advantages of each technology.

5.

Describe the major problems that must be overcome in the new technologies.

EP-07/Page 1
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SUBJECT MATTER
ELECTRICAL POWER PLANTS USING STEAM TURBINES AND COMBUSTION ENGINES
This section of the moduleoemphasizes the generation of large amounts of
electrical power for 'residential.and industrial use.

It covers the conventional

technology for production of the a.c. electrical power that is distributed by
electric utilities..

Electrical energy is produced by electrical plants which

convert energy from coal, fuel oil, natural gas, nuclear reactions] or falling
water.

Most of the electricity is generated by steam turbines which drive

electrical generators; however, smaller amounts are produced by hydraulic turbines in hydroelectric pltint

or by turbines driven by internal combustion en-

)

gines.

For completeness, the following sections also discuss generation of

d.c. electrical power.

STEAM TURBINE PLANTS

Elwtric power production for commerciai,distribution implies production
in large-scale stationary generating plants., ApproximatErl'i5% of the commer-

cial electrical power in the United States is derived from plants using steam
turbines.

The steam can be produced by energy 'from the burning of coal, fuel

oil, or natural gas, or by enerzi,derived from nuclear reactors.

This is

regarded as the standard, conventionalmethod of producing electrical' power.

Advantagesof generating electricity by this method include the following:
Availability of highly developed technology
Availability of large components.(turbines,
generators, and so forth) for very large
generating stations (greater than 100 megawatts)
High conversion efficiency

Compared to hydroelectric plants, steam turbine plants have the advantages
.of not being dependent on water flow, of more flexible site selection, and of
closer proximity to users.

Disadvantages of steam turbine plants include the following:

'

Air and water pollution
Radioactivity and disposal of watte for nuclear plants
- Rising costs of fossil fuels

EP -92/Pa0 3
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(

Depletion of supplies of fossil fuels
-Vulnerability to widespread blackouts in the event
of a system failure

Although this portion of the module emphasizes the function of generating
electricity, it does not discuss the transmission and distribution of electric.

ity to the users.

.

Steam.CycZe4 and E66iciency
fn a steam turbine electrical lenerating.plant, the water is boiled in a

boiler, cy&led through the, turbineCondensed, and then conveyed back to the
5

boiler.

nowe

This process

is illustrated in Fig:ure 1.

The steam is

produced at a high
temperature T1 and con-.

densed ata-lower tem-

,

cow

HOT
RESERVCI

EWAvOm

CONDENSER

Boum

perature T2.

These

temperatures are to be

T2

regarded as absolute
temperatures.

se.\

Accbrding,p Figure 1, the process .can

be regarded as'being a

Row

cycle.

Figure 1.

Elementary Steam Power Plant.

The performance

of a steam plant can, be

analyzed in terms of
the_iiroperties of the

steam as it goes
through the cycle.'

One common steam cycle is the Rankine cycle, which is illustrated in Figure
2

Figure 2 shows a plot of the pressure and volume of a unit mass 'of water 'as

itloes_through%thetycle.

From point 1 to point 2 in the cycle, water is corn-

,.

pressed to the pressure of the boiler.
occurs in.this step.

Practically no temperature increase

From point 2 to point 3, heat is added to the'

Page 4/EP-07
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water, converting-it.to steam and superheating the steam.

From point3 to. point 4, the

steam is allowed to expand and
c

turbine.

drive,the

,

Then, from point,4, to point 1, the

steam is'Condehsed, completing the cycle.
'There are 'other steam cycles, but the Rankine

cycle is an important, frequently used exam7
'VOLUME PER UNIT MASS.

ple.

During the cycle, work is extracted.

Figure 2.

The Rankine,Cycle.

from the steam; but it is impossible to

extract as useful work all of the energy that is supplied by the fuel that
heats the steam.

The efficiency of the cycle can be defined as "the ratio of

the useful work output of the cycle to the heat energy supplied."

The maximum

possible efficiency of a heat engine working.in a cycle is given by Equation 1T
T1

Emax ;

- T2

Equation 1

T1

i

"s%
(...

where:

T1 and T2 = The temperatures at which the steam is produced and condensed, respectively.

-----

Remember that the temperatures T1 and T2 are absolute temperatures.
,Equation 1

shows that the thermal efficiency becomes higher as'the initial

steam temperature T1 is increased.

Thus, it is desirable to work at high values

of steam temperature. Avas learned in Module EP-04, nuclear reactor steam
cycles with maximum steam temperatures Aaround 550°F have maximum efficiencies
of approximately 32%.

Cycles based on the burning of fossil fuels produce steam

temperatOres around-1000°F,and have maximum efficiencies of approximately 66%.
It must be emphasized that the efficiency given by Equation 1 is a maximum
value get by the laws of.thermodynamics.
tions.

It canrt be exceeded under any condi-

If the systemCdesign,ispoor, or if there are heat losses, the value

-giv&C-by-EqAtiOn -1-cannot-be-reached:

1
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EXAMPLE A:
Given:

DETERMINING MAXIMUM POSSIBLE. EFFICIENCY.

A coal-fired steam generating plant produces superheated steam at
'550 °C.

After passing through the turbine,_ it is condensed at a

temperature of 37°C.
Find:

The maximum possible efficiency.

Solution!

4The absolute tem*ature T1 in Equation 1 is 823 °K (550 + 273).
,

-

The absolute temperature'T2 is 310°K (3, + 273)..

Hence, the maxi=

mum possible efficiency is the following:
823 - 310
823

System

513
823

0.623

.3%.

Coniiigum,tion
.

The basic configuration for steam-turbine-based electrical power generation

consists of a boiler (heated either by a combustion furnaceor by a nuclear reactor), a steam turbine driven by:s_team from.the boiler, and an alternating current generator.

A schematic diagram of the systempbased on a light water nu-

clear reactor is shown in Figure 3, illustrating the essential features of the
electrical generation.

In a fossil-fuel vower station, the.reaotor is replaced

by a furnace, with its attendant fuel processing and delivery system.

CONTROL ROOS

(72\

STEAM

CORE
TURBINE

GENERATOR

.110.
PRESSURIZED
WATER
REACTOR

PUMP

BOILER

PUMP.
CONDENSER

COOLING
WATER

TO COOLING
WATER

Figure 3. "Schematis Diagram of Electrical Generating System.
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this course.
Many of the components were described in earlier modules of
using fossil fuels:
Modules EP-01 and EP-02 described-furnaces and.boilers
Module EP-06
ModuleEP-04 described nuclear - reactors and their applications.

discussed turbines.

The heat
Heat is produced by the nuclear reactions in the reactor core.
and An the boiler,
i§ carried to the boiler by circulating: pressurized water;
producing superhdated steam:
it exchanges heat with the water in the boiler,,
alternetingteurrent
The steam drives a steam turbine, which in turn drives an
'9enerator.

The'steam is condensed and is returned to the boiler.

generatorei
The alternating current generator (alio called .an a.c.
- °
sluppilied by the turbine
alternator) converts the mechanical rotation energy
The student should remember the
into alternating current electrical power.
from prior physics
'principles of operation of the alternating current generator
operation is briefly reviewed in
courses; but for completeness, this type of
the following paragraphs.
WIRE

BasiCally, aealternating

ofa

current generator consists

coil of wire rotating in a mag-

a metallic con-

netic field

moving through a magne-

CORE

tic field, having induced a
voltage-in. it.

If the conduc-

a.

tor is wound into a, complete

circuit, an electric current
will flow.

AXIS

bARE
COIL.

Thd direction of

OF

"ROTATION
0

the current depends on the
relative orientation of thp
motion and the direction of

MAGNETIC
FIELD

the magnetic field.

The configuration of the
generator is sketched
4.

Figure

SUP RING

.

OUTPUT

BRI,ISH

b.

The top part Of the figure

.

(Figure 4a) shows a soft iron

core that rotates in the

Figure 4. Configuration of an Alternating
CurrentGener tor.
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41
4

direction indicated by the arrow. _A coil of wire is wound in-many loops.

combination of core-and wire coil is called the armature.

embedded in slots on the surface oUljecore.

The

The coil of wire is

There are many troops WI the coil -

of wire, although only one is indicated' in the figure._ The'Apagnetic_field

Targe'generators is usually supplied by an electromagnet.

For small generators,

or for cases in which very high reliability isneeded, a permanent magnet can
be used.

The bottom part of the figure (Figure 46) shows the operation ih another
'The coil of (Wire is indicated as being rectangular.

'way.

is *shown.

Again, only one loop

The endsof the coil are connected, to slipringi which rotate with
r

the -coil.

.

.

The slip rings are insulated from each Other, but 'eacn are in cony

tact with a stationary bruib thatis'connected to the external circuit.' At

a

.

particular point in the rotation, eleCtric current is .produced in one directiOn.
One-half cycle later, the relative orientation of'the motion of, the coil and.
the magnetic field is .reversed; hence, the direction of current flow is alto
reversed.

Thus; thig' generator produces alternating current.

Foieltrte.....

half of the, cycle rotation, the currencurrent` flowvin one direction; in the other

half of the cycle, the current flovis.in the oppoOe direction.
I

In the most common type of.a.e. generator, the system frequency is propor-'
tional to the rotation speed.
gen rator.

Thistype'of generator is called a synchronous

The freqdency f (in hertz) is given by Equation 2:
4

f

where:

N R/120s

Equation 2

W= The number of magnetic field poles (usually either two or four).
R = The rotation speed of the armature, in rpm.

Thus, a generator with two magnetic poles will rotate at 3600 revolutions per
minute to produce alternating currency at a frequency of 60 Hz.

This high

rotation rate is compatible with high speed steam turbines which operate most
economically at high rotation rates.,

Very large alternating current generators are now in use for commercial
electrical power generation. 'Individual units with capacities exceeding'1000
'megawatts have been installed.

and Canada is

The common system frequency in the.United States,

Hz; (in Europe, it is 50 Hz.
10
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a.

T

Genetatton o

ee-Phccoe A. C: Power.

ion process previously descrilied produces an elettrical voltage

-Tile gene

-0

V which varies With time t as a sine wave.
V = V

o

Consider Equatipn.3:
Equation 3

sin 2n-f t

4

where:

= The maximum voltige.

V
o

f = The frequency of the system.

This function is sketched in Figure 5a.

In-one cycle, which takes an

mount

. of time' equal' to 1 /f, the.woltage rises from' zero to a maximum .positive value,

falls through zero to'rainimum negative

.alue, and then increases tack to zero.
There may bl more than tie sine
wave, with the waves oscillating nonsynchronoufly.

Thus, one wave may. be at

its positive maximum when the second

wave is at a different part. of its cycle.
In this case, thelva'ves are said

"out of phase."

to be'

The phase difference

between the waves is defined as "the
fraction of a cycle by which one wave
leads, or'.;ags, behind the Othe-r."

Figure 5b shows three sine waves

which are out of phase by one-third
cycl,e.

These three waves may be exb. Three Ways* Ou lot Phase by One -Third Cycle

pressed by the following:

Figure-5.

t

Sine Waves.

VI = Vo sin 2n- f t
BIZ

= Vo sin, (2n f 't - 27/3)

Equation 4 .

V3 = Vo sin (2n f t - 4n/3)

9
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It phase difference between the wave
In the discussion so far, i, h.

assumed that the generator produces

b

,a voltage that is represented by

is 2ir/3 radians, or 120°.

glesine wave.

This requires two wires,

one.carrying the voltage and tie second acting as a return.
single-phase alternating cur

This system, Called

isthe type of alternating current most often

used in domestic applictions.
For delivering large amounts of dlectrical power and for, many industrial.
.

-

applications, three-phase systems are used.

These syttems use three sine Waves

that are out of phase by 120°, as illustrated by Figure lb.

Although one might

think,that such asystem would require'six wires (two.for each phase), this is
not the case.

If the currents in each phase are properly balanced, only'three

wires are needed.

The individual current's for the three, phase's may be flowing

in either a positive

1o\

a negative sense.

In a properly balanced system, the

net total current at "a14 instant of time is2ero.
needed.

Thus, no return-wires are

Such a system', with each of the three wires carrying current 120° out
Each phase

of phase with the other.two wires, is called a three-phaSeft system.

of the three-phase system carries current and delivers net electrical power,
Such a three-phase system, with three wires, can'deliver as much power as three
separate single-phase systems,.which would require six separate wires.

Of

course, it is impossible to balance the three phases so peefectly in a'practir
cal system that the net current is exaitly zero.
small return current.

Thus, there is Usually a

e

It is common practice to return this current to ground

and to let the earth'act as tie return conductor.
In 'order to generate three -phase electrical power, three separate coils of

wire are wound on the armature 'ofhe alternating current generator.
generatdi ore phase of the three-phase power.

Each coil

It-is possible to connect the
c

-

coils in twcodifferent- ways, as illustrated in Figu4 6. 'The configuration in
called

Figure.6a-i

sometimes calle
V

wyd (Y) configuratiori beCause of its shape.
star configuration:

It is also

In tHflszonfiguration, the line volta

(whichAs.the voltage betwean any twoof the wires) is related to the_pha

voltage V

(which is the voltage betweenny Wire an

equation:

./

= v
L

Page10/EP-07
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ground) by the followin

.

.?

TRANSMISSION
CONDUCTORS-

GENERATOR
COILS

.1

WY* DI or Star Configuration

b. Della Lai. or Mesh Configuration,

Figure 6.. Connections for Three-Phase
Alternating%Current.

11 common line voltage for distri ution_of three-phase electrical power is 220 V.

Thephase voltage is then n0/ 3 = 127 V.

Thus, single-phase electricity for

domestic use at 127 V may be obt inedby tapping one wire of a 220-V threepha;e 220 -V distribution system:

For many industrial application's

for large motors --All three phis -s are used.

es especially

The wye configuration fo

bution of electricity from a_thre -phase generator is ,commonly used in

distrihe

United.States.
.

k The other possible arrangeme t, shown in Figure 66, is.less often encoun-

.
,

r

tered in the United States.

connected system

This rrangement is called the delta- (A) or mesh-

For the delta c niiegtion, the line voltage and phase voltage \

are equal.

'Three -phase systems have several advantages aver single-phase systems.
h

A

The flow of power is more constant, so the motors operate more smoothly.

And, /0

three-phase motors start more- easilybecause of interaction .between the phases:
For di§tributiori of equal-amounts of power, there is

wire needed for three.-phasyys'tems,

savings in the amount of
1
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Compcvr

Pant Costs

o

The cost of generating electfical power is gn extremely complex issue.,

Two contributions to the cost must be consdered:
,

4nt and the operating costs (including fuel).

the initial capital invest-

In a period of rapidly increas-

ing fuel prices, any cost estimates rapidly become outdated.

.

The cast of the capital inv .estment per unit generating capacity depends on
the plant size.

This"-cost decreases for large 'plants.

For a kilowatt ofgen7

erating capacity, a smill (50 megawatt) steam plantican be 20% more expensive
to build than a lerge/(1000 megawatt) steam plant.,

partV

The'cost will vary from one

the country to another because of differences in labor rates, ta,k incen-

tives, and local.laws'on control of emissions.

Addition of pollution control

equipmeht can substantially increase the cost of a generating' plant.

The operating costs for steam plants are dominated by fuel costs.

It is

difficult to compare fuel costs because there is considerable variation ffom
one part of; the country

o another.

Table 1

ious fossil fuels in.dif Brent localities.
course, hav

changed.

shows some utility prices for varThese are 1975

NoweVer, the figures do show thatfuel

flies, which, of

osts)an vary.

considerably according to location.
1'

TABLE 1.

UTILITY PRICES FOR FOSSIL-FUELS IN 1975
(Dollars per million Btus).

Region

Natural Gas'

New England

1.13

.

Middle Atlantic
8
413

Fuel Oil

lli5

:

Coal

2.04

1.35

2.05

1.050

1.85

0.58

1.83

0.21 '

West (rionth central)

75744

West (south central)

0.63

Mountain

0.67

1.98

0.31

0.84

2.35

0458

Pacific

.
.

,

The prices shown' re expressed in terms of dollars per million Btps of
,therrilal energy in'the fuel which is a widely used measure of fuel cast.

.

Fuel,prices tend 'to be high in New England and relatiiely low. in the

ti
,

Western.Unjted States.

Natural gas, for example, varies over the range of 0.44

to 1.13 dollars per million Btu's

almost a factor of three.

'

.
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In many areas, natural gas is the least expensive fuel; but because of supply limitations, it generally is not used in large electrical generating plants.
Supplies of natural gas to large customers are often interruptible, thatis,
For these rea-

they can be cut off when the demand for natural gas is large.
d

sons, coal may still be used

even in areas where natural gas is cheaper than

coal.

In the

In virtually all areas, fuel oil is more expensive than coal.

---AP

southwestern central region, it is as much as eight times as expensive.

More-(/

over, since 1975, there have been many increases in the world price of oil.
This makes oil even less attractive as a fuel for large electriCal plants.
Thus, coal is favored over oil, and most large generating plants are coal-fired
,plants.

Basically, the comparison of plant costs becomes a comparison between coalA coal-fired plant may have a.furnace that can burn other fuels

fired plants.

(such as-naturalgas)--when-thet-are-aval-lable at a-cost less-than_coal___ Then

the plant can switch fuels according to price and availability.
Table 2 shows a comparison of plant costs for a large (940 megawatt) gen.

These numbers are estimates and

erating plant based on coal and nuclear power.

will vary according to location, amount of pollution controls required, and so
forth.

The estimates in Table 2., taken from 1977 figures, have changed; how-

ever they do show some of the general features.
TABLE 2.

COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR NUCLEAR ANDrCOAL-FIRED PLANTS
(970 Megawatt).

The of Cost
-Total cost of plant ($)

Coal-Fired
Plant

Nuclear
Plant

190 x 106

240 x 106

Cost of electricity
(cents/kWh)

.

Cost for plant investment

0.50

0.63

Operation and maintenance

0.03

0.04

0.41

0.19

Fuel

,,

.'J
,

Total cost

,,

-

..

0.94

.

1F.86
t
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The'capital investment for a nuclear plant tends to be higher than that
for a coal plant.

The operating cost for a nuclear plant tends to be lower,

mainly because of 1,Ower fuel cost.

Thus, the total cost of producing the elec-

tIical power, approximately 0.9t per kilowatt hour, tends to be comparable.
An exact comparison/of whether coal-fired nuclear plants are less expert
sive depends on exact circumstances, but the estimates in Table 2 show some of
the major contributions to the cost of generating electrical power.

HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS
Hydroelectric plants use the'energy of falling water as it drops through a
vertical distance.

The vertical distance is called the head.

The head must be

reasonably large in order to produce power economically; thus, only certain
sites are suitable for hydroelectric plants.
waterfalls, such as Niagara Falls.

Obvious choices are areas near

However, other areas, such as where a river

is drepp-ing rep-i-dottl-dbestritab-l-e---e-vert-wittrotrt-a-ny waterfall Dams

an

often constructed to increase the head and to provide a reservoir of water
which can be used to compensate for seasonal variations in water flow.
In the United States, hydroelectric power provided a major portion of the
electrical power in the early 1900s

at times supplying more than 40%.

recent years, the technology of steam turbines and boilers has advanced.

In more
The

efficiency of steam systems has increased, and very large steam turbine generating systems have been developed.

And, man.); of the most, desirable sites for

hydroelectric generation have been used.

These factors have lead to a decrease

in the fraction of electrical power that'is generated by'hydroelectric plants.
In the late 1970s, less than 15% of the electrical,power in the United States
was generated by hydroelectric plants; and it is likely that this fraction of
power will decrease further_.

The fraction of electrical power produced in this

way varies widely from one section of the country to another.

For instance,

hydroelectric power is a major factor in places such as the Pacific Northwest
and the Tennessee-Rlyer Valley area, but it is a very small factor in ,areas

such as New England and Florida.
'Hydroelectric power is the major source of electricity in certain cauntrtes
that have an abundance of gopd sites.
Switzerland, and Canada.

These countries include Norway, Sweden,

In all these countries, more than 80% of the electri-

cal power iS produced by hydroelectrfc plants.
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Hydroelectric generation of electricity has many advantages when compared
to fossil-fuel or nuclear generating plants..

These advantages include the fol-

lowing:

No use of fossil fuels
No radioattive waste
No air pollution
Low cost of operation

Use of a renewable energy source
Reservoirs having other uses, such as recreation
and flood control
.

Thus, hydroelectric generating plants are used in many parts of the United
States to produce electricity at a' cost lower than that of electricity from
fossil-fuels or nuclear reactors.

There are some disadvantages, however, in-

cludinethe following:
Limited site selection, with most of the best sites already in use
Tendency for best sites to be remote from population centers so that
transmission over greater distances is-needed
Dependence on water flow, with reduced output in times of drought
High initial construction cost

.

Possible loss of farmland or deci-ease of scenic values
A hydroelectric generating plant is illustrated in Figure 7.

This diagram

shows a system with a high_head, generated by a reservoir behind a high dam.
Water is conducted from the,tippr part of the reservoir through a closed conduit called a penstock.

The penstock may be constructed of welded steel plates,

and there may be one penstock for each turbine; or there may be a single penstock which splits into-branches for the different turbines.

Typically, there

will be a valve for the penstock so the turbines can be shut down for maintenance.

The power plarq will be located at the base of the dam.

Water falling

through the penstotk drives hydra4lid turbines. which, in turn, drive electric
generators.

The hydraulic turbine was described in detail in Module EP-06.

In a variation tailed the pumped storage hydroelectric plant, water' is
pumped'to higher elevittions during periods of low electrical demand.

Then;
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during periods of high
demand, the water is
released to provide a
larger head and more

zaffilinVOn

generating,capaclty.
PENSTOCK

The cost of gen-

PONT; PLANT

.

erat'ing hydroelectric

pdwir depends on the
'size_ of dam that is
needed..

The cost may

be less in some mountainous regions where.
Figure 7.

Schematic Diagram of Hydroelectric
Generating Facility.

a narrow gorie may be
dammed with a relatively
sma)1 dam.

7\

Because of the cost of the dam, the initial capital expense will probably

be higher than for a nuclear reactor system or a fossil -fuel system of the same
size.

On the other hand, the operating expenses will be much less, perhaps as low
as one-tenth of the operating cost of a nuclear or fossil -fuel, system.
largely,becaUse no fuel (uraapium or fossil-fuel)

i

This is

used.

The total effect is that, in most cases, elect ical power p educed by hydro.

electric'plants is less expensive than electrical power from nuclear or foSsil-..
fuel plants.

The reduced operating costs more,than offset the higher charges

to pay off the initial investment.

INTERNAL-COMeUSTION ENGINE PLANTS

Another method for generating electricity invOlves driving the current ge
erator with an internal combustion engine_

The. internal combustion engine"--'

drives a rotating shaft, as in an automobile.' The rotating shaft then drives
the rotating,:armature in the current generatdr.

The electrical generator in a

system driven by an internal combustion engine is essentially the same as that
used in any other electrical plant.
the generator that.,is different.

It is the squrce of energy used to drive

The steam turbine, or hydraulic turbine, is

replace by the internal combustion engine.
Page 16/EP-07
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_

The internal combustion engine cab be el
engine.

er a diesel engine or a gasolifie

Gasoline engines can be used for elect is generation when the
for example, an individu 1 farm or lake cabin.

ments are quite small

internal combustion electrical generating plants

require-

Most

f considerable size use die-

.

sel engines.

As compared to gasoline driven syste s, diesel systems offer
For the re ainder of this section of

higher efficiency and lower fdel cost.

the module, it will be assumed that the internal combustion engine is a diesel "I
engine.

Diesel engines were'described fully in Module EP-05.

_

The use of diesel engines for electrical power generation in reasonably
small systems offers several advantages.

Diesel engine systems have shorter

--, start-up times, as compared to steam systems which to e a long time to build up
to a peak output.

Small diesel-based systems that

_e up to a few thousand

kilowatts are more efficient and less expensive than steam-based systems of
the same size.

For larger systems, with requirements greater than several thousand kilo-

watts, steam-based plants reach efficiencies ashigh as those of diesel-based
plants.

In addition, the cost of large steam-based plants is less than that of

large diesel-based plants.

.

Thus, internal combustion engine electrical plants are preferable up to
a certain maximum size, above which steam-based plants are preferable.

This

L1)4 aximum size is in the range of 5000 to 10,000 kilowatts.

Within this size limitation,_ there are many practical applications for
diesel-based electrical plants.

For example, they are used for electrical

power generation by many small communities in facilities such as hospitals,
hotels, and industrial plants.
reasons of reliability.

They can be used for reasons of economy or for

Some large users find it less expedsive to generate

:their cwn electricity than to buy it from the localiitilitylo

And, because die-

sel generating plants are reliable, some facilities (sUch as hospitals) prefer
to have their own electricaj power.

In addition, such facilities may have back-

up diesel systems which. are used for emeretty power in the event of,a power
failure.

this use.

The shirt start-up time of diesel-tased systems is conveniebt fOr
.

Moreover, large utilities often have diesel systems which are used when
the power demands approach the capacity of the steam turbine part of the system.
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Steam turbines routinely supply the power under most conditions.

When power

demand becomes very high, the diesel systems are started and used to supplement
the steam turbines until the demand decreases.

This application takes advantage

of the short start-up time for diesel engine electrical generating systems.
In summary, many internal combustion engine plants are in use for the generation of electricity, some ranging in size up to a maximum size of around

5000 to 10,000 kilowatts. In this size range, they are more efficient and more
economical than steam-turbine plants.

,GENERATION OF DIRECT CURRENT POWER

The methods for generating a.c. electrical power have alwdy been discussed:

It is

to use similar methods to produce d.c. electrical power.

A coil of wire rotates in a magnetic field, as illustrated in Figure 8.

This

can be compared to Figure
4b.

A, s i nusottata 1 terna tt

COIL

ing voltage is.generated

AXIS OF
ROTATION

in the coil.

The coil is

attached to a split-ring.
',,t the time when the direc-

MAGNETIC

RELD

,

tion of the voltage in the

SUP RING

coil changes direction, the

OUTPUT

'connection of the split

ring to the external cir-

Figure 8. irect Current Generator.

cuit is also reversed.

Thus, the direction of the
voltage and current in the external circuit remains the same.
this type of g

erator

In its co structio
erator is v
of the s

In other words,

oduces direct current.

of coils, rotor, magnets, and so forth, the d.c. gen-

similar o the a.c. generator.

The main difference is the use

it ring, which is, called a commutator'.

The single coil illustrated

in Figure 8 will produce.direct current in which the power fluctuates.

If a

number of coils are connected to'a number of commutators, the fluctuations can
'almost be eliminated.
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A second method for producing d.c. power is to rectify a.c. power._ This
is done with rectifiers which pass electrical current in only one direction.
For most modern applications, sili_con-controlled rectifiers are employed. \
Direct current is-often used in industry 'specifically to operate d.c.

motors since d.c. motors are capable of operation at precisely controlled
speeds

more so than a.c. motors.

uses of direct current,

This is one of the most important modern

The direct current is often generated locally in'the

industrial plant where it is used.

Some early commercial gene ation and distribution systems in the 1800s
A

used direct current, -but almost 1 1 have been supplanted by a.c. systems.

few, small d.c. networks survive, mostly in Europe; and number of high voltIn modern

age d.c. systems exist for long distance transmission of electricity.

distribution of ftlectricity frOm'ttie utility to the customer, almost all cus-

tomers receive a.c. power.

BATTERIES
Batteries are devices that convert chemical 'energy into electric energy.

The term "battery" strictly applies to two or more electrochemical cells that
are connected together.

But in common usage, the term "battery" is also applied

to single.electric cells, such as flashlight batteries.

This section of the module first discusses the principles of electrochemical generation of electricity and then the conventional types of batteries
)

that are now in use for many applications requiring a source of electrical
power.

These batteries are especially adaptable to situations where electrical
The

power would not othQrwise be easily available

as in automobiles).

module consludes witn a dikussion,of devel pmenta

and'experimentaT batteries.

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROCHEMICAL ENERGY GENERATION
An elec;rical cell consists of two electrodes ofgdissimilar material which
are immersed in an electrically conductive material.

The conductive material

may be solid or liquid.

At one electrode (the anode, which is the negati'vely charged electrode), a
chemical reaction occurs between the electrode and the electrolyte.

In the
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chemical reaction, the electrode, which is usually a.metal,
electrons are releaied.

s oxidized, and

,

For a zinc electrode, a possible r action would be the

following:

Zn 0 + H2O + e-

+ 2 OH

Equati f 6

This reaction uses OH" ions from the electrolyte and releases free' electrons.
At the other electrode (the cathode, 'which is the positively charged elec-

trode), electrons recombine during the chemical reaction.

The material of the

cathOde, which is often a metal oxide, is reduced. A reaction involying a manganese ojide cathode could be the following:

4

tit-102

+ 2e- + 2 H2O

Mn(OH)2 + 2 OH

Thus, water is produced at the anode and used up at the cathode.

Hydroxyl 4.Kis

(OH-) are produced at the Cathode and used up at the anode. AThey migrate
through the electrolyte from-one electrode to the other.
materials of the electrodes are gradually used .p.

In the reactions, the

When the materials are con-

sumed, the chemical reactions cease, and the battery is dead.
If the anode and cathode ar- e con-

nected through a wire, electrons will IP
ELECTRON...FLOW

flow through the wire from the anode to
In this way, the energy

the cathode.

'produced in the chemical reactions is
transformed into electrical current.

A'

schematic diagram is shown in Figure 9.

CONVENTIONAL BATTERIES
There are many types of batteries .
in use today.

FaMiliar examples are

automobile batteries and flashlight,

Figure 9.

4
Diagram of Electric Cell.

J

batteries.

Batteries can be divided

into two general classes:

primary bat-

teries and secondary storage, batteries.
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The

Primary batteries are produced with high energy chemical compounds.
energy is withdrawn later as electrical current:

The batteries are sold in a

charged state, are used, and.the are discarded without recharging.
batteries should not be recharged.

Primary

Attempts to recharge primary batteries till

yield poor results, and it may be dangerous to do so.

Attempting to recharge a

Kimary battery can possibly produce gas buildup inside the battery tnd lead to
an explosion.

-Secondary batteries are intended for recharging.

They are constructed of

different materials than primary batteries and have different electrode designs
to facilitate recharging.

Elec-

These are commonly called storage batteries.

tricity is produced elsewhere (as in a generator) and is stored in the battery
until it is to be used.

There are valid applications for both primary and secondary batteries.
Primary batteries may be.used when the following conditions are applicable:
Portability and convenience are important (such at'a flash]ight)
Electrical power for recharging is not available
Reserve stand-by poWer is desirable for long Periods of time

huch

as-

emergency lights)

Secondary storage batteries b useful under the following' conditions:
The battery is a prime power source and many charge-discharge cycles

.

are needed (such as automotive use)

Relatively high-power requirements must be supplied
Long periods of ldW"current operation followed by recharge are needed
.

(such as buoys).

,The most familiar,type of primary battery is the Leclanche cell. -ThiS
*

manganese dioxide cathode, and an electrolyte of

cell uses a zinc anode,

ammonium chloride and zi c chloride in a water solution.
rod is often used as a cu
is shown in Figure 10.
battery:

ent collector at the cathode.

This

In addition, a carbon

A schematic diagram

pe of cell is familiar as to common flashlight

The relevant reactions by which the electricity is produced were

presented in Equations 6 and 7.

Table 3 lists some of the types of primary batteriesthat are commercially
available. The first system is the Leclanche cell.

Other systems use an elec-

trolyte consisting of potassium hydroxide in,water.

These batteries, called

.
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alkaline batteries, generally offer

'ZINC CYLINDER

higher efficiency and perform better

MIXTURE CONTAINING
MANGANESE DIOXIDE

than Leclanche cells. .They are more

MMST PASTE OF

AMMONIUM

ick
of

expensive to produce, however..

Table 3 lists the'voltages of
the cells in commercial primary batteries.

INSULATOR_

All available cell voltages

lie within narrow limits.

Figure10.

to achieve higher voltages, a number

Diagram -of Leclanche cell.

are,connectedin series.

of
This is th

also listed.

Thd energy density

In order

'energy that can be extracted

-Obviously, hi\gh values are desirable.

from a battery of'a given weight.

Many

experimental and developmental efforts are devoid to increasing the energy density.

COMMERCIAL PRIMARY BTERIES.

TABLE 3.

Pogitive
Electrode

Negative
Electrode
,

Energy
Density

Voltage
Per Cell

Electrolyte

(Wh/lb).

.

t
.

Zinc.

Ammonium
cloridezinc

Manganese
dioxide

\-

5-40

1.5

clride

,
.

:Y
or

Zinc

-Minganese

1.5

.

20-40

hydr xide_

dioxide

.

sium

Po

in water

oxid

Zinc

:-.

Mercun
,

t

Potassium
hydroxide
in water

1.35

10-50

Potassium

1.5

30-60

,
.Zinc

qilver
Oxide
o
.

4
,

4,1----.

'

hydroxide
in' water

After primary batteries are discharged, they are discarscled.

Secondary'.

,----

batteries can be redharged by.forcing an electrical current through the battery.
The charging current flows In the opposite directiOn to tlid current extracted
from the battery during use.

Rechargable secondary storage batteries can be
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f
recharged plant times, perhaps up to hundreds or thousands of times.
constructed or different materials than the primary 'cells.

-

They are

Probably, the most

familiar Of the secondary batteries is the lead-acid battery, which is commonly,.
used.for automotive use.

This battery often has six cells connected In series

to provide an output of 12 volts.
itive electrode is lead oxide.

The negatiVe electrode is lead, and the pos-

The electrolyte, is sulfuric acid in water,

which dissociates to produce hydrogen (Hi) ions'and sulfate (8041 ions.

At

the negative electrode, a porous, or 'spongy, lead plae-is converted to lead
sulfate in the following reaction:

.

Pb SO4 + 2e- .

Pb + SO4-

Equation 8

,At.the positive electrode, lead oxide is converted-to lead ilfate in the
et

following reaction:
2H20 t PbSO4

Pbe + 4 H+ + SO4- t 2 e

N

Equation 9

The-glectrons flow through the wire in an external circuit and provide electri.

cal

power.

water produced in Equaion 9 dilutes the sulfuric acid soiition

and lowers its specific gravity.

Thus, the specific gravity of the electrolyte

can be measured to determine the status of the battery charge..
During recharging, electrical current-flow ss

in the opposite direction, and

ietd sulfate is reconverted into.spongY lead by the following reaction:
Pb + SOa=

Pb -SO4 + 2 e-

.

Equation 10

Lead oxide is produced 'in the following reaction:

2 H2O + Pb 804

Pb 02 + 4 H+,+ SO4- + 2 e

Thes,e reactions use up water and st

EqUation 11

ngthen the sulfuric acid solution,

increasing Its specific gravity.
Th,e common method of construction for lead-acid batteries is to use flat

platesof lead and lead oxide, suspended vertically in the liquid electrolyte.

Postin and negative plates alternate and are kept apart by insulating separafOrs.
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Lead-acid batteriesiare used in industry for standby power, for emergency
The most important applica-

lighting, and for powering security alarm systems.

tion of lead-acid batteries is to provide the power to start internal combusTypically, such a.battery will consist of six cells (si

tion engines.

posi-

tive plates and six negative plates), all being contained within a common case
and providing an output voltage of 12 volts.

Lead-acid batteries with Capaci-

ties in the range of 60 to 100 ampere hours are very common to autom06;ebse.

Very large banks of lead-acid batteries (up 6 millions of watt-hours) have
been employed for propulsion of submarips.

We4presentssomofthecomilerciallyavailable,secondary batteries.
The second entry is

The first entry is the lead-acibattery discUssed above.

the nickel-cadmium battery, which is commonly uses as a rechargable. battery in

The following reactions cur

electronic calculators and similar applications.

during discharge and are reversed during recharging:
Cd + 2 OH-

Ni OOH ;W. + e

TABLE 4.

Anode

j

Cd(OH)2 + 2 e-

i

Ni (OH)2

1

COMMERCIAL SECONDARY BATTERIES.

Cathode

Equation 13

I

Energy
Density

Voltage
Pdr Cell

ElectrElectrolyte

Equation li

(Whilb)

1

Lead

Lead
dtbxide

,

Cadmium.

'

Nickel

hydroxide

Iron

-

Cadmiurb.

.

Sulfuric acid
in water
Potassium
'hydroxide
in water

Nickel
hydroxide

Potassium
hydroxide
in water

Silver
oxide

Potassium
hydroxide
in water

.
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10-15

2.0

.

.

1.25

/

12-20

/

,

1:1

,8-14

1.4

-- 22-34

.

.

.

The range of voltages for single cel s is limited, and cells are connected
in ser

s to produce higher voltages,- Th

energy density

watt-hours per

,

pound - is an important characteristic.

DEVELOPMENTAL AND EXPERIMENTAL BATTERIES
Many additional types of electrochemic 1 energy systems are under development.

The main emphasis is to provide batte ies that have higher values of en-

ergy storage density than the conventional b tteries described above.

Such bat-

teries could store much larger quantities of electrical energy than conventional
batteries of the same size and weight.
tric propulsion of vehicles.
utility companies.

One i

poritant application could be elec-

They would also be/useful for load-leveling by

(Load-leveling refers to c

frging storage batteries during

.

periods of low demand for .electrical power, and then drawing power from the bat_,teries_duning_periods of high demand-)- Imprnyed batteries are also desired for
improved portable tools and communications e9uipment.

Conventional batteries

are limited to- cell voltages in the 1-V to

Batteries with higher

-V range.

cell* voltage are also desired.

Table 5 lists some of ihe leading ma erials that could possibly improve
batteries.

There are many other experiMental electrochemical systems, but the

table does show some of the most important types.
.

4

The first entry, the air battery, offers high energy' density.

used in some practical applications for railroad signaliO.

It has been

The cathode mate-

/

rial is atmospheric oxygen, which is absorbed at a porouS carbon structure.
The cathode reaction is as follows:.
02 + 2 H2O + 4

OH-

Equation 14

Air batteries-with an iron anode are also under development.

Air batteries have been limited by the fact that current can only be drawn
from them sloOly.

Research is underway to increase the discharge rate and pro-

vide higher currents. The air battery is a primary battery, whereas most of
the other batteries listed in Table .5 are seco dary storage batteries.
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DEVELOPMENTAL AND EXPERIMENTAL BATTERY TYPES.

TABLE 5.

.

Oxygen

Zinc.

%

_

.

Status

.

.

.

Air

Energy
Density
(Wh/lb)

Voltage
Per Cell

Electrolyte

Cathode

Anode

Type

.

..

.. ______

...

Witerssoluion of potas----slum-hydroxide

1.25

FaIrly well
developed

,_.80-100
'..

,
.

t

.

,
.

Zinc chloride
in water,

Chlorine
hydrate

Zinc

:
Zinccholorine

Not yet

High

2.12

practical

A
.

..
.

Molten

Sodium-,

sulfur

Sodium
polysulfide
.

Solid membrane of
alumina
ceramic

2-

Molten salt

2.3

Developmental'

100-150

.

1

Lithium

Lithiumsulfur

metal
alloy

'

Iron
sulfide

.
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Cithium7
sulfur
dioxide

'Lithium
.

Redox

ciat r

solution of
TiCls-

.

4

Tint,.

lithium chloride and
potassium
chloride

Liquid
sulfur
dioxide

--

Water
solution
of FeC12-

Part of
cathode and

FeC13

1...,:

solutions

Developmental

120

Beginning to
reach practical use .

,

2.8

.

anOd-e

125

,

L

High'

_

Very :early

development

The zinc-chlorine battery uses a cathode of chlorine hydrate (C12.6 H20).
The chlorine is contained in a porous- titanium, structure toform the cathode.

The electrolyte must be circulated during discharge.
anode, and it enters the electrolyte as zinc ions.

Zinc is removed at the
ChTOrine is removed at the

cathode, and itienters the electrolyte as chlorine ions.
and chlorine are redeposited on the electrodes.

During recharge; zinc

The zinc-chlorine battery

offers considerable promise, but further development is needed to produce more
practical batteries.

Most,of the batteries described so far use electrolytes which contain water.

This fact limits the types of metals\hat can be used as 4lectrodes.

Research is being done on systems with electrolytes that do not contain water.
Such systems could use reactive metals such as sodium or lithium.

Higher val-

ues of cell voltage could then be achieved.
The sodium-sulfur battery uses an anode of molten sodium.
must be maintained around 300°C.

The temperature

Sodium diffuses through the alumina membrane

during discharge to form sodium polysulfide.

During recharge, the compound is

broken up into sodium and sulfur.

Because of its very high energy density, the sodium-sulfur batterF4is under
development for utility load-leveling and vehicle propulsion.
reached the stage of practical usage because of its high cost.
aimed at reducing the cost.

It has not

Reiearch is

Another problem for vepicle propulsion is the pos-

sible release of hot corrosive sodium in an automobile crash.

The lithium-sulfur battery is an example of a system that uses a molten

It offers high energy denity and operates at a temper-

salt as an electrolyte.

This type of battery is pOtentially, useful for vehicle

ature of 400 to 500°C.

propulsion and for utility load-leveling;.but again,.the problems are qmi1ar..

to the sodium-sulfur systen.,

Essentially, the' lithium-sulfur 1ViOxide system dispenses with an electro-

lyte by having the liquid sulfur dioxide cathode in direct contact with the
Development of these cells is aimed at producing small dells

lithium electrode.

similar to flashlight batteries, but with much higher power density.
Redox cells.involve two fluids that are circulated by pumps through a cell

which has two compartments, one for each fluid., The compartments are separated
.

.

_

by a selective membrane which allows passage of selected ions.

248

During discharge,
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ar
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the Fe3+ ions are reduced to Fe2+, and theiktitanium.ion is oxidized (Ti3+ to

Hence the name "redox" (redution-oxidatign).
+
Ti').During. recharge, the reactions are reversed.

electrodes and electrolytes.

The solutions are combination

The redox cell can be useful for storing large

quantities of electricity,and for utility load=leveling; however, its development is in a very early stage.
This discussion of developmental batteries will, give an, idea of some of

the main thrusts of research and development for producing

mproved batteries.

Useful batteries for storage of large amounts of ele5trici y can be produced if
problems can be researched and overcome.

Some of the pro lems include high

cost of production; development of suitable materials, c ntainers, and seals
for use with corrosive materials (such'as sodium and li hium); lack of reproducibility; and relatively short life for some of the systems.

FUEL

CELLS

A fuel cell is defined as "a continuous electric cell which uses the chemical
combustion of a fuel (such as hydrogen) to generate-electricity directly, without the intermediate Step of,heat-generation." 'The fuel is combined with oxygen, but it does not burn with ate open flame.

Instead,f'it reacts chemically at

an electrode, which acts ,a's a catalyst to promote the reaction

Fuel cells, like batteries, convert chemical energy into electrical energy.
They rely on chemical reactions that occur at electrodes and liberate free electrons that flow in, an external circuit in Order to yield an electric'current.

An electrolyte is also used.
a battery.

_1/1

these-reoects, a fuel cell is very similar to

For some purposes( a fuel cell is sometimes considered to be a type

of battery.

In other wayt, fuel cells arevery different from the batteries that were
'described earlier..,) The chemical reaction involves a fuel and an oxidizer (oxygen) "which flow into the cell, usually as gasg:

Essentially, the fuel is

burned, and the combustion produc'ts are removed.

Unlike the elecfdd.ks in bat-

teries described earlier,-the electrodes are 75T-consumed; rather,they act as
catalysts for the chemical reaction.
Because of these significant differences,, the fuel cell is usually regarded

as a separate type of electrical generating system, rather than as another type
of battery.
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The fuel cell burns conventional fuels
hydrogen

such as gaseous fossil fuels op

by combining them with an oxidizer (air or oxygen).

It is a contin-

uous process, operating as long as the fuel and oxidizer are supplied.

This

process generates low-Voltage, d.c. electrical power.

The basic fuel cell reaction is usually the burning of hydrogen, ak in the
following reaction:

Equation 15

2 H2O

21.12 + 02

The hydrogen and oxygen aresupplied as gases, and the water is usually formed
as a liquid.

This reaction is-also the beginning of the conventional fossil-

fuel, steam turbine generating cycle.

In that cycle, fuel is burned to produce

heat ... which makes steam, which drives a turbine, which drives the generator.
In the fuel cell, this process is bypassed:

the electrical current is generated

directly in the chemical reaction. 'Theadvantage of the use of the fuel cell
is that the efficiency is higher than if the same fuel were burned to produce
heat in a conventional steam cycle.
Trt

a fuel cell, there is an anode at which the hydrogen is oxidized and

free electrons are liberated.

In addition, there is a cathode at which the

oxygen reacts and the free electrons recombine. -

As in a battery, if a wire

connects these electrodes, celectrical current will flow in the external circuit.

An electrolyte is in contact with the anode and cathode, and ions mi-

grate through the electrolyte.

Specifically, for one type of system that uses an electrolyte that contains carbonate ions (CO3'), the'reaction (at the anode) is the following:
.

H2

CO3

----4'H20

CO2

2 e-

Equation 16

At the cathode, the reaction is as follows:

02 + 2 CO2 + 4.e- ----4-2-0O3=

Equation 17

Thd net effect of these two reactions is to combine hydrogen and oxygen
to form water, in accordance with Equation 15.
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ELECTRON FLOW

A schematic diagram of
a fuel cell is shown in Fig-

-4-r-- OXYGEN

ure 11.

The fuel and oxy-

gen flow into the cell and
diffuse through porous elecELECTROLYTE

trodes.

Tfie reactions occur

on the inside surface Of the
ION FLOW

electrodes, where the gas,
the electrode, and the elec-

ELECTRODES

Schematic' Diagram of Fuel Cell.,

Figure 11.

trOlyteare all incontact.
The prototype of mod,

ern fuel Cells is the Bacon

H2

cell, which was named after its inventor.
This cell operated at a temperature arouni

r

CIROAATING
KOH
ELECTROLYTE

.

200°C and had

liquid potassium hydroxide

'electrolyte and nickel electrodes with fine
pores.

A schematic diagrT is shown in Fig-

ure 12.

This cell produced a voltage of
.

approximatley 0.7 volt and provided an

NICXEL ELECTRODE
FINE PORES

electrical current of 750 amperes for each
square foot of electrode area.

The develop-

meht of this type pf fuel cell in the 1950s
generated great enthusiasm and lead to con-

/
k

tinued development of fuel cells.

Fuel cells were developed for practiDiagram of BaconFigure 12.
Type Fuel Cell.

,

cal application in the space program.

Fuel

cells were used with great success pn the
Gemini and Apollo space missions because

they were well s4i ted to-providing-electrical_,:r. er for . periods -of around two

weeks under conditions where low weight was important but where cost was'not of
great importance.

The fuel cells for the space program provided a reliable,

electrical power with high energy storage per unit weight; but the cost was
relatively high.
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After the successful application of fuel cells in, the space program, attenOne

tion turned to possible uses of fuel cells for terrestial applications.
desirable application could be for vehicle propulsion.
been used to power trucks and automobiles.
oped by many organizations.

Experimental units have

Fuel cell systems have been devel-

Some have been demonstrated to produce several

kilowatts-of-power--y-others have-deMonstrated lifetimes up to_10,000. Ours..

However, despite fairly large efforts, fuel cells have not yet been successful for ground-based applications.

The main problem has been the high cost.

Cost was not a prime consideration in fuel cells for the space programOut it
is extremely important for applications such as' vehicle propulsion.

Despite

intensive efforts, the cost of fuel-cell systems remains too high for them to
be economically attractive at this time.

There are other improVements that are

needed, such as improved lifetime development of units that can produce
powers and improved catalytic materials for electrodes.

For low-cost opera-

tion, the fuel cells must use gases that heed-little-purification.

ple, air, rather than oxygen, shouldbe pe'oxidizer
area are also needed.

higher

For exam-

'Further advances in this

Thus, the status-of fuel cells remains as follows:

they

are still developmental, and practical applications are lacking.

A few types of fuel cells that are being studied are shown in Table 6.
This is not a complete list, but
rial that are being studied.

then a sample which shows th

types of mate-

The high temperature fuel'cell is significant.

At.high temperatures, the catalyst material can be more simple and less expensive than catalysts needed fOr lower temperolture operation.

Because the cost

of the catalyst is high, this type 'of fuel cell. can possibly be cbnstructed at

a reducedsprice.

Fuel cells could be desirable energy sources.

Fuel cells using hydrogen,

would conserve foAll-fuels and would be a renewable energy source. They are
compatible with many applications, including vehicle propulsion, domestic air
conditioning, generation of heat, and electricity within a home, and as a supple-

ment to conventional electrical power plants.

For generation of electilcity,

they offer a higher efficiency of conversion of the thermal energy of the fuel
to electrical energy, as compared to conventional electrical generation.
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TABLE 6.

SOME TYPES OF FUEL CELLS UNDER DEVELOPMENT.

Temperature of
Operation (°C)

Gases Used

Electrolyte

Electrodes

Aqueous
-'electrolyte

Hydrogen and
oxygen

Potassium
hydroxide
in water

Nickel

25

AqUeous
electrolyte

Hydrogen -.
containing
gas and air

SulfOric
acid in
water

Tungsten
carbide

25

High
temperature

Hydrogen containing
gas and air

Molten
carbonate
salts

Nickel or
silver

650

Ammonia

Ammonia and
oxygen

Potassium
hydroxide

Platinum
containing,
materials

140

Type

.

,

-

.

PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATION OF ELECTRICIV
Photovoltaic generation of electricity involves direct conversion of the
energy from sunlight into electrical energy.

of steam and hot water using solar collectors.

Module EP -03 discussed generation

High temperature solar collec-

tor systems can generate steam which can drive_a steam turbine and generate
electricity in a conventional cycle.

In photovoltaic generation, ielectricity

is produced directly when the light is absorbed in a semiconductoi. material.
There is no need to generate heat or Steam.

PRINCIP14S OPOPERATION
The photovoltaic effect in semiconductors is the basis for the direct gen.

eration of electricity from sunlight.

The photovoltaic effect is described in

physics courses that the student has studied; but, for completeness, it will be
briefly. reviewed here,
,

The energy states available to electrons 'in a semiconductor, such as sili-

con, are not continuous; rather, they have a region called the energy gap in
which there are no energy states.
semiconductor to another.

The width of the energy gap varies from one

The presence of the energy gap affects the electri-

/

cal properties of the matellal, and is, in fact, what makes them semiconductors.
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Electrons in the valence band, which lies below the energy gap, are not free
to move and cannot contribute to electrical conductivity.

_Electrons in the

conduction band above the energy gap are free to move and can produce electrical
Conductivity.

When light is absorbed in a semiconductor, the energy ofthe light can
-raise-ah-electron across-thqi energy gap, from the_valence_band.to..the_conduction band.

an electron with a negative charge

This produCes a current carrier

in the conduction band.

The hole can also be a current

This is called a hole.

carrier that acts as if it.had a positive charge.

The situation is shown sche-

matically in Figure 13, which 5N-githe energy gap, the conduction Ad valence

bands, and the motion of the charge carriers (electrons and holes) in an applied*electric field.

ELECTRIC FIELD

Electrical conductivity can

-

also be produced in a semiconduc-

`tor by doping the semiconductor

_

with small amounts of impurity
elements.

CONDUCTION BAND

_

_

_

ELECTRON

_

,

In silicon, an ele*
R
W

ment such as phc4phorous contributes an electron to the conduc-

ENERGY
(SAP

1

-

tion band because the outer elec-

-

_

,

.tronic shell in phosphorous has

five electrons,-as compared to
*VALENCE BAND

four for silicon." SuchIa semi-,

conductor is called N-type be-

Figure 13." Diagrath of Energy Gap, Conduction Band, Valence Band, and Current Carriers in a Semiconductor.

cause the current carriers are
negative (electrons).

An element such as boron
contributes a, hole to the valence band because the oUter.electronic shell in

boron has only three electrons.

Such a semicOndLittor is called P-type because,

the current carriers are positiVe (holes).

It is possible to dope a semicondator to produce adjacent regions of Ptype material and N-type material.

The result is called a P-N junction, which

is illustrated in Figure 142 The 'energy bands in the region of a P-N junc'tion
are shown in Figure 14.

The junction region itself is only a few micrometers
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ale

in width.

One side is P-type material; the other side is N-type material.

The

conduction and valence bands change shape through the junction, as indicated.
The band gap is denoted by Eg, and the dashed line shows the i4ve1 to which the
electronic states are filled.

If light is absorbed near
the junction region, it will
raise an.electron frgm the va-.

lence band to the,conduction

JUNCTION

band, producing an electron in

REGION

the conduction band and a hole
in the 'valence band.
b. Conduction Sand

a. Valence Sand

Figure 14.

The change

in shape of the bands near the

junction acts like a built-in

Diagram of P' 7-N Junction in

electrical field and will cause

a.Semiconductor.

the hole and electron to move,
as indicated in Figure 14.

Thi's produces a flow of electric 1 current.

This is the photovoltaic effect.
semiconductor.

Light is incident on

P-N junction in a

Absorption of the light produces a flow of el ctrical current

directly, a phenomenon that occurs without application of any voltage external
to the, semiconductor.

The energy of the light is turned directly into a flow

het'of electrical current, without any intermediate stages such as production of ,
or steam.

Electrical current generation, using P-N junctions in semicon-

dtctors and the photovoltaic effect, can, thus, convert energy frot sunlight

into electrical energy
.

PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
\

A diagram of a photovoltaic cell is Chown in Figure 15.

A substrate of P-

-type semiconductor has a thin layer of N-type semiconductor.- The P -type

_ _ _

conductor may be silicon, doped with a small amount of anelement suchas boron
or indium.

The N-type semiconductor 'ay be silicon, doped with a small-amount

of an element such as arsenic or-phos horous.
two layers is called the junction region.
micrometer thick.

The narrow region between these

This region is approximately one

_ _

101
,

1.

unlight is incident

If

ELECTRICAL

CONTACT

orr the p otovoltaic cell,

ons and holes
(de.

free elec

noted by minus and plus signs

N-TYPE

respectively) will be produced
by absorption of light energy

JUNCTION

P-TYPE

near the junction region.

Because of the photovoltaic
ELECTRICAL

effect, the carriers will

CONTACT

move in the'direction of the
Electrical contacts

arrows.

Figure 15.

Qiagram of Photovoltaic Cell.

.

are formed by depositligthin
metal films on the surface.

The photovoltaic effect will cause electrical cur-

rent to flow in a wire that connects the contacts.

Thus, a photovoltaic cell

is a generator of electrical current and electrical power when it is exposed to
sunlight.

Because

The potential efficiency of solar cells is ol6.eaUMportance.

of the fact that solar radiation is distributed over a wide range of wavelengths,
the efficiency of any photovoltaic cell must be less than 100%. The spectral distribution of energy in sunlight was shown in Figure 2 of Module EP-03.

Light

with long wavelength cannot excite free carriers and, thus, is ineffective'in
producing photovoltaic electrical power.

Light of short wavelength can produce

photovoltaic current, but each incoming photon produces one electron-hole pair.

Any excess ene gy above the minimum needed to produce the electron-hole pair is
ith photon energy nearly equal to the energy gap of the semiOnlyig
lost.

conductor

tri

used with high efficiency.

The maximum possible efficiency for conversion of solar energy into elec1 energy is a function of the energy gap of the semiconductor. This is a

result of the inevitable losses.

The situation is illustrated in

Figure-16,.

sun-.
which shows the Maximum possible efficiency for photovoltaic conversion of
ht versus energy gap. The highest possible value is around 25%, near.an en.

.erg

p of 1.4 eledtron volts.

This is a theoretical maximum value, set by

the losses resulting from the mismatch of the ends of the solar spectrum kith
.

the energy gap.

If the engineering' and construction of solar cells is less
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than perfect, the conversion

'2

GaAs

Odra

efficient

will be even less

than the

alue shown in Fig-

aP

Ai Sb

2

ure 16.

Cd So

30

St

CaS

t447Figure 16 shows the en-

ergy gaps of a number of semi-

20

conductors.
10

The most popular

and best deAlopedsemicondUC-

1

tor is Silicon, having an en,

o

3

2

1

ergy'gap around 1.1 eV and

a

maximum possible efficiency

ENERGY GAP ( ELECT1r VOLTS)

around 20%.

Figure 16. Maximum Photovoltaic Conversion
Efficiency Vs. Semiconductor Energy Gap.

Other semiconduc-

tors, such as GaAs and CdTe,

have energy gaps closer to the

maximum value, and_they_puld have higher conversion efficiency.

Silicon'solar cellswhich have been the subject of intense development,
have been used in the space program.

They take.advantage of many technological

developments involving silicon used in the electronics industry.

The leading,

candidate for solar photovoltaic en.

ergy conversion is silicon, despite
,

the fact that it does riot have the

highest possible value of efficiency.
Figure 17 shows electrical characteristics for a typical silicon
20

photovoltaic.cell.

The top curve

ti

is .the open'circuit voltage, and the

lower curve isthe short circuit current.

,

These outputs are shown as

versus the power per unft area deliv500

.

1000

ered by sunlight.

(Remember that
,%
solar power has a maximum value

tuummeioNew 2
Figure 17. Output of Typical Silicon'
Photovoltaic ell Vs. Incident Solar
Illumination.

around 1000 W/m2 on the earth's sur-

e

face, when the sun is directly,over'head.)
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Silicon solar cells can be fabricated in large area co figurations with
Higher efficiencie

efficiencies in the range of 10 to 12%.

can be obtained

in devices with Small areas and high cost, but large area de ices will be
needed for production of large amounts of electrical power.
Development of other types of solar cells is proceeding.

In particular,

cadmium telluride and gallium arsenide solar cells are of in erest because of
Experimental gallium arsenid

potentially highe-r efficiency.

devices have

been made with efficiency around 25%, near the theoretical maximum.

Howev
The

these types of solar cells are far less developed than sil,i)cn devices

cost is much higher than for silicon devices.

The ability to make dev ces

with large areas is much less developed An for silicon; therefore, cadmium
elluride and gallium arsenide solar cells must be regarded as experimental
de ices.

APPLICATION OF PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRIC GENERATION
Do version of solar energy directly into electricity has many attractive
features.

'

This method uses no fossil-fuels; rather, it takes advantage of solar

energy that is already incident on the earth

thus making it a renewable re-

source.v Pho ovoltaic electric generation causes kdirect environmental damage.
A

a-flexi

e technology, compatible with relatively small generating plants;

therefore it co ld serve sm
large distributie

communities'or even inaividual buildings.

1

Thus,

re not needed, and dangers of largeale blackouts

networ

are eliminated.

The overwhelmin
is their high cost.

problem for large-scale usage of solar photovoltaic ce is
A 1

of the cUl.rent materials and,menufacturing steps are

.

too expensive to make la ge-scale electri61 .generation feasible.' Many development programs are attempt' g to reduce costs.

The main ia.\!ance needed is the
,

ability to p2oduce large ar

solar cells that have good efficiency at low cost:

A second,dawback.is the fact that solar power is net constant.

Thus,,
tfl

storage facilitieS..ere necessar

for night, cloudy days,and so forth. rresent

\methods of producing'the.electric 1 contacts on the top 'surface of the cells

corr top much area and'leduce the

sefUl area of the cll.'.

in the production of electTical contacts.

Finally, paving of large areas with

silicon may be considertd en ironmenta. y undesirable.
,able Cenyersjon efficiency of

i %, about

Advances are needed

At the currently avail -

.5% of the area of the United States
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h solar cells to provide all the energy needs of

wOuld'have to be cove
the country.

of solar energy to electrical energ

Photovoltaic conver

Silicon solar cells have-

in the space program,.

`successfully for

ctrical power used on space vehicles.

provided most of

Very large pan-

els with many solar cells on each paribl are deployed after launch.
els have the appearance of sails.
have been launched into space.

s been used

These pan-'

Units with capabilities up to 11 kilowatts

Ob;iously, this has been a successful, practical
1

application of photovoltaic energy conversion.

The use of photovoltaic cells in the space program was compatible with the
relatively high cost of the cells.

Solar cells used in space Cost $200 or,more

per watt,of electrical power.generation, a cost that is far too high -for groundbased generation of electrical power.

The U.S. Department of Energy is sponsoring a brdad-b.ased.program to reduce
the cost of solar cells to the point that they will be competftive for terrestrial power generation.

It is estimated that, at'a cost of 50 cents per peak-

watt, ground-based photovoltaic conversion of solar energy would be economically
feasible.

is expressetin terms of 1975'dol:'

(In this specification, the cos

Lars, and l'N'term "peak-wattn'refers to th

attage produced when the solar

10002.)

celltis exposed to the peak insolation of

The goal of the Depart7
aL a

nient of Eriergy.program ishe capability to produce large area golar cell
cost of 50 cents per peak-watt by 1986.

By the late

1970I continued

develop-

ments in silicon growth, coating methods,- and cell fabrication had reduced the

cost to several dollars per peak-watt.
goal can be met.

It appears possible that the 1986 cost

At that point, electricity generated directly by Photovoltaic,

_conversion of solar energy could develop rapidly.
It is likely that photovoltaic electilc generating plants will 1;e)relatively small compared to c

entional electrical generating plants.

Fossil-

fuel and nuclear reactor p ants ar e not economical unless they are large 1000
megawatts or more.

Generation stations for commercial gerieration of photovolt-

aic electrial power would probably be much smaller, serving relatively smaller,
communities, or perhaps individual buildings.
quired for periods When the sun is not shining:
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storage capacity would be re,
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